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Abstract
The topic of this PhD is to investigate materials interfaces under the application of com-
pressive forces and dynamic friction. Friction studies are important in applications for
high-speed machining and ballistic penetration modelling, two areas where it is important
to understand the behaviour of rapidly moving interfaces. Gaining insight into the velocity
dependence of the effective tangential force, and its time-evolution, under various external
loads is also of particular interest. It is important to understand on an atomic and/or molec-
ular level the fundamentals of tribological processes. Some of the processes investigated in
this thesis include plastic deformation due to high compression, the response of materials
when sliding occurs in terms of temperature variation across the interface and its relation-
ship with atomic diffusion. Moreover, the materials dependence on operating conditions of
temperature, loading and dynamic friction are factors that ultimately determine the design
of tribological systems.
In the last few years it has been shown that materials properties depend on the size,
as smaller specimens are relatively stronger than larger ones. This thesis is aiming to em-
ploy state of the art numerical and theoretical methods, which are vital to give a significant
insight and understanding of the fundamental issues concerning dynamic friction of tribo-
logical processes at the atomic scale. The mechanical behaviour is investigated in detail to
reveal an accurate theoretical description of the frictional force at metallic surfaces. Special
consideration is taken into account for the mechanism that causes dissipation in the form
of heat. The strong deformation when materials undergo dynamic friction causes energy to
dissipate away from the interface at a high rate.
Additionally, investigation of the plastic deformation and its variation under conditions
prevalent at high speed sliding is carried out. Knowledge of the yield point under these
conditions is important to obtain accurate constitutive models for the shear stresses. In-
vestigating how the material strength varies under sliding friction and obtaining accurate
evaluation of the stresses involved has proved difficult and time consuming. This is primar-
ily attributed to the fact that experiments are difficult to conduct and expensive facilities are
required. This thesis focuses on aspects of this complex process with the aid of molecular
dynamic simulations.
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Introduction
Materials science of experimental and theoretical techniques has focused attention on the
properties of materials ranging from macro- to nano- scale. The outstanding possibilities
of nanocrystalline materials have been the subject of in depth research over the past few
years as discussed by Meyers et al. [179]. Nanocrystalline materials are characterised by
large volume fraction of grain boundaries affecting the mechanical, physical and chemical
properties when compared with coarse-grained polycrystalline. They are obtained by in-
troducing high density interfacial grain boundaries, which is achieved if the crystal size is
typically of 10 nm. There are several names in the literature for nanocrystalline materials
such as ultra-fine grained materials, nanophase materials, nanometer-sized crystalline or
nanostructured materials. The enormous amount of research in this area is enabled by de-
veloping and applying new methods such as transmission electron microscopy and tunnel-
ing microscopy and preparing structures with novel features and properties. Amongst other
technological developments are the advances of high temperature superconductors, quasi-
crystals and metallic glasses as illustrated by Gleiter [77]. Research on nanocrystalline
materials is categorised under the field of nanotechnology in which processes are investi-
gated at dimensions ranging from 0.1 to 100 nm [67, 59]. Feynman [59] known for many
insights and famous phrase ‘There’s plenty of room at the bottom’, is considered by many
to be a pioneer in the field of nanotechnology. Applications of the field of nanotechnology
include the properties of nanocrystalline materials, the nano-electromechanical systems,
high hardness cutting tools and bottom up fabrication techniques, materials reinforced with
nanoparticle, protein engineering and many more.
Modelling the material behaviour is an essential step for progress in materials science
and engineering, since they help to explain the physics and/or dynamics of physical pro-
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cesses. Obtaining numerical simulations either at the micro-scale using continuum theo-
ries or at the nano-scale using atomistic theories is essential because of the difficulties of
conducting experiments at extreme conditions. Although, conducting experiments at the
nanoscale is highly cost effective, the lack of analysis tools and the limitations of measur-
ing properties of interest is more critical for these systems. Atomistic techniques enable
scientists to visualise the material’s behaviour in dynamic processes; they can act as input
to micro-scale systems by supplying missing experimental variables and possibly act as
a validating tool. Undoubtedly, the numerical simulations are of great importance in the
engineering and scientific community.
1.1 Nanotribology: Techniques and applications
Nanotribology studies the science of adhesion, friction, lubrication and wear of surfaces
in which relative motion takes place at the nanoscale. The word tribology comes from
Greek: ”‘τριβω”’ which means rub and ”‘λoγoς”’ meaning principle or logic. Friction
has been studied for several years via experimental and theoretical work in which advances
have been made revealing diverse phenomena and enormous complexity confirming the
non-linear nature even for the simplest tribological processes. Scientists and engineers are
working on the development of low friction surfaces and thin lubricating films, which is
important in the miniaturization of moving components in devices such as micro-elecro-
mechanical systems (MEMS), computer systems, micro-machines, bio-systems and many
more as highlighted by Lyshevski [168]. The empirical friction laws that are described in
the following sections are not sufficient to analyse the tribological issues associated with
these devices. This is due to the great importance of surface chemistry.
Within the new area of nanotribology the frictional contact behaviour and wear is stud-
ied at the nanoscale. Friction is closely associated with lubrication, adhesion and wear;
investigation of non-equilibrium processes occurring at the atomistic scale are essential to
explain friction phenomena at the micro-scale. Thus, the following sections address the
issues related to tribological processes from macro to nano-scales.
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1.2 Historical and modern views of friction, lubrication
and wear
Understanding of the friction, lubrication and wear mechanisms is highly important to the
development of nanotribology and its applications. The range of industrial applications
includes aerospace, automotive, biomedical, textile, optical, military, metallurgical, power
generation and many more. Friction uses up a substantial amount of energy generated,
while a large amount of financial resources is required to replace worn components. Tri-
bology is a very old science going back to the prehistoric epoch in which tribological tools
have been used to generate fire or griding flint tools. Several achievements have been ob-
tained to make people’s life easier such as the stone socket for the potter’s wheel, the blow
drill, lubricated wooden sledge to transport huge monolithic stones and many more appli-
cations. In Egypt, around 2400 BC, in order to facilitate the transportation of big statues,
people would pour water in front of a sledge eliminating thus the effect of friction. Years
later Greeks and Romans were the first to develop machine components, rolling bearings
and gears. Even though information on tribology has grown over the years the existing
knowledge of most scientists, engineers and designers in this important area is not suffi-
cient to overcome fundamental tribological problems.
The review by Dowson [52] shows that modern approaches and theories started when
Leonardo Da Vinci developed the first friction laws 500 years ago, claiming that the fric-
tional force is directly proportional to the applied load and also independent of the contact
area. During the industrial revolution of the 16th century and the development of ma-
chines, the investigation of sliding friction phenomena upon the application of lubricants
was necessary to reveal their beneficial effects, amongst them the reduction in friction. The
importance of rolling friction was firstly perceived by Robert Hook (1680) in which he
conducted frictional studies of sliding bearings. Hook pointed out that elastic and plastic
deformation plays an important role in the rolling friction. In 1699 Amontons investigated
the phenomenon of sliding friction and published the macroscopic laws of friction, which
had been formulated by Leonardo da Vinci approximately one hundred years earlier. Ex-
perimental observations were made by Philippe de la Hire on friction in which Amonton’s
results were confirmed. Many of frictional studies are recorded and many remarkable con-
tributions on the phenomenon were achieved by Leibnitz (1646-1716), Desaguliers (1683-
1744), Leonhard Euler (1707-1783) and Isaac Newton (1642-1727). An enormous exper-
imental work was also achieved by Charles Augustin de Coulomb (1736-1806), who was
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one of the biggest contributors on friction. He actually confirmed Da Vinci and Amontons
laws, adding that the frictional force is also independent of the sliding velocity. These laws
are known today as the Amonton-Coulomb laws.
Frictional applications are closely associated with the use of lubricants in order to re-
duce the friction forces and decrease the damages due to rubbing surfaces. Lubricants such
as animal fat, vegetable oil and solid lubricant have been available since the 18th century,
however in the middle of the 19th century mineral oils gradually started to replace them.
Nikolai Pavlovich Petrov and Beauchamp Tower made remarkable discoveries on the be-
haviour of journal bearings lubricated with oil, proving that the friction in bearings depends
on the viscosity of the oils. They also developed a formulae that calculate the friction of
moment bearings.
Osborn Reynolds used some of the results of Towers and developed the basic equa-
tions of hydrodynamic lubrication (Reynolds equation), which is a mathematical formula
describing the pressure distribution in the clearance of a journal bearing. The develop-
ment of hydrodynamic lubrication theory was studied by various other researchers like
Richard Sribeck, Johannes Wilhelm Sommerfeld, Anthony George Malden Michell and
others. Along with hydrodynamic lubrication, boundary lubrication appeared in the sci-
entific community in which the initial steps were made by William Bate Hardy in 1916.
He showed that the coefficient of friction for different materials can be influenced by the
molecular weight of the lubricants [52, 8].
When solids are sliding against each other there is a removal of materials from the
solid surfaces due to the mechanical action. Wear is a complex nonlinear process and is
influenced by many factors such as adhesion, abrasion, corrosion, fatigue and many more
mechanical properties. In many applications these factors are dominant, however they are
beyond the scope of this PhD work.
1.2.1 Temperature evaluation during friction experiments
Theories of friction were developed during the eighteenth and ninetheenth centuries and
attempt to give insight into frictional behaviour in particular to the surface roughness and
the material interlocking of the surface asperities. In 1936 two significant contributors have
appeared in the scientific community studying the physical properties of surfaces under dy-
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namic loading, Bowden and Tabor [233]. Bowden and Tabor [24] continued the frictional
work during and after World War II. There are several aspects of friction that have been
raised over the years, some of which are still unsolved. If metallic surfaces are brought
in contact then strong adhesion is observed especially if the surfaces are very clean. This
contributes to plastic deformation when sliding is initiated, in which wear and friction will
be excessive. In real life this is difficult because surface contamination reduces the ad-
hesion. Low levels of adhesion are also observed on metals which have d-bonding and
show reduced interfacial strength. Bowden and Tabor [233] frictional model showed that
frictional energy is dissipated by plastic deformation of the atomic slip along certain crys-
talline planes.
The experimental work by Bowden and Ridler [23] showed that when surfaces are slid-
ing against each other the frictional force will be converted to heat and the temperature of
the interfacial region will be raised. The local surface temperature can be very high and in
some tribopairs exceeds 1000 oC, whilst the temperature of the rest of the material remains
quite low. Several factors affect the temperature near the interfacial region; the load, the
sliding speed, the coefficient of friction and the thermal conductivity of the material. This
phenomenon is also observed even on surfaces in which lubrication was present. Bowden
and Ridler [23] calculated the surface temperature on several tribopairs assuming that the
area of contact is the end of a cylinder via the following relation:
T − To = fhµFngvJpir
√(
1
2cckRc
)
(1.2.1)
where T is the temperature of the surface, To is the temperature of the surroundings, fh
is the fraction of the frictional heating that will go into either the upper or the lower body
(typically 0.5 for materials with comparable values of thermal conductivity), Fn is the load
applied to the sliding body, g is the gravitational constant, v is the sliding velocity, µ is the
coefficient of friction, J is the mechanical equivalent of heat, cc is the cooling coefficient,
k is the thermal conductivity and Rc is the radius of the cylinder.
The early experimental work that was carried out by Bowden and Thomas [25] and
Bowden and Ridler [23] was on Cu-steel, Ga-steel, Pb-steel and Constantan(Cu-Ni alloy)-
steel tribopairs. The work showed that the local surface temperature was very high, record-
ing values of 1273 K at low sliding speeds of up to 50 m/s, although the mass of the metal
was quite cool as mentioned above. They also showed that the frictional heat on metals
that are poor thermal conductors is not conducted away from the surface very rapidly, thus,
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the surface temperature is high. He mathematically proved that the interfacial temperature
should vary inversely with the square root of thermal conductivity.
Bowden and Freitag [21] also conducted friction experiments at very high speeds on
balls spinning in a vacuum reaching velocities from around 200 to 800 m/s. The results
of this investigation showed that the frictional resistance decreases as the speed increases
and low values of frictional force are achieved. At sliding speed of 600 m/s the coefficient
of friction falls to a value of 0.2. There is direct evidence that high surface temperatures
are achieved by melting or softening the area of contact; these temperatures are measured
using a thermo-electric method. This area of contact depends on the velocity at which the
plastic strains are propagated in the metal. The results of the steel ball sliding on Cu was
obtained by varying the load from 10 to 20g and using different surface roughness which
both show no significant deviation from Amonton’s law. Bowden and Freitag [21] finally
showed that because of the high shear imposed on the material complete plastic yielding is
not possible under this load conditions.
1.2.2 Frictional models
Several models have been proposed to give the origin of friction as described by Robbins
and Muser [207]. Frictional models that take into account the surface roughness and adhe-
sion when surfaces are brought into contact are discussed by Bowden and Tabor [24]. At
the atomic scale, Tomlinson [238] was the first to show the existence of a mechanism asso-
ciated with the energy loss during friction, with the assumption that there is a non-adiabatic
change in the atomic position. Tomlinson [238] proposed an independent oscillator to ex-
plain the energy dissipation during friction phenomena. This model replaces the bottom
surface of atoms with a periodic potential. This potential fluctuates due to the relative mo-
tion of the interfacial atoms during sliding, as shown in Figure 1.1(a). When the potential
reaches the local minima, atoms are sliding. However, when an atom moves slowly reach-
ing a position where the barrier between two local minima vanishes, the potential reaches
the local maxima. As a result the atom rapidly jumps to the next location of the minimum
potential. This process causes vibration to the entire system due to instability caused by the
jumping of the interfacial atoms. The same energy dissipation mechanism was used in the
Frenkel-Kontorova model [208, 136, 243] and Frenkel-Kontorova-Tomlinson as described
by Weiss and Elmer [253] and by Weiss and Elmer [253], shown in Figure 1.1(b), with the
exception that there is a more in-depth consideration of the interaction between the sur-
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face atoms. In both cases the independent oscillator model uses the simple spring stiffness,
ks, to describe the interaction between the interfacial atoms and the bulk. Additionally, it
is difficult to link the simplified models directly to complete tribological systems because
both the elastic and thermal oscillations of the interfacial atoms are required.
(a) Independent oscillator model of Tomlinson
(b) Independent oscillator model of Frenkel and Kontorova
Figure 1.1: Tomlinson and Frenkel-Kontorova models for interfacial slip
The work by Xu and Huang [259] proposed a different frictional model based on the
composite oscillator model for investigating the energy dissipation mechanism of wearless
atomic scale friction. The composite model is based on a macroscopic oscillator that cap-
tures the characteristics of the equilibrium stage during friction and a micro oscillator of
interfacial atoms that captures the non-equilibrium and the energy dissipation process. Xu
and Huang [259] showed that the interfacial exciting force frequency plays a vital role dur-
ing frictional phenomena. The results of Xu’s study show that the calculated frictional force
derived from the composite oscillator model is in a very good agreement with experimental
values conducted using an ultra high vacuum atomic force microscope (AFM). The AFM
tip was covered by Cu coating which was sliding on a Cu surface. Hence, the model was
proven to describe the energy dissipation mechanism in a frictional process more accurately
than the Tomlinson or Frenkel and Kontorova models.
Hirano and Shinjo [102] studied the origin of the frictional force by investigating the
interaction of two clean surfaces. Atoms of the two contacting surfaces were interacting
via an interatomic potential and he identified that there were two origins; the atomic and
the dynamic locking. In atomistic locking atoms at the proximity of the interface are ex-
posed to constant changes when sliding distance changes, while the potential has arbitrary
strength. On the other hand, dynamic locking takes place when atoms discontinuously
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change; this is because the interatomic potential increases in strength. In this study Hirano
and Shinjo [102] showed that dynamic locking should not occur in realistic systems. In a
later study [103] were first investigated the Frenkel–Kontorova model and apply it to dy-
namical simulations of sliding. They found out that when the corrugation of the substrate is
small, see Figure 1.1(b), and the sliding distance is increasing with time, the kinetic friction
approaches zero. [103] called this phenomenon as “superlubric”, which was dependent on
the corrugation threshold and the orientation of the surfaces. The superlubricity appears
in both high and low sliding velocities; it occurs because the kinetic energy repeatedly in-
creases and decreases with time. Additional work on low sliding friction is reviewed by
Robbins and Muser [207] but this is beyond the scope of this thesis.
1.2.3 Lubrication and low speed sliding friction at the nanoscale
When lubricants are confined between two similar or dissimilar solid surfaces, they influ-
ence properties like the coefficient of friction µ, depending upon the load, speed and lubri-
cant viscosity. They have various applications predominantly in mechanical components
where reduction in friction and control of the interfacial heating and plastic deformation is
required. Computer simulation studies attempted to give an understanding of tribological
processes and insights into lubrication mechanism. Amongst those the review of Robbins
and Muser [207] presents the work that has been undertaken in lubricated surfaces from
hydrodynamic studies to molecular dynamics (MD) simulations from 1979 up to 2000.
They showed that MD coupled with density functional theory (DFT) can be used to derive
information about the atomic and electronic microstructure of the interface.
Continuum theories on hydrodynamics and elasto-hydrodynamics do not capture the
physics as the structure approaches the atomic scale. The no-slip boundary condition for
the fluid velocity and the solid surface assumes that the fluid velocity is equal to the velocity
of the solid at the surface. MD simulations showed that the slip boundary condition was not
dependent on the wall velocity. Therefore, both the fluid and the region near the interface
responded linearly validating the fluctuation-dissipation theorem as discussed by Robbins
and Muser [207].
An MD study done by Kong et al. [142] on bilayers of dioctadecyldimethylammonium
chloride adsorbed between two solid surfaces showed that the friction coefficient, µ, was
calculated as a function of density of the particular lubricant, the relative shearing velocity
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and the applied normal force. The main observation of this work was that the µ decreases
with decreasing amphiphile density and increases with increasing shear velocity. Other
boundary lubrication studies are published in [16, 150, 261, 236, 237].
In slow speed sliding, in which velocity is kept constant, there is a distinct phenomenon
in which a combination of periods of rest and sliding is observed, associated with squeaking
noises. This unsteady motion consists of a stick in which the two sliding surfaces are stuck
to each other followed by a sudden slip which is known as a stick-slip oscillation. The
nature of the transitions between stick and slip as well as the steady sliding in models for
boundary lubrication was studied numerically by Batista and Carlson [11].
Moreover, MD simulations carried out by Landman et al. [146] can be applied to get
properties of interfacial junctions and to examine the nano-elastohydrodynamics in sheared
lubricated surfaces. Elastohydrodynamics have been extensively studied by Olver and
Spikes [194]. Lubricants such as hexadecane and tetracosane have been studied by Gao
et al. [72]. These lubricants form high ordered layers with parallel in plane of surfaces.
They appear to increase in their viscosities at various stages of the sliding motion. Ac-
cording to Landman et al. [146] when lubricant is squeezed into tight spaces between two
surfaces, then the molecules act more like ’soft solids’. Then ordered layers are formed,
which significantly influence the motion of sliding surfaces. How the molecules of a lubri-
cant need to be arranged to obtain low friction and wear under sliding conditions is a ques-
tion that needs thorough investigation. Novel simulation methods are possible to achieve
this according to Hu’s work [112] and the recent work by Jabbarzadeh et al. [122, 123].
Nevertheless, MD studies of Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) have been conducted to
clarify connections between order of lubricants and friction as shown by Mikulski et al.
[180], which describes an amorphous carbon tip sliding against a monolayer of n-alkane
chains.
There are methods to control and reduce the friction in thin-film boundary lubricated
surfaces according to Gao et al. [71]. This study describes an extensive MD simulation
which revealed the dynamics of molecular films, their structural characteristics, and the
mechanism of transition under shear simulations. Moreover, chemical effects at the inter-
face are of particular interest. A work done by Patrick et al. [196] describes the chemical
force microscopy (CFM) using MD simulation. Study on fluid transport near/or in con-
tact with walls are also feasible as shown by Hu et al. [113],[113, 114] that simulated the
behaviour of Poiseuille and Couette flows. Simulations were performed for a fluid with
spherical molecules to investigate successfully the rheological properties in thin film lubri-
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cation.
A study by Mikulski et al. [180] describes the amorphous carbon tip sliding against a
monolayer of n-alkane chains. In this study a tightly packed pure monolayer of 14 carbon
atoms was compared to mixed monolayers of 12 and 16 carbon atoms chains. Sliding in
the direction of a chain under the application of repulsive forces (positive) showed that
pure monolayers have lower friction than mixed. The distribution of forces indicated that
both pure and mixed monolayers resist tip motion, and that both layers exhibit friction
anisotropy. Also, the contact distribution of forces changes dramatically with change in
direction and therefore increase in friction is obtained. Ohzono and Fujihira [191] exam-
ine the frictional properties in terms of protuberance, length of molecules and conditions
such as temperature and applied loads. Finally, frictional anisotropy is observed at 50 K
according to Ohzono and Fujihira [192].
1.3 Material interfaces and high speed sliding friction at
the atomic scale
The problem of high sliding friction has been extensively studied by various researchers
[84, 85, 141]. Generally a good understanding of the science behind the sliding of ma-
terial interfaces at the atomistic level requires the generation of frictional interactions of
materials at a larger scale. There are various structural changes, which are accompanied
by composition changes as well as materials mixing near the interface of these systems as
discussed by Rigney et al. [206]. Theoretically, the systems considered in this report are
dissipative and understanding of this mechanism is important. The purpose of this section
is to discuss the state of the art and to address several points regarding materials simulations
and modelling processes involved in sliding friction. Knowledge of mechanical, chemical
and thermal properties of materials is important. In non-equilibrium molecular dynamics
(NEMD) models where strongly driven interfaces exist, there is a connection between the
velocity weakening and structural transformations at high velocities. This is closely asso-
ciated with plastic deformation. Thus, large-scale simulations (106) atoms are important to
analyse this structural behaviour at velocities greater than 10 m/s, and these are considered.
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1.3.1 Applications of non-equilibrium molecular dynamics (NEMD)
One of the most difficult problems studied by NEMD is the propagation of shockwaves in
solids. In explosions shock waves are caused by collisions of objects. When they are ap-
plied to solids, even perfect crystals, defects can be produced because of uniaxial compres-
sion. In the case of solids the sudden generation of dislocation changes the microstructure
of the materials according to Holian et al. [106]. Additionally, stacking faults are nucleated
by pre-existing defects within the microstructure also described by Holian and Lomdahl
[104]. When simulating a shock wave the time needed to establish realistic results is long,
thus NEMD is expensive in proportion to the length of time needed for a simulation of
a propagating wave to the number of particles needed. However, strong shockwaves can
be successfully studied by NEMD methods because strong shocks are quite thin (on the
order of few lattice spacings) and propagate fast. Moreover, when the strength of the shock
wave decreases (impact velocity) limitations start to appear due to the increase in shock
thickness, and defects become very important.
Processes such as annealing or solidification from melting do not undergo steady state
propagation like shockwaves because the timescales are significantly large, and beyond the
capabilities of MD. This creates the need to investigate phenomena at increasing timescales
as discussed by Streitz et al. [226]. Interesting phenomena involving dry friction between
metals can be derived and plenty of examinations at both the atomistic and continuum level
were completed, showing that plastic deformation produces extremely complex microstruc-
tures [255, 104, 105].
The speed and reliability of computers nowadays have increased dramatically and there-
fore allow investigators to initiate large-scale parallel computer simulations with a large
number of atoms. A good example of this is the simulation of tantalum (Ta) BCC metal
and uranium actinide by Streitz et al. [226]. In this study, simulations of 8 and 16 mil-
lion atoms were used to investigate the solidification from melting of pure tantalum and
uranium metal. The system used is the BlueGene/L and is a massively parallel scientific
computing facility. The high density cellular design provides very high performance with
low cost, power, and cooling requirements. This system is considered to be the one of the
five faster computers in the world and is owned by Lawrence Livermore National Labora-
tory (LLNL). The complex microstructure and phases occurring during the solidification
improved knowledge and understanding of metals with high atomic number. Moreover, the
system size played an important role to determine not only the process of nucleation and
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growth but the resulting microstructure.
1.3.2 Dynamic friction simulations and velocity dependent frictional
force
This study investigates dynamic friction at high speeds and at this point a short literature
review is undertaken to reveal the state of the art. In general, the science of sliding friction
for thin films is more complex than those of bulk-elastic flow, which is due to many associ-
ated factors, such as surface roughness, chemistry and electronic structure of the material.
Thus, understanding the non-equilibrium non-linear physics of this evolution of substruc-
ture forms the basis of the understanding and modelling of dry friction. From a theoretical
point of view dry friction is an example of non-equilibrium material flow phenomenon. The
work by Hammerberg et al. [91] studies the atomistic simulation of sliding friction that has
been carried out in a velocity range of 10 to 1000 m/s in the high pressure regime of 5 to
15 GPa for Ta/Ag and Cu/Ag tribopairs. Hammerberg et al. [91] showed that practical sim-
ulation times require the sliding velocity to be greater than 10 m/s so that sliding can be
initiated.
At critical speed vc of approximately 500 m/s the structure of the interface changes and
greatly disordered regions appear in the weaker Al. On the other hand, Ta is only weakly
deformed at pressure of 15 GPa. A highly localized region of strong deformations is formed
in the Al and the tangential velocity within it is zero as a result of strong bonding between
the Al and Ta. Ta is deformed elastically at this point. All these happen at relative velocity
of 732 m/s.
The second example given in this work of dissimilar interface is Cu(001) sliding in
the [001] direction at a velocity of 376 m/s on Ag(001) at a pressure of 5 GPa. It has
been observed that vertical lines are created on both materials showing the idea of strain
development. In the Ag, which is the weaker, there is a modification near the interface
consisting of a complex pattern of dislocation and stacking faults. At this velocity the
Cu retains its original structure but develops a number of dislocation loops. This is also
shown at sliding velocity of 758 m/s. Thus, the structures in Cu show planar stacking
faults and dislocation loops are created at the interface. The pressure decreases for high
velocities from 1 GPa at 200 m/s to 0.4 GPa at 750 m/s. The number of atoms used is
55 · 106 atoms interacting with EAM potentials. The deformation properties of the weaker
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material dominate the sliding behaviour and the generation of substructure in the weaker
material at high velocities results in a decrease of the frictional force.
Similar work has been performed in Cu/Ag also by Hammerberg et al. [90]. In this
work the same configuration has been used as shown by Hammerberg et al. [91] but the
simulation domain contained 2.8 million atoms, and the velocity ranged from 0 to 1000 m/s
at a pressure of 5.1 GPa. Specifically, three velocities have been considered here and these
are 25 , 300 and 500 m/s. Also the densities of Cu and Ag are appropriate for such a high
pressure. The blocks first were equilibrated for a period equal to 10to at the appropriate
pressure, where to is the characteristic time scale approximately an optical phonon period.
The integration timestep is 0.01to. When the system reached equilibrium at this pressure it
was then subjected to initial conditions (forces and velocities) at ti = 10to. The system (t >
ti) reached a steady state at 500to. The tangential force is Ft = Nr · ftang (t), where Nr is the
number of atoms in the reservoir. Here Newton’s equation of motion is integrated subject
only to the reservoir’s boundary conditions1, the periodic boundary conditions (PBC) (only
applied in the directions x and z) and the interatomic potentials. Rough surfaces were
tested at speeds greater that 400 m/s. Additionally, the ftang (t) is a fluctuating force and the
average value is given by the following formula:
ftang (t) = 1
∆t
∫ t
t−∆t
Ftang (τ) · dτ (1.3.1)
The value of Ftang introduces the same averages for upper and lower reservoirs. In this
study results are similar to Hammerberg et al. [91] in terms of dislocations and stacking
faults appearing in Cu and Ag, as well as the velocity weakening of frictional force at high
velocities. Finally, in this study it has been observed that the velocity dependence of the
frictional force is presented by the power law, ftang ≈ ν−β where β = 3/4, shown in figure
1.2.
Another work by Hammerberg et al. [87] describes the physics of high-speed sliding
friction by showing the importance of velocity dependence of the effective tangential force
under various external loadings. Investigating the physics of sliding friction, parallel com-
puters allow relative velocities of the order of 1000 m/s. This paper refers to a 2-D simu-
lation interacting with Embedded-Atom-Method potentials and Lennard-Jones. The long
time average over the microscopic localized stick-slip events is the average tangential force
which enters Amonton’s law defining the coefficient of friction. Amonton’s law first stated
1Boundary conditions include the normal, tangential forces and the thermosetting conditions.
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Figure 1.2: Velocity weakening of frictional force [90].
that frictional force is directly proportional to the normal force. Deviations exist when the
normal force is applied in cases where adhesion between two surfaces contribute to an extra
force.
The simulation discussed by Hammerberg et al. [87] is the homogeneous Cu-Cu inter-
face. The outcome of this work summarizes the following:
1. At sliding velocities beyond the critical point vc ∼ 0.1cl (cl is the longitudinal speed
of sound) the coefficient of friction is a decreasing function of velocity.
2. The sliding is characterized by dynamic formation of microstructure from an initial
defect-free crystalline interface. This microstructure is fine near the interface and
coarsens away from it. The grains are elongated in the direction of the plastic flow.
3. In the fine scale region it is observed the mechanical material mixing. For interfaces
with atomic scale roughness cold weld interface is observed when v < vc. If the
roughness is above about ten atomic spacings and microasperities are introduced the
interface retains its sliding character.
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The dislocation along the interface initially is associated with kink-antikink dynamics
in nonlinear systems found by Hammerberg [87]. A description of this is the Frenkel-
Kontorova model as described by Ro¨der et al. [209]. The 2-D simulations for the same
material interfaces are dominated at early times by dislocation dynamics, these large atom-
istic simulations discussed in this section provide very useful information regarding the
physical mechanism of dissipation at interfaces sliding to each other. The microstructure
of the material under strong shear forces, large plastic strains and materials mixing were
observed.
A good example of 2-D simulation of amorphous systems is presented interacting via
Lennard-Jones potentials by Yong [70, 69]. The coefficient of friction undergoes a tran-
sient behaviour prior to steady state response. The coefficient of friction at steady state is
observed to decrease with an increase in sliding velocity. Material mixing is also observed
in the interface. The mixed layer grew at a rate that scaled with the square root of time. The
density is decreasing in the region nearby to the sliding interface. Fu et al. [69] conducted
experimental investigation on the tribological properties of Zr41.2Ti13.8Cu12.5Ni10.0Be22.5
bulk metallic glass alloy (BMG). Because of the amorphous structure some experimental
techniques are not applicable to BMG. Therefore an alternative approach is to use molecu-
lar dynamics simulations. In some cases MD simulations provide useful information which
is difficult to obtain experimentally. The issue discussed by Fu et al. [69] was to precisely
form the interatomic potentials of the alloy system simply because potentials of specific
atoms are not available. The computational effort to produce a large scale 3-D simulation
would be enormous; therefore 2-D simulation has been conducted using Lennard-Jones po-
tentials. Although, embedded atom method (EAM) potentials could be used, L-J potentials
describes the major features of the metallic interactions neglecting many-body interactions.
Another two-dimensional MD simulation was conducted using embedded atom meth-
ods potentials at relative sliding velocity of 0.01 < vr/ct < 0.3 for Cu also by Hammerberg
et al. [88]. The phenomena observed associated with high velocity sliding include dis-
locations parallel and normal to sliding frictions. Nucleation of the microstructure, large
plastic deformation, diffusive coarsening and materials mixing has been observed. The
specimen was treated in two dimensions which were large enough to accommodate dis-
location deformation and dynamics. Also micro-structural generations which are small
enough can be achieved on reasonable simulation timescales. The relative velocity must be
significantly large, necessary for creating a dynamic state. Molecular dynamics for sliding
interfaces have minimum relative velocity below which computational time become very
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long. Hammerberg et al. [88] used velocity of 0.03ct. For Cu this velocity is of order
100m/s (= 0.03ct). Due to the fact that Cu is a ductile material, the interfaces that form
are described on the atomic scale by main-body density dependent interaction potentials.
This behaviour has a result that the tangential force decreases at high velocities while the
microstucture coarsens away from the interface.
The simulation set up of Hammerberg et al. [88] is similar to Hammerberg et al. [91];
the cl and ct (longitudinal and transverse speed of sound) are 5.6 and 3.0 respectively.
The reservoir regions consist of 20 atomic layers and the whole computational volume
consists of 65,256 atoms. The interfaces discussed here are smooth and a continuous wave
perturbation with single wavelength is imposed. The coefficient of friction is given by
µ =
Ftang
Fn
⇒ µ = 〈g (t)〉
gnormal
⇒ µ =
(
−∑i∈Res ∑ j f tangi j /∑i∈Res ·mi)
gnormal
(1.3.2)
where f tangi j is the force acting on reservoir atom. The initial Cu density is ρ = 1.27 which
corresponds to a pressure of 30GPa. Above the critical velocity vc of order vr/ct = 1/10
there is a decrease in coefficient of friction. For vr < uc the interface has welded together
and the two pieces have formed a single work-hardened object where sliding occurs against
the upper and lower reservoirs. The behaviour of welded interfaces of Cu/Cu tribopair have
also been verified by simulations that have been obtained initially. For vr > uc slip occurs at
the interface. The vr = 0.49 at time 500to. The interface has become dynamically unstable
due to the formation of fine grained polycrystalline structure near the interface that coarsen
with distance from the interface as a function of time. Plastic deformation is occurring at
the interface. The microscopic granularity produced in sliding the original interface results
in mechanical mixing of the material. Finally the interface, which initially has a uniform
velocity, undergoes a series of stick-slip events and finally results in a wave structure in the
transverse velocity field.
Another work by Hammerberg et al. [92] describes the sliding friction at compressed
Ta/Al interfaces; the pressure applied is of order of 15GPa showing similar results in terms
of the velocity weakening of the frictional force. In this paper an investigation of the
minimum energy interface structures was done by annealing Al/Ta blocks containing up to
200,000 atoms. This large scale non-equilibrium molecular dynamics was carried out to in-
vestigate the microstructure progression and dissipation mechanism for dry sliding friction
along two interfacial orientations of Al/Ta which are Al(100)/Ta(100) and Al(110)/Ta(110)
configurations. The simulations were performed in scalable parallel short-scale MD code
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(SPaSM) [251, 12].The simulation methodology here is the same as used in various papers
described above. It consists of two metallic blocks of equal size. The interface located
at the position y=0 and periodic boundary conditions used in the x and z directions. Fi-
nally the dimensions of the computational box are (x,y,z)=(142x523x132) Å containing
600,000 atoms. The sliding was between Al (FCC) and Ta (BCC) for Al (111)/Ta (110)
with sliding direction at the
[
0¯10
]
FCC
/ [001]BCC orientation. The frictional force versus
relative velocity for the two interfaces indicates a linear region at low velocities and highly
localized plastic deformation region at high velocities, where the frictional force decreases
with velocities v−3/4r , as in Figure 1.2. When high velocities occur the structure exhibits
strong disorder in the tangential direction and density correlations in the normal direction
are analogous to a restricted fluid of amorphous solid. Some theoretical arguments for the
velocity dependence have been also discussed by Hammerberg et al. [86].
1.4 Aim and Objectives
Tribology is a multidisciplinary area that requires background knowledge in many topics
such as fluid mechanics, elasticity, plasticity, materials science, heat transfer and dynamics.
The tribological development of formulae and accurate experimental methods for engineer-
ing design is still insufficient. This is due to the fact that the material properties measured
using a test apparatus are system dependent, meaning that they are valid only for a partic-
ular device. Problems of friction have been studied for a long time through classical laws
such as Coulomb’s and Amonton’s laws. The understanding of the complex response at
contact is affected by factors beyond those considered in classical laws [49, 174]. It has
been observed that atomic excitation modes such as vibrations, bending and/or rotation,
electron-hole excitation and shear waves are present during friction. Consequently, the the-
ories that exist in continuum mechanics are not always applicable to analyse a system’s
response to high loading conditions. The material near the interface experiences micro-
cracking within the microstructure and this subsequently leads to fractures at micro scale.
For that reason, interfaces need to be treated at atomic level via computational materials
science methods.
With the advances of molecular dynamics methods scientists have discovered for the
first time the processes involved at the sliding interface. Yet still the major aspect of dy-
namic friction is not completely understood, namely energy dissipation. The dissipation
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mechanism is rather complex involving non-equilibrium phonon, electron-hole formation,
structural transformation, bond breaking, and electron emission. This energy is dissipating
by both electronic and phononic processes. The phononic mechanism contributes to fric-
tion since vibrations are produced when the interfacial atoms are imposed to mechanical
energy. As shown by Tomlinson [239] the mechanical energy is converted to sound energy
and then into heat, which is primarily carried by electrons within the metallic lattice. Since
MD are simulating the thermal vibration of atoms, the physics are not fully captured via
this method, hence the energy dissipation is still not well understood. This PhD work aims
to give an explanation and ultimately the solution of this issue.
Additionally, the aim of this work is to develop a frictional model in which accurate
constitutive models for shear stresses can be obtained. Considering the aim given above
the objectives of this PhD are given in more detail:
1. Molecular Dynamics Methods
a) Implementing into the MD code tools for pressure and constant velocity boundary
conditions.
b) Validating the interatomic potentials for Cu and Ag metals by measuring thermo-
dynamic and mechanical properties.
c) Simulating the dynamic friction of perfect crystal Cu/Ag tribopair to analyse: The
structural transformation, velocity weakening of the frictional force, tempera-
ture variation across the interface and yield point variation under certain condi-
tions.
d) Simulating and compare results of nanocrystalline Cu/Ag tribopair. Examine the
grain boundary formation and differences with the properties obtained in (c).
e) Discuss the diffusion bonding of Cu/Ag interfaces at pressure of 5.1 GPa.
2. Continuum Methods
f) Dynamic friction simulation of Cu/Ag tribopairs using 1-D hydrocode.
g) Coupling the MD with two temperature model (TTM) diffusion equation to re-
solve issues of energy dissipation.
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There is a considerable amount of research in dynamic dry friction and thin film lu-
brication according to Robbins and Muser [207]; however, there are many unanswered
questions since the physics that control the forces acting across a material’s interface under
high compression is not yet clearly understood. Thus, by fulfilling the above objectives
this PhD programme aims to provide insight and understanding into physics of dynamics
friction under dry sliding conditions.
1.5 Publications
During the writing up process of the thesis the following papers have been submitted:
• N. Epiphaniou, M. Kalweit, D. Drikakis, G. Ball and N. Park, Molecular Dynamics
Simulations of Dynamic Friction and Mixing at Rapidly Moving Material Interfaces,
Journal of Computational and Theoretical Nanoscience, 2008 (published).
• N. Epiphaniou, M. Kalweit and D. Drikakis, Mechanical Behaviour of Nanocrys-
talline Metals under High Speed Sliding Friction and Compression Forces using
Atomistic Techniques, 2008 (in preparation).
Additionally, past conference presentations have been presented:
• N. Epiphaniou, M. Kalweit and D. Drikakis, ”Molecular Dynamics Simulations of
Dynamic Friction and Mixing at Rapidly Moving Material Interfaces”, Conference/-
workshop in Numerical Methods for Multi-material Fluid Flows, Czech Technical
University in Prague, September 10-14, 2007.
• N. Epiphaniou, M. Kalweit and D. Drikakis, ”Mechanical Behaviour of Nanocrys-
talline Metals under High Speed Sliding Friction and Compression Forces using
Atomistic Techniques”, World Tribology Congress, Kyoto, Japan, September 6-11,
2009.
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1.6 Outline of this study
The thesis is organised in seven chapters and this section provides an overview along with a
brief description of the content of the individual chapters. Chapter 1 and 7 are the introduc-
tion and conclusion to the thesis. The second chapter, ”Molecular dynamics”, describes the
numerical methods and models at the atomistic level used within this work. An overview of
the MD methods and the equilibrium and non-equilibrium approaches are presented. Chap-
ter 3 focuses on the materials behaviour of crystalline solids and is divided into two parts,
covering thermodynamic and mechanical properties. A description of the validation cases
is given along with tests to ensure that the molecular dynamics code is giving valid results.
Chapter 4 deals with the simulation tools that have been developed and implemented on
the molecular dynamics code. In particular, implementation of pressure and sliding desired
conditions. Chapter 5 presents the results of the dynamic friction simulations of metallic in-
terfaces. Finally, chapter 6 gives an insight on the yield point of perfect and nanocrystalline
materials under high strain rates and pressure conditions.
C H A P T E R 2
Molecular dynamics
”I’ve encountered a lot of people who sound like critics but very few who have substantive
criticism. There is a lot of skepticism, but it seems to be more matter of inertia than it is
of people having some real reason for thinking something else.”
Eric Drexler
This chapter provides an overview of the Molecular Dynamics (MD) techniques employed
as part of this research. Over the past few years computational techniques have offered
an excellent way of exploring the structures and properties of engineering materials at an
atomic level [31, 101, 80, 1, 254, 202]. The scope of material modelling is to bridge
the mathematical theory with experimental observation on various complex systems and
conditions. Various computer simulation studies have provided reliable models that can
help the interpretation of data taken from the experiments. Additionally, they can offer
an understanding of the system that is simulated and make possible the investigation of
material properties in cases where experiment cannot be conducted. A good example of the
latter is found in the field of high shock compression and dynamic friction.
2.1 Modelling at different length-scales
The current trends in computational materials science have been investigated by scientists
in the past, and observations regarding the force that is linking models at various lengths
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and timescales are considered in [76, 189, 158]. When dealing with materials simulations
there are four different characteristic length scales. These are the atomic scale (10−10 m) in
which electrons dominate and the quantum state determines the interaction amongst other
atoms. At the nanoscale (10−9 m) atoms are the key players and their behaviour is described
by classical interatomic potentials, the effects of bonding between atoms are arbitrated by
electrons so quantum mechanical theories govern the material’s response. According to
these theories, Schrodinger and/or relativistic Dirac equations are not sufficient to fully
give a quantum mechanical solution. The Born-Oppenheimer approximation, based on
the decoupling of the wave-function for the nucleus and electrons, significant reduces the
problem. Also the introduction of the DFT represents an advance toward the calculation of
electronics structure of materials as discussed by Finnis [60].
According to DFT the quantum mechanical state determines the electronic density func-
tion ρ(r) of a single atom rather than the atomic wave-functions. If the electronic density
function is known, the properties of the system can be easily defined. Density functional
methods are capable of high precision first principles calculations of properties such as the
ground state, lattice parameter, cohesive, surface, stacking-fault energies. At the nanoscale
simulations can be conducted through molecular dynamics. This method enables the sim-
ulation of atoms ranging from several thousand to billions. Additionally, the electronic
degrees of freedom are condensed leading to a reduced problem to the classical equations
of the motion for the atoms. The interatomic potential provides the quantum mechanical
nature of the system. Typical length scales of the MD method are of the order of 10−7 to
10−10m and the timescale is in pico-seconds, as shown in Figure 2.1.
The next stage of coarse graining is the mesoscopic scale, which has a range of 10−4m
and in this case lattice defects like dislocation and grain boundaries play an important role.
The interactions between them are derived from atomic theories so that molecular dynam-
ics are also capable of investigating these defects. Finally the last scale is the macroscopic
10−2m where constitutive equations and laws can describe various phenomena and effects
since the system is considered as a continuous medium. Finite element method (FEM) can
be used to describe the elastic and plastic medium since it captures the response caused
by the difference in material properties and microstructural elements. As can be seen by
the Figure 2.1 the first region is quantum mechanics. These kind of calculations are called
quantum mechanical (abinitio) predicting interactions between atoms or molecules and
model chemical reactions on a atomic-microscopic scale revealing properties such as dis-
tribution of atoms in space, chemical bonding, and energy of defects. Electronic structures
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Figure 2.1: Modelling and different scales and limitations of various computational techniques.
are considered vital because they include the band structure and density of electronic states
as shown by Dronskowski [54] and Hafner [80]. Thus, in order to understand and improve
the properties of mesoscopic materials, it is crucial to comprehend the atomistic aspects
of these materials. Methods based on statistical and continuum mechanics can use the
above information in order to investigate the mesoscopic and macroscopic behaviour of the
materials.
One of the strongest quantum mechanical methods to study the ground state proper-
ties of solid states with correlated atoms and electrons on atomic scale is the DFT. DFT is
based on the theorem by Hafner [80], who showed that the total energy of a many-electron
system in an external potential is a unique function of the electron density. This function
has its minimum at the ground-state density. The main assumption in the Kohn-Sham (KS)
method is that for each interacting electron system with external potential u0 (r), a local po-
tential us,0 (r) (Kohn-Sham potential) exists such that the density ρ (r) of the non-interacting
system equals the density ρ0 (r) of the interacting system. The interaction between the elec-
trons is described by an electrostatic term and the exchange correlation energy Exc
[
ρ (r)].
The latter can be obtained using the local density approximation (LDA) or the generalized-
gradient approximation (GGA). GGA is more accurate because it accounts for the depen-
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dency of the exchange-correlation function on the gradient of the electron density.
Another method is the tight binding approach [137, 31], which integrates electronic
structure calculation into molecular dynamics through an empirical tight-binding Hamil-
tonian. This bridges the gap between ab initio molecular dynamics and simulations using
empirical classical potentials. Also, tight binding has been used for producing interatomic
potentials for transition metals. This method will not, however, work for uranium (f-orbital)
because it only includes spd orbitals. These techniques are highly efficient and accurate,
however, they restrict the simulation domain to few atoms, and the computing time required
for the calculations is high.
2.2 The methodology of molecular dynamics
Molecular dynamics were first introduced in thermodynamics and physical chemistry to
calculate the collective or average thermochemical properties of various physical systems
including gases, liquids, and solids as stated by various authors [2, 207, 203]. The MD
method is based on the classical molecular model that corresponds to the physical view of
the late nineteenth century [200, 2, 82, 53]. Rieth [203] showed that atoms in this case are
considered to be point masses whose interactions can be approximated by analytical poten-
tial functions, so called interatomic potentials. The intramolecular interactions, by which
a group of atoms is combined to a molecule, can be accurately modelled. Initially it is
determined between which atoms chemical bonds exist and usually bonds cannot break or
fuse during the simulation. The different types of bond moving, i.e. stretch, bend, torsion,
etc., are governed by potential functions that are adapted to each combination of atoms
by different parameters of the function. In many cases, small molecules like water can
be approximated to be rigid so that no bond motion occurs. Likewise the intermolecular
interactions, such as electrostatic or London dispersion interactions are modelled by a po-
tential function. Therefore, having the classical molecular model as a starting point, MD
simulations turned up recently as an approach to study interfacial phenomena.
Over the last few years several MD algorithms have been developed and the analysis
can give an insight on the physical phenomena such as dynamic friction, via simulation of
instantaneous atomic behaviour. In MD the system is modeled at the atomic scale and sim-
ulation of motion of atoms is followed by integration of Newton’s Second Law. In general,
the electrostatic forces trigger the interaction between atoms; this gives the conception of
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metallic, covalent, and Van Der Waals bonds and forces. The motion of the ions, which
are the atomic nuclei together with their core electrons, is generally slower than the mo-
tion of the electrons; this is because the nucleus is much heavier (typically 104 orders of
magnitude) than the electron. The electron system has relaxed to equilibrium at each point
of motion of the ions. This is an assumption known as the Born Oppenheimer approxima-
tion which is the basis for removing the electrons from the model and creating effective
interatomic potential energies as given functions of the relative positions of the atoms.
Simulations can be performed using a few hours of central processing unit (CPU) time
depending on the size and timescale of the system on desktop workstations. Modern par-
allel computers allow investigators to use MD programs for simulations involving up to
several millions or billions of atoms [226, 75, 247]. This method has some advantages com-
pared to alternative approaches, such as quantum mechanical or direct simulation Monte
Carlo methods (DSMCM), when investigating phenomena such as dislocations, stick-slip
etc. This is because quantum mechanical methods (ab initio) are restricted to a few atoms
and DSMCM can not capture many molecular phenomena because of their statistical ap-
proach.
2.2.1 Equation of motion
The main objective of molecular dynamics is to simulate the thermal vibration of atoms in
a classical way by solving Newton’s equation of motion, fi = miai [2, 53, 200, 68]. The
force on each particle is given as a function of the interatomic potential energy V, which
depends on the positions of the atoms, by fi = −∇riV, hence for each atom in the system
the following equation describes the dynamics of the entire system:
mi
d2ri
dt2 = −∇riV (2.2.1)
where mi and ri are the mass and position of atom i and t is the time. The system’s partial
differential equations have no exact solution for a system with N-body problem (if N¿2),
thus, integration of the equation 2.2.1 gives the changes of the atomic momenta and posi-
tions in time. The solution is achieved by discretizing the equations in time. For atomistic
simulations there is no need for spatial discretization because this is given by the atomic
distances, which is a form of spatial discretization. In MD simulations each atom/particle
cannot be divided further. The accuracy of the simulation depends strongly on the poten-
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tial function and the simulation domain size of the timescale during the study. The next
section describes a brief overview of interatomic potentials available, methods, techniques,
and applications. The information provided in this section is part of the feasibility study of
the uranium-niobium alloy that was conducted to investigate the resource requirements for
modelling the particular alloy.
2.2.2 Interatomic potentials for metals
There is a variety of potentials widely used in MD simulations: Morse developed by
Morse [188], Lennard-Jones [2, 199], Buckingham developed by Ogorodnikov and Ro-
govoi [190], Schommers developed by Schommers [218], Finnis-Sinclair [61, 227], Tersoff
developed by Tersoff [235], Stillinger-Webber developed by Stillinger and Weber [224] and
finally potentials using EAM. The most accurate potential for describing a metallic struc-
ture is the EAM as described by Daw et al. [45]. EAM has been extensively used in MD
studies and provides an excellent tool for modelling metallic bonding of closed-shell met-
als, which is one of the reasons used for Cu and Ag in this thesis. Alloys have also been
studied with success by Foiles et al. [66].
Most EAM potentials produce forces that are almost radially symmetric on the atoms.
This is satisfactory when modelling materials with closed shell configuration like most of
the transition and noble metals. These types have a spherically symmetric bonding. The
situation becomes more complicated for elements with partially filled d-orbital (tantalum)
and/or f-orbital (uranium and most actinides). Metals with this kind of atomic configuration
generate angular forces on the atoms, which are important for the structural and mechanical
properties of metals.
Finnis and Sinclair [61] developed the Finnis-Sinclair potential, similar in principle to
the EAM potentials, that do not take into account the s, p, d, and f symmetries, which are
required for calculating accurately the properties of actinides and some transition metals
with semi-filled d bands. As an alternative the modified embedded atom method poten-
tial (MEAM), that include the s, p, d, and f symmetries shown by Baskes [9] and the
model generalized pseudopotential theory (MGPT) potentials could be used. The latter are
derived from the first-principles generalized pseudopotentials theory (GPT) using density
functional theory as shown by Harison [95].
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The existing molecular dynamics code is distributed by [197] with the interatomic po-
tential for the metal of interest and models an ensemble of particles in a liquid, solid, or
gaseous state. Interatomic potentials such as MEAM based on the combination of ex-
perimental data and data derived from first-principles (ab initio) can also be constructed.
Interatomic potentials describe the atomic interactions by several analytical functions. To
reduce the number of parameters produced by EAM equations several assumptions have
to be made within this analytical framework. These parameters are usually determined by
fitting experimental data at 0K with most data taken for perfect crystals; such as lattice
constants, cohesive energy and elastic constants.
When constructing an empirical potential first principles force data are usually included
along with experimental data. To obtain interatomic potentials the Force Matching method
developed by Ercolessi and Adams [56], could be used to derive realistic empirical poten-
tials using the ab initio such as VASP (Vienna Ab Initio Package), this tool uses an accurate
force calculation. This method reproduces the first principles forces and the experimental
data with those calculated by empirical potentials. Generally, potentials derived by force
matching methods successfully predict the material properties. One possibility for obtain-
ing interatomic potential files in appropriate format to be used by molecular dynamics code
is to use a fitting program in conjunction with the MEAM potential.
Baskes [10] used MEAM potentials to reproduce the extreme and anomalous behaviour
of Plutonium (Pu), which undergoes six allotropic transformations. These anomalous prop-
erties are due to the rapid spatial variation of f-electron density. A similar behaviour is
exhibited by uranium as shown by simulations obtained by Streitz et al. [226], who used
the BlueGene/L high-performance parallel facility at Lawrence Livermore National Labo-
ratory. The interatomic potentials used by Streitz et al. [226] are MGPT potentials and are
derived from the first-principles GPT using density functional theory. Additionally, the ab
initio electronics structure methods including both full-Potential linear muffin-Tin Orbital
(FP-LMTO) and Pseudopotential (PP) techniques were employed. The MGPT potential
bridges ab initio electronic calculations and large-scale static and dynamic atomistic simu-
lations, which proved to be an extremely accurate tool for calculating properties occurring
during rapid solidification at the short time scale of 10−12 to 10−6 s.
In Streitz et al. [226] work the simulations for the transition metal tantalum and actinide
uranium were performed using atomic systems comprising of 64,000 to 525,828,000 atoms.
They used the FP-LMTO method for treating broad nearly-free-electron sp bands, narrower
and more tightly bound d bands, as well as very tightly bound outer core states all on the
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same footing. The FP-LMTO method can be used to study the basic structural, vibrational,
elastic, and ideal-strength properties in Ta to 1000 GPa pressure. The ab initio PP approach
allows greater flexibility in treating relaxed defect structures. Both the FP-LMTO and PP
methods was employed to study vacancy and self-interstitial formation and migration in Ta,
as well as high-symmetry features of generalized stacking-fault (γ) energy surfaces. These
results have been used to develop and validate the Ta MGPT potentials.
An alternative to FP-LMTO and PP methods is the full potential of linearized aug-
mented plane waves (FPLAPW) [20, 260]. Linearised augmented plane waves (LAPWs)
is an effective basis for the solution of the Kohn-Sham equation where the major task is
in the local spin density approximation (LSDA) to density functional theory. This method
accurately calculates the electronic structure and magnetic properties of polyatomic sys-
tems from first principles. One successful program available in the scientific community
is WIEN2k developed by Blaha et al. [20]. Electronic structure calculations can also pro-
vide useful information regarding the energetic properties of chemical systems, including
molecular structures and spectroscopic features.
2.2.3 Molecular dynamics integrator
Generally, there is no analytical solution of the equation of motion and this generates the
requirement of a numerical time integrator. The MD code used for the current investiga-
tion is LAMMPS (Large-scale Atomic/Molecular Massively Parallel Simulator), which has
been developed at Sandia Laboratories. LAMMPS proved to be superior compared to any
other MD code because of its capabilities and ease of modifying or extending with new
functionalities. Plimpton [197] showed that for time integration, LAMMPS employs the
velocity/position Verlet scheme. This integrator is the engine of the MD code which gener-
ates the motion on the particles and calculates their trajectories. So knowing the velocities,
position and other dynamic properties at a certain time t, the algorithm generates the ve-
locities, positions at later times i.e. t + ∆t; the timestep ∆t of the integrator is usually kept
constant. The time step of a molecular dynamics simulation must be adapted to the fastest
variation of potential energy, which is normally caused by bond stretching. The frequencies
of bond stretching vibration are in the 10−10 fs range, in general the timestep is the 1/10
of the highest-frequency vibration. There are three main criteria the molecular dynamics
integrator should fulfil and these are summarised here:
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Efficiency: Key for efficient algorithm lies in a low ratio of force calculations per sim-
ulation time. This is achievable if the number of force calculations per time step are min-
imised and to enable at the same time the application of a large time step ∆t.
Stability: The algorithm has to be stable so that energy is conserved, therefore small
perturbations do not cause instabilities. Several methods exist and stability in each case is
a function of several parameters such as step size and steepness of the potential gradients.
Accuracy: The algorithm has to create trajectories that resemble realistic ones; this can
be assessed on models where analytical solution is easily obtainable.
MD simulations in general are computationally very demanding, taking into account
that realistic systems involve non-uniform geometries and periodic boundary conditions.
Simulations can be performed using a few hours of CPU time depending on the size and
timescale of the system on desktop workstations. Modern parallel computers have allowed
investigators to use MD programs for simulations involving many million of atoms as
shown in as described by Streitz et al. [226].
2.2.4 The velocity Verlet scheme
Amongst the most widely used algorithms implemented in molecular dynamics codes is
the velocity Verlet algorithm which is invoked for time integration and is based on the
Verlet algorithm scheme shown by Verlet [249]. This variant of the pure Verlet method
uses positions ri(t), velocities vi(t) and accelerations ai(t) that are defined at the same time,
minimising the round-off-error according to Swope and coworkers [228]. The scheme has
the form of the following formula:
r(t + δt) = r(t) + δt · v(t) + 1
2
· δt2 · a(t) (2.2.2)
v(t + δt) = v(t) + 1
2
· δt |a(t) + a(t + δt)| (2.2.3)
Efficient implementation of the scheme is obtained through two stages implemented in the
following steps:
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1. First the velocity is advanced by a half step using the equation:
v(t + 1
2
δt) = v(t) + 1
2
δt · a(t) (2.2.4)
2. Then the position is advanced to r(t + δt) using equation 2.2.2 and
3. Calculating the acceleration a(t + δt).
4. Completion of the velocity calculation is obtained by another half step:
v(t + δt) = v(t + 1
2
δt) + 1
2
δt · a(t + δt) (2.2.5)
5. Finally the kinetic energy is calculated based on the v(t + δt).
The velocity Verlet algorithm therefore propagates velocities in two stages and splits
the calculation process into the applied acceleration term.
2.2.5 Periodic boundary conditions
The boundary conditions in MD simulations aim to mimic the material response of the
surrounding volume and allow incorporation of the dynamic response of non-equilibrium
processes. A good example of this is could be energy dissipating boundary conditions that
reproduce the heat conduction of solid materials. The attempt to achieve this is highlighted
in later chapters, and this section aims to emphasise the build in capabilities of LAMMPS.
In periodic boundary conditions (BC), the simulation box is replicated throughout space
to form an infinite lattice, see Figure 2.2. Usually, the computational demands are high if
simulating a large piece of metal or crystal is required. Therefore boundary conditions are
often used to help predict the properties of the material in bulk, as well as to eliminate
surface effects from the computation.
In particular the role of BC is to prevent boundary reflection and maintain the external
loading, therefore reducing the effect of finite system size. One approach would be to
fix the atoms at the boundary to certain positions. It has been proved through several
atomistic simulations that the boundary reflection resulting from this BC is considerable,
and the results deteriorate severely. A fairly recent review on various boundary conditions
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Figure 2.2: Left: Periodic boundary condition in 2-D, simulation box in the middle (basic cell).
Atoms can leave the basic cell and enter it at any time from the opposite site. Right: images of
replica boxes to illustrate periodic boundary conditions in x and y directions.
for molecular dynamics simulations is given by Li and Weinan [154] for crystalline solids at
low temperature. In general, BCs of solids are considered with the objective of eliminating
the reflection of phonons. This work presents a variational formalism in order to construct
boundary conditions that minimize this total phonon reflection.
From Figure 2.2 it can be seen that when a molecule moves in the central box, its
periodic image, or the so called ghost atom, moves in all the other boxes having the same
orientation. Thus, as the particular molecule leaves the central box, one of its ghost atoms
will enter the central box through the opposite face. The central box does not contain any
walls and the system has no surface.
2.2.6 Molecular dynamics ensembles
Macroscopic properties such as temperature T, volume V, pressure P, energy E, number
of particles N, and chemical potential µ , are used to describe a large system of particles.
This system and all its thermodynamic properties is called an ensemble. There are several
ensembles that can be used, but most of the simulations used in this work are NVE; this
is called micro-canonical and prescribes that constant number of particles, volume and
energy are satisfied. Similarly there are other ensembles such as the Canonical (NVT),
Grand Canonical (µVT ) and finally the Isothermal-isobaric (NPT).
Most of the MD simulations of sliding friction, including this study, have been carried
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out in the microcanonical ensemble along with the appropriate integration algorithm de-
scribed in Section 2.2.4. The advantage of these schemes is that they give good long-term
stability of the total energy even with quite large time steps. The NVE strictly specifies
that the energy is conserved meaning that no heat can flow through the walls of the domain
size. This study deals with the dynamic behaviour of metals, therefore non-equilibrium
conditions, thus a mechanism is required to remove energy through heat transfer, which
will be discussed in later chapters.
2.2.7 Equilibrium and non-equilibrium molecular dynamics
In order to investigate the microscopic properties of a system, it is necessary to bring the
system to equilibrium to ensure more realistic results. By using the term equilibrium it is
meant that the thermodynamic properties of the system, such as temperature, volume and
pressure will not change when the system is left alone. In all the simulations conducted
equilibrium was an important step before the application of any force. In addition, when a
system is at equilibrium the potential energy is at a minimum for a given set of thermody-
namic properties.
Molecular dynamics simulations resemble real experiments in which the same ap-
proaches are used. Initially there is a sample preparation in which careful selection of
the model containing N number of particles is considered following the solution using
Newton’s equation of motion for the system so that certain thermodynamic properties such
as internal energy, pressure and kinetic energy do not change over time. This is a way of
bringing a system to its equilibrium state.
In NEMD improvement on the efficiency of the transport coefficients is calculated via
a linear response theory and time correlation functions. This however induces a significant
amount of statistical error. In NEMD the system’s response is considered to be highly non-
linear, thus perturbations are examined in this regime. The calculated correlation functions
during a molecular dynamic step represent the actual fluctuations occurring in the system
properties. For long simulation times the signal-to-noise ratio is undesirable due to possible
contribution to the transport coefficients. In non-equilibrium states much larger fluctuations
are possible, which are induced artificially, thus the signal-to-noise ratio of the response
could be greatly improved.
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The measurements obtained from NEMD simulations are in principle the same as those
obtained in simple equilibrium averages for monitoring the pressure and temperature over
time. The idea behind the molecular dynamic method is to be used as a tool of validating
experimental results or even trust it in cases where experiment cannot easily be obtained.
Thus, the procedure used in molecular dynamics simulations corresponds closely to the ex-
perimental set-up. A good example is the calculation of the thermal conductivity, analysed
in chapter 3.2, in which a flow of momentum or energy flux is created for the desired mate-
rial. The following section aims to give an introduction of the procedure and initialisation
of a typical molecular dynamics simulation.
2.2.8 Initialisation of molecular dynamics
Prior to any molecular dynamics simulation, atoms or molecules are generated, mean-
ing that they are each allocated memory in which positions and velocities are assigned.
Molecules and complex structures require the introduction of bonds between the individ-
ual atoms. The system needs to be in equilibrium state prior to any dynamic conditions,
therefore the initial configuration must not be influenced by the outcome of the simula-
tion. A typical LAMMPS’ input script contains four crucial parts for setting up a realistic
simulation to study certain phenomena.
The first stage is the initialization in which various parameters such as the units, the
boundary conditions and the atomic style need to be defined given the appropriate force
field parameters. The second stage consists of the atom definition in which the simulation
domain size containing the atoms needs to be defined. This is obtained via a separate file
that could be invoked by LAMMPS, which includes the molecular topology or using the
already existing commands that generate the simulation domain and apply the appropriate
crystallographic orientation.
The third stage is then to set the appropriate force field coefficients, simulation parame-
ters and output options once the molecular topology is defined. At this stage initial veloci-
ties are also assigned to atoms and special commands are applied for a variety of boundary
conditions. Various methods of time integration as well as diagnostic tools to measure sim-
ulation domain data and materials response are also implemented. Temperature alteration
via velocity rescaling, adjusts the system to the required average temperature. In thermal
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equilibrium velocities are given in equation 2.2.6:
〈
v2i
〉
=
kBT
mi
(2.2.6)
where
〈
v2i
〉
is the atomic velocity averages and mi is the atom mass. Equation 2.2.6 is used
to define the the instantaneous temperature at time t, T (t) given by:
kBT (t) ≡
N∑
i=0
miv
2
i
N f
(2.2.7)
The instantaneous temperature T (t) needs to be adjusted so that it matches the temperature
T required for the system of interest, this is done by scaling the velocities by a factor of
(T/T (t))1/2. The final stage is the simulation run by specifying the timestep needed for the
study. Molecular dynamics can be used for a variety of equilibrium phenomena in which
statistical mechanics are capable to cope with limitations as shown by [200]. Shifting from
and equilibrium state to study phenomena of non-equilibrium nature like dynamic friction
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”Employ your time in improving yourself by other men’s writings, so that you shall gain
easily what others have labored hard for.”
Socrates
This chapter presents the thermodynamic and the mechanical properties of nanocrystalline
FCC materials. The first part of this chapter discusses the molecular dynamics proce-
dures to obtain the thermodynamic properties and validate the interatomic potentials used
throughout this work against experimental studies. Amongst those are the melting point
Tm, the heat capacity Cp, the thermal expansion αe, and the thermal conductivity k of both
Ag and Cu metals. Considering the importance of the structural integrity in many mechan-
ical components, section two is concerned with processes to calculate intrinsic mechanical
properties direct from the atomistic behaviour. Amongst those are the modulus of elasticity
E, shear modulus G and the yield stress σy of Cu metal and Cu nanowire.
3.1 Simulations of melting point
This section presents a review of several methods available for the calculation of thermo-
dynamic properties for copper (Cu) and silver (Ag) metals. These metals were used for
frictional studies under high speeds and compression as discussed in chapter 5, therefore,
the validation of the interatomic potentials was necessary. Calculation of the thermody-
namic melting point is not trivial for bulk metal, as has been shown by various study groups
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[167, 176, 187, 185, 125, 127], in which several methods have been published. Generally,
evaluating the melting point is not a straightforward approach because it requires the cal-
culation of Gibbs free energies, which is a multi-stage process that needs several different
molecular dynamics simulations. By definition the melting point is where solid and liquid
phases coexist, and there are several ways of doing this via molecular dynamics combined
with the thermodynamics integration method as described by Frenkel and Smit [68]. There-
fore, this section briefly reviews the available methods for computing the melting points,
as well as the results achieved in this study at standard and non-standard atmospheric con-
ditions.
3.1.1 Thermodynamic integration
Thermodynamic integration is a widely known method for computing the melting point of
solid materials by evaluating the Gibbs free energy of solid and liquid phases as obtained by
Frenkel and Smit [68]. By definition, at constant pressure, usually atmospheric conditions,
where P = 0 bar, the thermodynamic melting point Tm is at the point at which the free
energy of the solid must be equal to that of the liquid, Gs(T ) = Gl(T ). Additionally, by
definition the Gibbs free energy at certain conditions of temperature and pressure (usually
at P = 0 bar) is related to internal energy U and the entropy S by GT = UT − T · S T . Using
molecular dynamics the energy of the system and other thermodynamics properties can be
determined. However, the entropy of the system cannot be evaluated directly in terms of
ensemble average. One approach is to obtain the Gibbs free energies GT , at temperature
T , of a system (I) via thermodynamic integration between the system (I) and a convenient
reference system (II) with a known value of GTo at temperature To. The thermodynamic
integration will be obtained using the fundamental equation known as Gibbs-Helmholtz
below:
GT
T
=
GTo
To
−
∫ T
To
E (τ) + P · V (τ)
τ2
dτ
P=0
=⇒ g (T )
T
=
g (To)
To
−
∫ T
To
e (τ)
τ2
dτ (3.1.1)
where E(τ) is the internal energy of the system (I), V is the volume, P is the pressure
(kept at zero bars), which can be obtained via molecular dynamics simulations for a range
of temperatures. Symbols in lowercase denote thermodynamic properties per atom. The
thermodynamics definition of enthalpy given by h(τ) = e(τ) + pv(τ) is evaluated and fitted
to a polynomial with respect to T so that an analytical integration is obtained via Equation
3.1.1. A coupling integration method is used to calculate GTo using the system with the
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Hamiltonian as in Equation 3.1.2:
H = (1 − λ) · W + λ · Uu (3.1.2)
where according to Ciccotti and Hoover [39] λ is a coupling parameter taking values be-
tween 0 and 1, Uu is the potential of interest (described with EAM) and W is the Hamil-
tonian of the reference system, with known free energy such as a perfect solid as seen by
Lutsko et al. [166]. Equation 3.1.2 provides the total energy between the two potentials W
and Uu, assuming that reversible work is required to switch from one system to another. Fi-
nally, the unknown free energy of the potential Uu, GTo , can be obtained using the Equation
3.1.3, where GWTo is the free energy of the reference system at temperature To.
GT −GWTo =
∫ 1
0
〈
∂H
∂λ
〉
dλ⇒ GT −GWTo =
∫ 1
0
〈U − W〉λ · dλ (3.1.3)
This approach has been used for calculating the melting point of copper (Cu) on the
(001) crystallographic plane by Lutsko et al. [166]. In this work Lusko calculated the free
energy in the solid state. A harmonic reference system of perfect solid was used and for the
liquid phase the convenient reference system was an ideal gas the potential for which the
free energy needed was EAM [43, 44]. Once the free energy per atom for both solid and
liquid phase was plotted, the melting point for the material of interest was estimated to be
at 1171 ± 30 K. The calculated melting point for Cu in this case is significantly lower than
in experimental studies due to the fact that the potential was parameterised for compound
copper-nickel (Cu-Ni) alloy and not for elemental Cu. Also, the pair potential functions
were shifted smoothly to zero at the cut-off point rc. Using the above procedure to calculate
the Gibbs free energy Jeong [126] estimated the copper melting point to be at 1246 K. A
similar approach was used by Foiles and Adams [64] for the calculation of the Gibbs free
energies of Cu, Ag, Au, Ni, Pd and Pt metals. In this study the free energy was obtained
at an arbitrary temperature by integrating over a range of temperatures using the following
expression:
d
dT
(G
T
)
N,P
= − H
T 2
(3.1.4)
The enthalpy H of the system was calculated via a series of Monte Carlo simulations for
the desired range of temperatures. The thermodynamic melting points predicted for Ag
and Cu are 1170K K and 1340 K respectively, which proved to be in good agreement with
experiments giving relatively low error (within 5%). Table 3.1 by Foiles and Adams [64]
gives a comparison against the experimental values of various metals. Mei et al. [177] stud-
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ies thermodynamic properties of density change in melting, heat fusion, thermal expansion
and heat capacities for Cu using an analytic EAM model which is valid for any choice
of cut-off distance. Melting of pure metals using coupling constant integration has been
also reported for other metals such as Al shown by Mei and Davenport [176]. Lopasso
et al. [157] studied alloy compound such as Fe-Cu showing that the melting point of Cu
is 1017 K, which is (3/4)Tm. Additionally, Cu-Ni was investigated by Lutsko et al. [166],
Au-Cu by Han et al. [93] and Au-Ni by Arregui et al. [3].
Element MC (K) Experiments
Ag 1170 1230
Au 1090 1338
Cu 1340 1358
Ni 1740 1726
Pd 1390 1825
Pt 1480 2045
Table 3.1: Comparison of Monte Carlo (MC) simulations and Experimental melting points [64].
3.1.2 Direct simulation of melting point
A different approach is to simulate a fully periodic system of solid material by heating
it above the melting point, or cooling a periodic liquid below the melting point. This
approach determines the temperature at which the lattice collapses, because Tm can be
considerably lower than the temperature at which the crystal spontaneously melts. In this
study a crystalline bulk material was used to simulate the homogeneous melting process at
temperatures significantly higher than the equilibrium melting point. The melting point will
be overestimated in the case of a heated solid and underestimated when a liquid is cooled
below the melting point of the material. This is mainly due to the free energy barrier
that causes superheating of a solid, reflecting the lack of a nucleation site for the liquid
phase, and supercooling of a liquid. As a result a hysteresis effect is observed on constant-
pressure molecular dynamics simulations as shown in Figures 3.1(a) and 3.1(b) for Cu and
Ag respectively. According to the theory of the homogeneous nucleation and previous
molecular dynamics studies the highest or lowest temperature at which superheating or
supercooling occurs depends on the nucleation barrier parameter β [162, 161, 163] given
by:
β =
16 · pi · γ3
sl
3 · kB · Tm · ∆H2m
(3.1.5)
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where γsl is the surface tension of solid-liquid, ∆Hm is the heat of fusion, Tm is the melting
temperature, and kB is the Boltzmann’s constant. The outcome of these studies shows
that it is possible to estimate the thermodynamic melting point by only using the values
of superheating a solid and supercooling a liquid with temperatures of T (ss) and T (sl)
respectively by this relation:
Tm = Tss + Tsl −
√
Tss · Tsl (3.1.6)
3.1.3 Molecular dynamics methodology for direct melting approach
This section discusses the methodology of the direct melting approach for evaluating the
melting point of Cu and Ag metals. To that means molecular dynamics simulations were
conducted using a cubic cell with dimensions of (x, y, z)=(5, 5, 5) Å consisting of 500 atoms
with periodic boundary conditions applied in all directions for bulk geometry. For time in-
tegration the velocity Verlet scheme as shown by Drikakis and Kalweit [53] was employed
with integration timestep of dt = 2·10−15sec. The atoms interact with interatomic potentials
developed by Daw et al. [45] within the EAM framework. The simulations were performed
within the NPT thermodynamic ensemble, and thermodynamic properties, such as internal
energy, pressure, enthalpy volume and lattice parameters were closely monitored.
The solid phase simulations began from a perfect FCC lattice at temperature of 300 K.
Equilibrium was achieved at this temperature by maintaining it for 800 ps, which is long
enough to measure the thermodynamic averages with minimal error. The system’s con-
figuration of the equilibration run was used by increasing the system’s temperature every
100 K at high heating rates, rescaling the temperature every 100 timesteps. The subsequent
step was to maintain the resulting temperature for an additional 800 ps in which thermody-
namic values were recorded. This approach was continued until the temperature reached
1900 K. The same approach was used for the liquid phase is which an FCC lattice of the
desired metal was constructed at temperatures of 1900 K and temperature was decreased
every 100 K at high cooling rates in a stepwise manner as for the solid phase.
The analytical EAM potential developed by Mei et al. [177] predicted that when copper
is superheated melting occurs at 1650K, which is the same as that calculated by the molec-
ular dynamics simulations in this study. The internal energy per atom as a function of the
temperature is shown in Figure 3.1(a), which gives the values of direct superheating of the
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solid and supercooling of the liquid copper, indicating values of 1650 K and 950 K respec-
tively. With regard to the Ag block, values of 1350 K and 850 K have been estimated for
superheating and supercooling a bulk lattice respectively, as shown in Figure 3.1(b). Using
Equation 3.1.6 shown in the previous section, the melting point of Cu and Ag were evalu-
ated to be around 1327 K and 1128 K respectively. This is very close to values obtained by
Foiles and Adams [64] in Table 3.1.
The molecular dynamics results in this study compared favourably agaisnt the work by
Mei et al. [177], Belonoshko et al. [14] and experimental data from Gear [73], Hahn [81]
and Harrison [97]. Figures 3.2(a) and 3.2(b) show the energy per atom and lattice parameter
against temperature compared with Mei et al. [177] study.
The lattice parameter was calculated from the atomic volume, which was recorded from
the MD simulations along with other thermodynamic properties. The formula for the lattice
parameter is given by a = (4 ·Ω) 13 where Ω is the atomic volume given by Ω = V/N, where
V is the volume of the simulatin box and N is the number of atoms. The solid phase data
in this case was fitted to a third order polynomial giving the following equations for energy
and lattice parameter:
Es (T ) = 0.0339
(
T
Tm
)3
− 0.0052
(
T
Tm
)2
− 3.5403 (3.1.7)
as (T ) = 0.0252
(
T
Tm
)3
− 0.0117
(
T
Tm
)2
+ 0.086
(
T
Tm
)
+ 3.6139 (3.1.8)
The liquid phase was fitted to a first order polynomial giving the equations El(T ) = Eo+CpT
for energy and al(T ) = ao(1+αl · T ) for lattice parameter, where Eo is the energy in eV , Cp
is the specific heat, ao is the initial lattice parameter in Å, and αl is the thermal expansion
for the liquid phase in K−1. Table 3.2 shows the results from the simulations conducted in
this study and compares them against results from Mei. The values were obtained by the
fitting of the liquid phase to a linear function as shown above. The linear coefficient of
thermal expansion for the liquid phase shows the biggest difference of around 19%, with
other properties, i.e. heat capacity Cp, energy Eo and lattice parameter ao, showing similar
results.
The linear coefficient of thermal expansion for the liquid phase αl was obtained from
the equation fitted to data (see Figure 3.2(b)), and that for the solid phase was calculated
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(a) Superheating (T(solid)) and supercooling (T(liquid)) of Cu solid (open
circles) and liquid (closed circles) phase.
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(b) Superheating (T(solid)) and supercooling (T(liquid)) of Ag solid (open
circles) and liquid (closed circles) phase.
Figure 3.1: MD simulations of the hysteresis loop because of the superheating of the solid and
supercooling of the liquid phases. T(solid) and T(liquid) corresponds to superheating and super-
cooling respectively.
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Figure 3.2: Comparison of Epiphaniou model against data taken from Mei et al. [177] for Cu metal.
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Property Epiphaniou Mei et al. [177]
Eo (eV) -3.4838 -3.4973
ao (Å) 3.6038 3.5938
Cp (J/K) 3.48kB 3.87kB
αl (K−1) 2.774E-5 3.414E-5
Table 3.2: Molecular dynamics results of Cu liquid phase: Comparison.
via Equation 3.1.9:
αs =
1
a
· dadT (3.1.9)
where the derivative of da/dT was calculated numerically with a temperature step of 100K.
Table 3.3 summarises the results from this study and compared against others in [177, 14,
65, 83, 81, 97, 17]. The Table compares the linear coefficient of thermal expansion at
room temperature and the results show good agreement with other molecular dynamics
studies as well as experimental work. The calculated values of the thermal expansion for
a temperature range of 200 K to 1400 K can be observed with the aid of Figures 3.3(a)
and 3.3(b). Figure 3.3(a) shows the results from this study plotted against other molecular
dynamic simulations and figure 3.3(b) gives very good agreement of this data with Gear
[73], Hahn [81] and Harrison [97] experimental work. Additionally, the heat capacity Cp
per atom was also evaluated by taking the first derivative of the Equation 3.1.7. The value
of Cp was obtained for a temperature range of 200 K to 1400 K and the results show very
good agreement with experimental and MD studies, as shown in Figure 3.4.
MD Experiments
Material Epiphaniou Mei Foiles Hakkinen Belonoshko Han and Harrison Billings
Cu 16.97 15.00 16.40 18.10 20.28 16.55 16.70
Table 3.3: Linear coefficient of thermal expansion αs for copper: comparison against MD and
experiments.
3.1.4 Solid-liquid interfacial method
Heating a solid system directly gives larger values of the melting point due to solid-liquid
interfacial energy. The nucleation barrier can be overcome if a free surface is generated,
however, in molecular dynamics testing a solid with a configuration like this would not
deliver the properties of bulk material. In this section, alternative approaches that can be
used for the determination of melting are reviewed along with the selected method investi-
gated in this study. There are three methods for calculating the melting point by generating
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Figure 3.3: Evaluation of linear coefficient of thermal expansion (10−6K−1) for Cu: Comparison
against data taken from Mei et al. [177], Belonoshko et al. [14], Gear [73], Hahn [81] and Harrison
[97].
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Figure 3.4: Heat capacity Cp given in units of Boltzman’s constant kB against temperature for Cu.
two different phases on the same materials, solid and liquid. The first approach is called
the ”sandwich” method, in which a set-up of solid-liquid-solid phase is achieved and its
progress is observed during annealing. This method was adapted by Hong et al. [107] to
study the melting point of Ni3Al alloy. If upon annealing the structure develops into a liq-
uid state then the current temperature is above the melting point: on the other hand, if at a
certain temperature the structure turns into a solid state, then this temperature is below the
melting point of the material. The second approach is to construct a solid-liquid interface
and measure the moving velocity of the interface at different temperatures [107, 165]. By
plotting the moving velocity against temperatures and extrapolating it at room temperature,
the melting temperature of the material can be obtained.
Finally, the third method is based on solid-liquid construction arranged geometrically,
such that the interface remains constant in volume using an NVE ensemble as obtained for
binary alloys by Hong et al. [107], Morris et al. [187] for aluminum and Landman et al.
[145] for Si. In these studies the molecular dynamics simulation consists of two stages.
First is the preparation, where the two MD simulations obtained separately for solid and
liquid are brought to equilibrium in the NVE ensemble. In the second stage the two systems
are brought together and the total system progresses towards a thermodynamic equilibrium
at constant volume energy ensemble. However, the drawback of this procedure is that the
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simulation is biased through an anisotropic stress tensor. Hence, the components of the
stresses in the x, y, and z-directions can be quite different, as seen in Morris and Song
[186]. You et al. [264] has overcome this problem by having as a first stage pure solid
with a certain value for the lattice parameter in the NPT ensemble, at a temperature lower
than the melting point. When the solid phase is brought to equilibrium the liquid phase is
generated by raising the temperature at values above the melting temperature, followed by
a cooling to the original temperature. Using this approach, You et al. [264] showed that the
internal local stresses σxx, σyy, and σzz for the liquid phase should have the same values
and the next stage of the coexisting phases could start in the NVE ensemble.
According to Foiles and Adams [64] the use of the constant energy ensemble causes the
motion of the interface to slow down due to the lack of source or sink for the energy linked
to the latent heat that forces the transition between solid and liquid phases. Thus, the use of
NVE thermodynamic ensemble may not be as accurate as the constant temperature (NVT)
thermodynamics ensemble. In this study the solid-liquid construction was employed as
shown by [64] for verification of the melting point of both Cu and Ag. Simulation of solid
and liquid phase containing the same material using the NVT thermodynamic ensemble
was conducted in two stages. This method has the liquid and the solid phases geometri-
cally arranged so that the interface volume remains constant as melting or freezing occurs.
The simulation boxes were (x, y, z)=(60, 250, 60) Å containing approximately 69000 Cu
atoms and (x, y, z)=(80, 250, 80) Å containing approximately 86000 Ag atoms. Simulation
box was chosen to ensure enough atoms are present with minimum thermal noise. The
integration timestep and algorithm is the same as discussed in Section 3.1.3.
The first stage is the preparation, and is similar to other approaches as mentioned above,
where the two phases were brought to equilibrium for 27 ps. The solid was equilibriated
at room temperature while the liquid was equilibrated at a temperature of 1900K under the
NPT thermodynamic ensemble where pressure was set up at P=0 bar. The second stage was
to run both solid and liquid phases at a particular temperature, for which the appropriate
lattice parameter of the material was pre-calculated via the NPT simulation discussed in
Section 3.1.3 and used in the first stage. The temperatures ranged from 1000 K to 1400 K
for Cu and 800 K to 1200 K for Ag. Both phases were kept at the desired temperature
constant for 270 ps within the NVT thermodynamic ensemble where the volume of the
simulation was also kept constant.
Figures 3.5(a), 3.5(b), 3.5(c), 3.5(d) and 3.5(e) show the final configuration for Cu, in
which the solid phase is coloured blue and the liquid phase in red. Because of the difficulty
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of finding the exact melting point via this approach, it was estimated that the melting point
of Cu is between 1250 K and 1300 K, similar to the previous EAM results of 1246 K in
[126] and 1340 K shown by Foiles and Adams [64]. It was observed that at temperatures
T ≤ 1250 K the solid phase gradually grows, solidifying the liquid phase. At a temperature
of T=1250 K in figure 3.5(b) solidification of the liquid is observed, but very close to the
interfacial region, which indicates that the temperature is below the melting point of the
material. Simulation at temperature of 1300 K shows that the stagnation state is reached as
shown in figure 3.5(c). At temperatures of T≥ 1350 K the liquid phase grows liquefying
the solid phase indicating that the particular temperature is above the melting point, thus
continuous melting of the solid phase is observed. Simulations were run for a long time
to ensure that either the solidification of the liquid or the melting of the solid phase reach
equilibrium positions and stop growing. Figure 3.5 shows the snapshot of the final state of
the simulations at temperature ranging from 1100 K to 1400 K for copper metal.
Simulation of the Ag two phase system was obtained using the same method as for Cu.
Figure 3.6(a) shows the materials’ response at a temperature of 1100K indicating that the
solid phase grows, solidifying the liquid phase. When the temperature is set to 1200K as
seen in Figure 3.6(b), the liquid phase is growing and the solid phase is starting to melt. This
is also the case for a temperature of 1300K, shown in Figure 3.6(c). Therefore the melting
point of Ag is between temperatures of 1100K and 1200K which is in good agreement with
Foiles and Adams [64] and the value calculated via Equation 3.1.6 (Section 3.1.2).
3.1.5 Melting point at non-standard atmospheric conditions
In subsequent chapters sliding friction simulations will be discussed for the pressure of
5.1GPa, therefore for the purpose of the analysis it is useful to measure the melting point at
this pressure condition. The simulation method described in section 3.1.4 was used for Cu
and Ag with the same EAM potential. Results show that the melting point is dramatically
increased; the melting point of copper at 5.1 GPa lies between 1500 K and 1600 K. This is
in a good agreement with experimental results measured at pressure conditions of 5 GPa
giving melting point of the material equal to 1547 K. On the other hand, MD simulations
of Ag show a melting point between 1550 K and 1650 K, which is a small deviation to the
experimental value of 1523 K.
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(a) Temperature at 1100K
(b) Temperature at 1250K
(c) Temperature at 1300K (stagnated state)
(d) Temperature at 1350K (continuous melting)
(e) Temperature at 1400K
Figure 3.5: Simulations of Cu two phase system at a range of temperatures. The liquid phase is
shown in red and the solid phase of copper atoms are coloured in blue.
3.2 Various approaches to thermal conductivity
Understanding of energy transport phenomena of thin films has been the centre of attention
for several years, generating a new field of study called microscale heat transfer highlighted
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(a) Temperature at 1100K
(b) Temperature at 1200K (stagnated state)
(c) Temperature at 1300K (continuous melting)
Figure 3.6: Simulations of Ag solid-liquid phase system at a range of temperatures. The liquid
phase is shown in red and the solid phase of copper atoms are coloured in blue.
by Bejan and Kraus [13]. Studying the heat transfer at the microscale is simply to inves-
tigate the thermal energy tranfer in which the continuum model is sometimes insufficient
to explain certain phenomena. When the continuum model fails then the computationally
expensive molecular dynamics approach is usually adopted. When considering metallic
materials thermal and electrical conduction occurs via the electrons in which molecular dy-
namics cannot describe their role. Electrons are so fast and much lighter than the nucleus
that their effect is treated as a single potential energy representing the ground state. This
is a siginificant limitation when physical problems such as friction are considered in which
thermal conduction plays a vital role. Additionally, molecular dynamics methods account
for the contribution of phonons (atomic vibration) to the thermal conductivity but do not
account for the free electrons or elecron-phonon interaction.
Molecular dynamics techniques derived from first principles (ab initio) also known as
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quantum mechanics (QM), can capture the movement of electrons as shown in the Car-
Parinello method by Car and Parrinello [29], however they are limited by the number of
atoms, because they are computationally more expensive than MD. At the submicron scale,
classical heat transfer is restricted by QM techniques because the specific heat, Cp, of the
structures should approach zero according to Prevenslik [198]. Additionally, atoms inter-
acting in thin films are under electromagnetic confinement and QM cannot cease small
levels of thermal energy. As a result the Cp in thin films tends to zero, thus any heat gained
cannot be conserved by increasing the system’s temperature. In particular, when rubbing of
crystals is initiated at the submicron level temperatures reach high values, as discussed in
later chapters. This is due to the fact that the heat capacity predicted via MD simulations in
Section 3.1.3 is in a good agreement with experimental data. Other means of conservation
are required such as the quantum induced radiation (QED) as proposed by Prevenslik [198].
Therefore, this section reviews the MD methods related to thermal conductivity issues and
investigates the possibility of using state-of-the-art techniques to overcome the limitations
associated with dynamic friction. Additionally, the author aims to show how these tech-
niques could be used in conjunction with the sliding friction simulations in Chapter 5.
Macroscopic investigation allows modelling of the heat transfer and temperature fields,
but in simulation of the atomic scale using MD is difficult to achieve. An important point
is that the free electrons contribute primarily to thermal conductivity in metals, while lat-
tice vibration (phonons) contribute to thermal transport in semiconductors and insulators.
There are several studies describing ways of calculating the thermal conductivity in semi-
conductors [148, 214, 100, 240, 115, 98, 266, 138, 131] using Lennard-Jones or Morse
potentials. Tretiakov and Scandolo [240] estimates the thermal conductivity of solid ar-
gon using Lennard-Jones interatomic potential and shows that the computed values are in
a good agreement with experiments. The results also confirm that the Green-Kubo method
described by Allen and Tildesley [2] proved to be very powerful in calculating the thermal
conductivity of crystals at high temperature, provided that advanced interatomic potentials
are used. This approach could predict the thermal conductivity of more complex materials
in cases where experimental data are difficult to obtain. Additionally, Tsuji et al. [241]
proposes using virtual free electrons imposed between copper atoms to adjust the thermal
diffusivity and electrical resistivity for copper simulated using Morse potentials.
Thermal conduction in solid materials takes place by the contribution of both the vi-
brational energy within the lattice (phonons) and the free electrons. Free electrons have
generally short wavelengths in the order of a few Å (0.1nm), which makes them major con-
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tributors to thermal conductivity, especially at low temperatures. Their scattering mecha-
nism is important in microscale heat transfer. Figure 3.7 shows the electon-electron and
electron-phonon scattering mechanisms of free electrons in metallic materials. The mean
Figure 3.7: Free electron scattering mechanisms in metals. Left: Electron-phonon scattering.
Right: Electron-electron scattering.
free path of an electron λe is given by the thermal velocity vth (vth =
√
3kBT
me
) times the scat-
tering time τsc and for bulk metals is typically on the order of 10 to 30 nm where electron
lattice scattering dominates. The transport properties are influenced by the thin film size
and if the thickness is approaching the order of the mean free path of electron λe, bound-
ary scattering takes a crucial role. When the thin film is heated electron system becomes
so hot that the electon-electron scattering can become significant. This size dependency
was observed by Heino and Ristolainen [100] who showed that for small domain systems
typically less than 40 times the phonon mean free path λp, the contribution by phonons to
thermal conductivity is reduced. Hence, when considering mircroscale heat transfer it is
wise to consider the microscopic energy carriers (electrons) and the full range of possible
scattering mechanisms as shown in figure 3.7.
In this work molecular dynamics simulations were conducted to evaluate mechanical
and thermodynamic properties such as bulk modulus, thermal expansion, melting points Tm
and heat capacities Cp on Cu and Ag metals and results show good agreement compared to
experiments. Although the mechanical and most thermodynamical properties are consistent
with experiments, however, molecular dynamics simulations underestimate the values of
thermal conductivities for these metals according to Heino and Ristolainen [100]. Heino
and Ristolainen [100] studies the thermal conductivity of metals by phonons using EAM
interatomic potentials developed by [177]. Heino proved that there is a size dependency
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of the thermal conductivity k. Considering their curves of thermal conductivity against
domain size the obtained values are 4.6 W/mK and 2.3 W/mK for Cu and Ag respectively,
for the selected domain size of 16 nm. These values are unrealistically small compared to
experimental values which are 397 W/mK and 420 W/mK for Cu and Ag respectively.
3.2.1 Thermal conductivity simulations of Cu and Ag interatomic po-
tentials
Schelling et al. [214] show that there are several methods of obtaining the thermal conduc-
tivity of metals by phonons. This section discusses the molecular dynamics simulations
that were conducted on Cu and Ag metals to obtain the values of thermal conductivities
for the domain size with distance in y dimension equal to 16 nm. This value was taken
because the friction numerical simulations have domain size of y=16 nm for each material
slab. Thermal conductivity is size and temperature dependent as discussed by Heino and
Ristolainen [100] and Jund and Jullien [131]. Size effects are present when the simulation
domain is very close to or smaller than the mean free path of the phonons; this is because
at these sizes the electron contribution to the thermal conductivity dominates fully. In this
work the direct method was used for evaluating the thermal conductivity of the system
using Fourier’s law of heat flow as shown in Equation 3.2.1:
k = − Jy
∂T/∂y
(3.2.1)
where ∂T/∂y is the temperature gradient and Jy is the heat flux, which is equal to ∆/(2 ·A2 ·
∆t). ∆ is the energy per time step ∆t and A is the area of the sample perpendicular to the
heat flow. The usual approach is to impose a temperature gradient and record the resulting
heat flux as shown by Oligschleger and Scho¨n [193], as in experiments where the thermal
conductivity is determined by measuring the required heat flux to maintain a constant tem-
perature gradient. The reverse non-equilibrium molecular dynamics (RNEMD) approach
was employed for this study, in which a known heat flux by exchanging kinetic energy
between two particles is applied to the simulation domain. The RNEMD was developed
by Mller-Plathe and Reith [184] in which a heat flux was imposed and the system response
was the generation of a temperature gradient along the desired direction. The algorithm
is part of LAMMMPS tools and provide several features such as conservation of the total
energy and the total linear momentum to avoid an artificial drift of the kinetic energy at
certain conditions.
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The RNEMD divides the simulation box into layers in the desired direction of which
heat flux will be imposed. In this study the y direction was taken as the direction of the flux
and the simulation is divided into layers along this direction. The cold layer is at y = 0 and
the hot layer is at the middle, Ly/2, where Ly is the entire length of the simulation domain.
The algorithm identifies the atom with the highest kinetic energy in the cold layer, and the
atom with the lowest kinetic energy in the hot layer. Once these atoms are identified their
velocity vectors are exchanged if the hottest atom in the cold layer holds a higher value of
kinetic energy than the coldest atom in the hot layer. The total kinetic energy per timestep,
∆, transfered by these swaps is recorded and the heat flux evolution can be calculated.
When the system is imposed to this procedure over time a temperature gradient evolves
and the temperature profile can be analysed.
Applying the Muller-Plathe algorithm developed by Mller-Plathe and Reith [184] a sim-
ulation domain was constructed with (x, y, z)= (4a, 45a, 4a) Å containing approximately
2000 atoms. The values of a for Cu and Ag are 3.587 and 4.0422 Å respectively, with
periodic boundary conditions imposed in all directions. In experiments the heat loss to the
surroundings is an issue but molecular dynamics overcomes this by the use of boundary
conditions. The sizes in x and z directions were four times the lattice parameters, approxi-
mately three times the cut-off radii, which ensures that all atoms are used once in the force
calculation so that no image atoms are required from the periodic boundaries. Initially the
system is imposed to temperature rescaling to 300 K for 10,000 time steps until an equilib-
rium is reached, with integration timestep constant at 2 ns. The direction of applied heat
flux is kept constant for both metals towards the y = [100] crystallographic plane. The sim-
ulation with constant heat flux was run for 200,000 time steps using NVE thermodynamic
ensemble to evaluate the thermal conductivity at the average temperature of 300 K.
The temperature profiles were obtained by dividing the system into layers and calcu-
lating the average temperature of the atoms in each layer. Figure 3.8 shows the linear
temperature gradient for copper block after the simulation had reached a steady state; simi-
lar temperature profiles obtained for Ag metal. A linear curve was fitted to the temperature
profiles, highlighted in black, as seen in Figure 3.8, from which the temperature gradient
dT/dy was calculated. The kinetic energy exchange was calculated and therefore the heat
flux in the system was determined to be 96.96 GW/m2 for Cu and 64.77 GW/m2 for Ag.
Hence, the system’s thermal conductivities at these conditions for Cu and Ag were cal-
culated to be 3.26 and 2.18 W/Km respectively, which is close to the values obtained by
Heino and Ristolainen [100] and almost 10 times lower than the experimental values.
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Figure 3.8: Dotted line: Temperature profile of Cu in the simulation cell (only one half is shown
here). Solid line: linear fitting curve.
The thermal conductivity underestimation of pure MD simulations can be overcome by
considering the electron motion within the medium. When electrons at low temperatures
are traveling through a hot thermal region they can remove some of the energy introduced
by the phonon vibration and result in decreasing the temperature. Stoneham [225] de-
scribed that electrons have this interesting ability to act as either heat sink or heat bath,
removing or adding energy to the atoms. The first MD study in which electron-ion interac-
tions were taken into account by Flynn and Averback [63] on radiation damage in solids.
In pure metals the conductivity is predominantly carried by electrons than phonons, thus,
coupling between electron and phonons is required to solve the energy dissipation issue
associated with processes like friction. The implementation of the strong coupling between
electron-phonon can be obtained by implementing heat transfer equations to work along
with the MD code as shown by Finnis et al. [62] in simulation of collision cascades in
Cu and Ni. Additionally, as discussed in section 3.2 there are various scattering mech-
anisms that occur within the lattice. When atoms collide some of the kinetic energy is
transformed into heat in inelastic collisions which results in excitations of bound electrons
of the medium and in excitations of the electron cloud of the ion. When these collisions
occur electrons slow down, known as electronic stopping. Caro and Victoria [30] not only
considers the strong electron-phonon coupling but considers also the electronic stopping
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by introducing a frictional term as will be discussed in section 3.2.2. Therefore, the follow-
ing section briefly discusses the thermal conductivity correction by the implementation of
continuum thermal diffusion equations coupled with MD.
3.2.2 Two temperature model for thermal conduction
Analysis of the heat propagation in metals is obtained by the two temperature model (TTM)
equations developed by Ivanov and Zhigilei [120], in which temperatures corresponding to
the electron and lattice system are described. Combining the classical MD methods with
the continuum description of thermal diffusion via the TTM an accurate evolution of the
temperature profiles is expected. This hybrid computational model, coupling of TTM-MD,
was primarily used to study the kinetics and microscopic mechanisms of laser melting
shown by Ivanov and Zhigilei [121], and the high excitation levels corresponding to laser
ablation [38, 213].
The energy transfer between the electronic and atomic subsystems due to electron-
phonon is coupled by the non-linear differential equation of heat diffusion as shown in
Equation 3.2.2. Ivanov and Zhigilei [120] developed Equation 3.2.2 for strong electron-
phonon non-equilibrium due to the fast electronic excitation. This model can be used for
test cases where the electron and lattice temperatures are almost equal and in cases where
materials have undergone shock wave heating.
Ce
∂Te
∂t
= ∇(ke∇Te) − gp(Te − Ta) + gsT ′a (3.2.2)
where Ce is the electronic specific heat, Te is the electron’s temperature, ke is the elec-
tron’s thermal conductivity, gp is the coupling constant for electron-phonon interaction, gs
is the coupling constant that corresponds to the energy lost by the atomic system because of
the electronic stopping. Finally, the parameter Ta is the atomic temperature of the system
and T ′a (which has units of temperature) is evaluated by the energy balance as described
by Duffy and Rutherford [55] and Rutherford and Duffy [210].
The diffusion Equation 3.2.2 takes into account the electron temperature, which is
solved by the finite difference method on a continuum grid. This occurs simultaneously
with the MD integration of the equation of motion for the atoms of interest. The diffusion
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equation was recently implemented in LAMMPS to model the electron temperature, which
is coupled with the molecular dynamics to account for the energy exchange between the
atomic and electronic subsystems. In this algorithm the heat transfer is conducted via an
inhomogeneous Langevin thermostat given by Equation 3.2.3:
mi
∂vi
∂t
= Fi(t) − γivi + F˜(t) (3.2.3)
where vi and mi is the velocity and the mass of an atom i and Fi is the force acting on
that atom at time t. The γi denotes the friction coefficient due to energy loss and F˜i is a
stochastic force term with random magnitude and orientation which includes the energy
gain due to electron bombardment. According to Caro [30] the energy loss represented
by the second term in the right hand side of Equation 3.2.3 depends on the velocity of
the moving atom. As shown in the electron excitation theory, systems with high kinetic
energy cause movement of the electrons to higher energy state. As a result the electronic
gas of valence electrons decrease the speed of atoms due to inelastic collisions between the
bound electrons in the bulk matrix of the material and the ion moving trough it. This is
known as electronic stopping of ions in solids, S e(E) = λm
√
Ek. This is also shown at low
energy limits, which means lower projectile velocity than the relevant electronic velocity
in the target, i.e. the Fermi velocity in metals, as described by Lindhard and Scharff [156].
Thus, at lower velocities the atoms movement is associated with the rate of energy loss
(dE/dt) and this energy is proportional to the difference between the atomic and electronic
temperature. As a result, the energy loss part in Equation 3.2.3 is subdivided into friction
coefficients due to electronic stopping (γs), and due to electron-phonon interaction (γp).
The evaluation of γi in Equation 3.2.3 was altered according to the cut-off velocity, u0. For
vi  u0 then γi = γp + γs and for vi ≤ u0 the γi = γp.
The implementation in LAMMPS is such that the MD substitutes the TTM equation
for the lattice temperature, since the equation couples both electronic and phonon temper-
atures. The algorithm assumes that none of the user-supplied parameters will vary with
temperature. This assumption can be relaxed by modifying the algorithm to include the
desired temperature dependency and functional form for any of the parameters, if kept un-
changed a linear temperature dependence is assumed which is correct for most metals. The
Langevin framework is applied locally on the volumes that represent the continuum grid
points and couples the temperature of the atoms to an infinite heat reservoirs representing
the local electrons. Finally, the TTM scheme allows the incorporation of two independent
coefficients of friction for electron stopping and electron-phonon interaction as mentioned
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above; parameters used for MD simulations of metallic Cu and Ag are shown in table 3.4.
The values of mass enhancement parameter (λm) for Cu and Ag are 0.14 and 0.15 eV/Å
respectively, these were evaluated from the stopping range tables SRIM by Ziegler et al.
[270]. Duffy and Rutherford [55], used the value of λ to evaluate the coefficient of friction
due to electronic stopping for both metals using the Equation γs = (λm √me)/
√
2.
Properties Copper (Cu) Silver (Ag)
Ce (mJ/moleK2) 0.620[183] 0.641[183]
ke (W/mK) 401 [250] 400 [250]
γs 1.4 1.12
γp 0.3 0.19
u0 (Å/ps) 76.02 111.08
ρe 1/ Å3 0.0845 [250] 0.0585 [250]
Table 3.4: Constants of selected metals at room temperature used for MD simulation of dynamic
friction.
In section 3.2.1 the thermal conductivity of Cu and Ag metals was evaluated by using a
domain size of (x, y, z)= (4a, 45a, 4a) Å; the domain size is larger than the mean free path
of both metals to avoid size effects in the value of k. This domain was used to perform sim-
ulations activating the TTM algorithm; material properties shown in Table 3.4 were used
for re-evaluating the thermal conductivity of these metals. The results show slightly larger
values compared to the values obtained in section 3.2.1, which are 8.74 and 8.81 W/Km
for Cu and Ag respectively; however, this is still significantly smaller than the experimen-
tal results. This shows that even though a more sophisticated model is used to account
for the electron contribution to thermal conductivity, TTM requires a significant number
of experimental variables, which makes the algorithm a lot more complicated, hence the
implementation is prone to bugs.
3.2.3 Thermal conductivity correction (TKC) scheme
Another way of tackling the under-prediction of the thermal conductivity is described in this
section. In section 3.2.2 an attempt was made in order to correct the heat propagation by
the two temperature model. This will lead to a temperature identical for both the phonons
and electrons within the system. The combination of the thermal diffusion Equation 3.2.2
and the classical molecular dynamics methods does not provide an accurate value of the
thermal conductivity of both Cu and Ag metals. A new algorithm was implemented by the
author in the grid analysis module created by Kalweit [132]. This schemes solves the heat
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conduction equation by correcting the thermal conductivity as shown in Equation 3.2.4:
1
A
dT
dt = −k ·
dT
dx (3.2.4)
where k is the thermal conductivity given by kexp − kMD. The grid analysis module defines
a virtual grid of cells or grid of nodes to the molecular dynamics domain system as shown
in Figure 3.9. This is a three-dimensional Cartesian grid in which each node is defined
by indices i, j, k and the node’s coordinates by xi, j,k. Generally, a macroscopic variable,
Ai, j,k of the particular grid node, is calculated as an instantaneous average over N number
of atoms via the Equation 3.2.5:
Ai, j,k =
N∑
a=1
AwW(d, l) (3.2.5)
where Aw is the property A of atom w, d is the distance of atom w to node given by
d = rw − xi, j,k, and finally l is the grid cell width. The W(d, l) is the weighting function
evaluated for each dimension x, y, and z via the Equation 3.2.6:
W(d, l) = W(dx, lx)W(dy, ly)W(dz, lz) (3.2.6)
This function depends on the distance of the particle to the node, dx,y,z, and the length of the
size cell, lx,y,z. The type of the weighting function considered in this work is the nearest-
grid-point (NGP) in which the properties of the atoms are entirely dependent on the nearest
node, which is defined as:
WNGP(d(x,y,z), l(x,y,)) =
 1 d(x,y,z) ≤ l(x,y,z)20 otherwise (3.2.7)
To that end, macroscopic variables like potential energy, kinetic energy, pressure, ve-
locity and many more, are calculated and averaged in time on the centre of the grid node
illustrated in Figure 3.9.
Additionally, an energy transfer scheme was used to apply velocity rescaling in each
layer. Velocity rescaling in MD simulations is widely used; however, the disadvantage is
that momentum transfers due to the change of the velocity vectors. In this application it is
advantageous to eliminate momentum transfer when transferring energy. Thus, the energy
transfer scheme was adapted by first scaling the velocity vectors of the atoms belonging to
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Figure 3.9: NGP scheme assigning atoms to grid points. Atoms are the shaded circles and grid
points are shown in small black points.
a system S, by Equation 3.2.8:
vcurrenti = v
previous
i · f + c, (3.2.8)
where f is a scaling factor and c is the additional correction vector for conserving the
overall momentum of the system. The scaling factor and correction vector are given by
Equation 3.2.9 and 3.2.10 respectively, so that the energy transfered equals Etrans.
f =
√
1 +
Etrans
Ek,int
(3.2.9)
c = vS(1 − f) (3.2.10)
The correction factor (f) cannot be defined if the energy transfered is smaller than the
internal kinetic energy (Etrans < Ek,int). This signifies that the energy transfer is not possible
because one cannot remove more energy than what is available in the system.
The implementation of the algorithms is summarised as follows:
• The MD domain is discretised into grid nodes containing a large number of atoms so
that temperature will be evaluated without excessive noise. The MD domain resolu-
tions contains layers, which are parallel to the sliding interface.
• The temperature in each slice will be evaluated at regular intervals, dt.
• First the algorithm evaluates the heat flux coefficient, Cs, of each atomic species as
shown in Equation 3.2.11:
Cs = t · (k) · A (3.2.11)
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• The kinetic energy added to each layer is then corrected by taking into account the
realistic thermal conductivity of the materials. This includes layers in which material
mixing occurs, hence, material concentration was taken into consideration during
these calculations. Thus, the change in kinetic energy or heat flux that passes in
and out of each layer is calculated by Equation 3.2.12, which is evaluated in each
direction x, y and z:
J =
1
2
CmCs (3.2.12)
• Finally the heat conduction Equation 3.2.4 is solved using the energy transfer scheme
to rescale atomic velocities and as a result the temperature of each grid node without
introducing momentum into the system.
• The algorithm was adapted so that it accounts for different species present in a grid
cell by evaluating the concentration of each atom type.
The verification of the above algorithm was not possible on domain sizes with a very
small number of atoms. It was found that discretising the system with grid resolution of
less than 5 to 10 lattice spaces, the heat conduction equation was unstable and therefore
the solution did not converge. The simulation domain chosen for the verification of the
algorithm was (x, y, z)= (144.6, 5.784, 5.784) nm containing 409600 atoms. Figure 3.10 is
the plot of the temperature profile across the dimension of which the heat flux is imposed.
Evaluation of the gradient from Figure 3.10 along with the calculation of the kinetic energy
exchange over simulation time period, which is effectively the heat flux, gives the desired
value of thermal conductivity for Cu. This value was estimated to be 400.79 W/Km and is
in a good agreement with experimental values taken from Wang et al. [250].
The main limitations of the MD simulations are highlighted in this section and the au-
thor is aiming to give a solution to the under prediction of the thermal conductivity for Cu
and Ag metals. An investigation was conducted to resolve the underestimation of, k, by us-
ing the TTM method however, the results are still not consistent with experimental values.
In this study the author developed a new algorithm (TCK), in which the heat conduction
equation is solved considering the experimental conductivity of the metals. Validation was
successful resulting in values of k consistent with experiments. This is proved to be a major
contribution for resolving the MD limitations and it will be used in subsequent chapters for
dynamic friction numerical experiments.
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Figure 3.10: Temperature profile across x dimension for Cu domain size.
3.3 Mechanical Properties
With the rapid development of nanotechnology and nanoscience, the need to build nano-
components is high for several applications such as memory circuits and improvements
on CPUs. There is increasing progress towards nanotechnology devices which have enor-
mous potential applications in the aerospace industry. Thus, MEMS have a major impact
in applications such as computers, materials, sensors, actuators, avionics systems etc. They
are mechanical systems at a micro-scale that combine mechanical, optical, and electro-
magnetic elements with electronics on semi-conductor substrate electronics. They could
be used as sensors to identify physical parameters in their environment (pressure, acceler-
ation, etc.) and/or actuators to act on this environment. Development of these devices is
important for future exploration of space by improving the reliability of aerospace hard-
ware and performance, while reducing the manufacturing costs. Additionally, embedding
electromechanical components into earth-orbiting satellites or piloted vehicles and probes
could reduce the overall cost of these missions.
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Copper has received extensive mechanical testing due to its excellent electrical conduc-
tivity and other properties as shown by Heino and Ristolainen [99]. Copper can be used for
electrical interconnections, which are structures that require metals to withstand thermal
stresses when temperature changes. It can also be used in numerous applications as a heat
conductor, electrical conductor, and as an alloying element of various metals for aerospace
and automotive applications etc. The stresses involved in a high shear strained system have
been often studied by the finite element method (FEM), in which elasticity and plasticity
theories are taken into consideration. However, when the system becomes very small the
atomistic effects from the nano-structure have to be evaluated and compared with results
from the continuum. Therefore, Horstemeyer et al. [109] claims that a good link needs to be
built between the continuum and atomic scale in order to determine the relations between
the structure and properties for plasticity.
There is evidence that atomistic simulations obtained at extreme strain rates and size
scales agree with the aspects of plasticity observed in macroscale experiments, according
to Horstemeyer et al. [110]. The plastic behaviour of nanocrystalline metals has been ex-
tensively studied by means of molecular dynamics, thus the aim of this chapter is to give a
brief literature review on the matter and outline the results of molecular dynamics simula-
tions that were obtained on Cu for validating the interatomic potential developed by Foiles
and Adams [64].
3.3.1 The response of Cu in dynamic tensile deformation
An important part of this development is the investigation of the mechanical properties of
small scale systems, metal nanowires, typically at sizes that exceed 103 atoms to get re-
liable results. Copper has been the centre of attention for many studies under high strain
rates with various atomistic potential models, such as EAM and effective-medium theory
(EMT) discussed by Jacobsen et al. [124]. Research into the deformation mechanism of
Cu nanowires has been extensively carried out by computer simulations via the molecu-
lar dynamics method. The work by Wu [258] demonstrates the results obtained on a Cu
nanowire at imposed tensile loading across the [001] crystallographic direction and at strain
rates ranging from 107 to 2 · 109 /s. Amongst other properties Wu showed that at the above
strain rates range the yield strength of the metal nanowire remains constant. The effect of
the strain rate is determined by the reaction of the material to the external loading, and as
discussed in the study by Wu [258] this reaction will be faster if the size of the specimen is
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small.
Molecular dynamics simulations of single crystal Cu nanowire, also performed by
Liang and Zhou [155], study the mechanical response under a range of strain rates and
size scales. Liang and Zhou [155] showed that the modulus of elasticity is independent of
strain rates and simulation box sizes. On the other hand, the yield stress increases with de-
creasing specimen size, by having higher values when thinner specimens were tested, and
also increases with the loading rate. Chang and Fang [33] demonstrates the results on ten-
sile and fatigue behaviour of nanoscale Cu at various temperatures, and the work by Chang
[32] shows results on simulations of static and cyclic loading with increasing vacancies,
also at different temperatures.
3.3.2 Molecular dynamics simulations of tensile loading on bulk Cu
The section describes the investigation of the deformation study on bulk Cu under uniaxial
strain using MD method. The simulations were conducted on a three-dimensional system
of FCC Cu and consisted of approximately 2000 atoms using periodic boundary conditions
in all directions for bulk geometry. The simulation box was (x, y, z)=(10, 16, 3) Å. The ve-
locity verlet scheme was employed with integration timestep of dt=10−15 s. To perform the
simulations two stages were used. The first stage was the equilibration in which after as-
signing the atomic positions and velocities, the system was brought to an equilibrium after
60 ps, time sufficiently long to relax the lattice. During equilibration, the entire system is
evolved in the NPH thermodynamic ensemble based on the Nose/Hoover pressure baro-
stat. This is effectively an isopressure/isostress and isoenthalpic ensemble, where number
of atoms (N), pressure (P) and enthalpy (H) are kept constant. The purpose of applying this
thermodynamic ensemble is to relax the lattice at atmospheric conditions of zero pressure
and ultimately having zero stress affecting the system. The temperature was also controlled
at 300 K by rescaling the velocities. Thermodynamic properties such as internal energy,
pressure, enthalpy, and volume were closely monitored.
The second stage involved collecting all the data which was obtained by simulation
at constant temperature and volume using the NVT thermodynamic ensemble. The NVT
is based on the Nose/Hoover dynamics to appropriately control the temperature enabling
the study of the system beyond the elastic limit. The NVT thermostat is suitable for a
simulation box that is changing size and shape with time. At this stage the material is being
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deformed by applying a strain rate of 1.8 · 10−9 /s in the y-direction. The velocity, vi, was
imposed at which the simulation box length changes; this is effectively the engineering
strain rate given by  · = Vo/l. The system is allowed to deform until failure, which can
be seen in Figure 3.11 and the microscopic stress tensor is calculated for each atom by the
stress-volume equation:
(S ab)local = −
mivavb + 12
Np∑
j=1
(ri − r j)Fpi j +
1
2
Nb∑
j=1
(ri − r j)Fbi j
 (3.3.1)
where (S ab)local is the local per-atom stress tensor, a and b take values of x,y,z for the 6
components of the stress tensor S xx, S yy, S zz, S xy, S xz, S yz. The first term of Equation
3.3.1 is the kinetic energy contribution for an atom i. The second term is the pairwise
energy, where atom j loops over the Np neighbours of atom i, r is the position, and Fp
is the three components of the force on atom i due to the pairwise interaction with atom
j. Finally, the third term is the bond energy contribution, where atom j loops over the Nb
bonds part of atom i, and Fb is also the three components of force on atom i due to the
bonded interaction with atom j.
The stress on each atom was calculated using Equation 3.3.1, which is the negative of
the pressure on each atom tensor. As previously mentioned, this is the stress-volume for-
mulation, which means that the calculated value for per-atom stress is in units of pressure-
volume. Therefore, dividing this value by per-atom volume, units of stress can be obtained.
The individual atom’s volume cannot be easily calculated, especially for solids. Hence, the
stress of the entire system (S ab)global or global stress is calculated at every timestep by the
equation:
(S ab)global =
1
V
·
N∑
i=1
(S ab)local (3.3.2)
where N is the number of atoms in the entire system and V is the volume of the simulation
box. The strain of the simulation box is calculated at every timestep from the definition
which states that strain is the change in length over the original:  = (L f − Lo)/Lo, where
L f is the final box length at every timestep and Lo is the original length.
Calculating the exact values of the elastic modulus or the elastic constants without a
degree of uncertainty is difficult. To obtain Young’s modulus for small values of strains
taken from a second degree polynomial fitted to the stress-strain curve, as shown in Figure
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3.12. The constitutive relation is expressed in the form of the equation:
σ = −41.4392 + 55.179 + 0.5853 (3.3.3)
Primarily, the yield stress of the material can be estimated by using the 0.2% proof stress
by drawing a line as shown in Figure 3.12 and the intercept is the yield point. This value
was estimated at σy = 10.88GPa. The modulus of elasticity or Young’s modulus was also
estimated as E=109.95 GPa as seen in Figure 3.12, which is very close to experimental
values for pure Cu. In theory the ideal strength of a crystal should be 1/10th of its modulus
according to Ju [130], which is also in good agreement with the estimated yield stress σy.
Table 3.5 compares the values of Young’s modulus of Cu against other experimental and
molecular dynamics studies. By definition, the cohesive strength is the theoretical stress
that causes fracture in tensile test experiments if material exhibits no plastic deformation.
The cohesive strength is given by the formula shown by J.H. [128]:
σc =
√
Eγ
4ro
(3.3.4)
where E is Young’s modulus, γ is the surface energy, and ro is the interatomic bond length.
For bulk Cu, with experimental values of E=122.9 · 109 Pa, γ=1.79 J/m2 taken by Barrigaa
et al. [5] and interatomic distance ro=3.615 Å the value of cohesive strength is calculated
at σc=12.33 GPa. The theoretical cohesive strength given by the EAM potential is esti-
mated at approximately 13 GPa, which is very close to the experimental value calculated
via Equation 3.3.4.
Tested by: Chang [32] Lebedev [147] Shen [220] Read [201] Epiphaniou
Material Cu Cu Cu Cu Cu
(Thin Film) (99.89% Purity) (Nanocrystalline) (Thin Film) (Bulk)
Experimental 122.9 100 107
MD simulations 138.8 109.9
Table 3.5: Young’s modulus comparison of MD simulations and experimental. Values are presented
in GPa units.
3.3.3 MD simulations of tensile loading for Cu nanowire
As previously mentioned, Cu nanowires have been extensively studied via computer simu-
lations for elastic properties, strength, and yield by many researchers [118, 50, 51, 133, 134,
155, 26]. This section presents the verification of the MD models against results obtained
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Figure 3.11: Stress response of bulk Cu under tensile loading.
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Figure 3.12: Second order polynomial fitting.
by Wu [258] for uniaxial loading of Cu nanowires. The molecular dynamics procedure
includes the stages as mentioned in section 3.3.2, where first the lattice is relaxed using the
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NPH thermodynamic ensemble at a control temperature of 298K, using periodic boundary
conditions only in z-directions at which the extension loading was applied in the second
phase of the simulation. Table 3.6 illustrates the conditions used in these simulations, com-
pared to those of Wu [258].
Epiphaniou (Nanowire) Wu [258] (Nanowire)
Domain (19.8,19.8,54.2) (19.8,19.8,54.2)
Crystallographic Direction [001] [001]
Periodic z-direction z-direction
Strain Rate (/s) 1.8E+9 5.0E+7
Temperature (K) 300 300
Yield Strength (GPa) 7.06 7.11
Young’s Modulus (GPa) 56 62
Table 3.6: MD conditions and comparison between Epiphaniou and Wu’s model.
According to Wu the yield stress of Cu nanowire across the [001] crystallographic di-
rection remains almost constant at strain rates ranging from 1E+7 to 2E+9 /s. This was
verified by the MD model in this study, which gives yield stress value of σy = 7.06 GPa,
tested at strain rates of 1.8E+9 /s, which is in good agreement with Wu. The calculated
Young’s modulus and the trend of the two lines shown in Figure 3.13 are also in good
agreement.
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Figure 3.13: Comparison of tensile simulation on Cu nanowire. Wu’s [258] against author’s model.
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3.3.4 Shear response in Cu thin films
There are several studies regarding the shear stress response of metallic materials, amongst
those is the work done by Horstemeyer et al. [110],[57, 108], which was obtained using
EAM potentials for Cu, Ni and Al. Horstemeyer et al. [110] studied the effects of stress
response under several conditions by varying the crystallographic orientation, the temper-
ature, the specimen size and the strain rates varying from 106 to 1012 /s. It also aims to
bridge the scales from continuum to atomic and the major conclusion was that yield stress
increases as the size of the simulation box decreases. The MD simulations carried out
in Horstemeyer’s study show a stress-strain response with several stress drop-off regions,
which is very similar to experiments that have been conducted on Cu metal ”whiskers”
shown by Yoshida et al. [263].
These simulations identify three regions of mechanical response, as seen in Figure 3.14
for a nickel block containing 2,242 atoms. These are defined as ”micro-yield 1”, in which
the stress-strain response reaches the end of the elastic region. The second region is defined
as ”micro-yield 2”, which is adapted from macro-scale theory of a 0.2% proof stress at
which yield occurs, and finally the third location defined as ”macro-yield”, which is the
point of maximum stress. The three regions can also be seen in Figure 3.15 from Fang
et al. [58] simulating with the same procedure on nickel metal containing 2000 atoms at
strain rates of 1E+8 /s.
Additionally, the effects of size and time-scale on the plastic deformation of Cu crystal
under shear loading was also separately analysed also by Horstemeyer and Baskes [108].
As shown in Figure 3.16 for small samples, there is little dependence of the stress to failure
with strain rate. The deformation in this case is primarily elastic because dislocation motion
or slip cannot progress because of the size. On the other hand, in larger samples with
domain systems containing larger than 103 atoms, dislocations are nucleated even at lower
strains rates, and as a result, the yield stress decreases.
The work by Horstemeyer and others used a computational box in which free surfaces
in the x,y-directions and periodic in z-direction were imposed. Also, the model is required
to have a large cross-sectional area, therefore four unit cell thicknesses are used in the
z-direction for their simulations. Two reservoirs were created in the top and bottom, con-
taining a few lattice planes, and the remaining atoms were free to evolve throughout the
simulation. The bottom reservoir was kept fixed by zeroing the x velocity, and the top
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Figure 3.14: Shear deformation path for Ni, courtesy of Horstemeyer et al. [110].
Figure 3.15: Shear test of nickel box, courtesy of Fang et al. [58].
reservoir atoms imposed at constant velocity to achieve the desired strain rates.
The MD simulations conducted in this chapter are for verification of the code and the
EAM potential of Cu against previous MD studies. In these simulations, because of restric-
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Figure 3.16: Comparison of shear simulation of Cu nanowire at strain rate of 1E+9/s: Horste-
meyer’s against author’s model.
tions in the command used to simulate Cu, a slightly different approach was used to achieve
the same effect. This means that a strain rate was applied onto the block of Cu by changing
its shape and size. The only restriction is that periodic boundary condition had to be used in
the direction of the shear strain. The shear strains were applied in the xy-direction and the
conditions are compared against Horstemeyer et al. [110] work, as shown in Table 3.7. The
results of this study are plotted in Figure 3.16, in which the shear modulus was evaluated
giving valus of 66.7 GPa compared to 61.6 GPa, in a good agreement with results obtained
by Horstemeyer.
Horstemeyer (Thin Film) Epiphaniou (Thin Film)
Domain (Atoms) 332 4352
Crystallographic Direction [001],[011],[0-11] [001],[011],[0-11]
Periodic z-direction x,y-direction
Strain Rate (/s) 1E+9 1E+9
Temperature (K) 298 298
Yield Strength (GPa) 7.55 7.46
Shear Modulus (GPa) 61.6 66.7
Table 3.7: MD conditions and comparison between Epiphaniou and Horstemeyer’s shear model.
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To conclude, the thermodynamic and mechanical properties of FCC metals were exten-
sively studied to verify and validate the EAM potentials against computational and experi-
mental studies. The potentials showed good agreement with experimental results; however,
the thermal conductivity is greatly underestimated. This is due to the fundamental limita-
tion of the MD method, which only accounts for the phonon contribution to the thermal
conductivity and not for the free electrons or electron-phonon interaction. Investigation
was carried out to resolve the underestimation of the thermal conductivity as discussed in
Section 3.2.2 with the use of TTM; however, the results are still not consistent with experi-
mental values. The development of a new algorithm, as discussed in Section 3.2.3 leads to
a successful validation of the thermal conductivity k of Cu metal.
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C H A P T E R 4
Methodology for molecular dynamics
simulations of sliding friction
”There is in my opinion great similarity between the problems provided by the myste-
rious behaviour of the atoms and those provided by the present economic paradoxes
confronting the world.”
Paul Dirac
This chapter is concerned with the algorithms required to apply the desired bound-
ary conditions for friction simulations. These boundary conditions are imposed to prede-
fined reservoirs located several hundred of lattice spacings away from the interfacial region.
There are two different schemes of applying the desired pressure which are discussed within
the text and distinct differences are highlighted. Additionally, an algorithm of implement-
ing constant velocity also imposed on the reservoirs to maintain sliding at desired speeds.
A number of test cases have been performed to verify that at specific boundary conditions
the coefficient of friction µ is independent of the domain size of the simulation box. Fi-
nally, a brief discussion on atomistic visualisation is presented to describe the possibility
of observing new structures, kinetic pathways and various micro-mechanism at the atomic
scale.
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4.1 Methodology, simulation setup and procedure
The MD simulations on high speed sliding have been performed with a normal pressure
of 5.1 GPa and sliding speeds, us = {25, 50, 100, 150, 200, 300, . . . , 1000}m/s. The setup
for the MD simulations of sliding is illustrated in Figure 4.1. The upper slab is made
of copper and the lower slab of silver atoms. Both slabs are perfect FCC lattices with
smooth surfaces in contact on the (001) crystallographic planes and sliding was initiated
in the [001] crystallographic direction. The lattice parameters that were used for Cu and
Ag are 3.5786 and 4.0422 Å respectively; these values were calculated from data taken by
Marsh [170] and confirmed via molecular dynamics simulations using an NPT ensemble.
The friction simulations have been performed for two domain sizes (Lx, Ly, Lz), which are
given in Table 4.1. Both slabs are of identical dimension and their thickness (size in the y
direction) is Ly/2.
Figure 4.1: Setup configuration with two slabs. Fn is the normal force, Ft is the required frictional
force and vu, vl are the velocities of the upper and lower reservoirs respectively.
Domain Lx(nm) Ly(nm) Lz(nm) N
(1) 410 320 330 3.1 million
(2) 300 300 100 1.3 million
Table 4.1: Sizes of the slabs for friction simulations.
Periodic boundary conditions are applied in the x and z directions. In the y direction,
the boundary conditions are applied to the reservoirs on the upper side of the Cu slab and
the lower side of the Ag slab (Figure 4.1). The reservoir regions (containing approximately
105 atoms) have a thickness of 10 Å (corresponding roughly to 6-7 lattice planes) in the y
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direction. Simulations have also been conducted on reservoirs with thickness of 40 Å (20
lattice planes), which showed small differences in the frictional force per unit area. There
are three constraints (boundary conditions) applied to the reservoirs:
1. A force, Fn, is applied to the reservoir atoms in order to press both blocks together
with Pn = 5.1 GPa. Fn is constant, acts normal to the interface (y direction) and is
distributed equally to all NR atoms in the reservoir. Thus, Fn = PnLxLz and the force
on each reservoir atom is fy = Fn/NR. There are two algorithms developed to get the
desired pressure, which are explained in Section 4.2.
2. To keep a constant relative sliding speed, the velocities vu of the upper and vl of the
lower reservoir, are kept constant by applying the scheme described in Section 4.3.
3. The temperature inside the reservoirs is kept at 300 K by scaling the atomic velocity
vectors, vi in the z and y dimensions. The temperature rescaling is applied to only
the translational degrees of freedom for the particles of consideration.
After the atomic positions have been assigned, the system is equilibrated at rest for
2.7 ps, which is sufficiently long to relax both blocks and the interface. During equilibra-
tion, the temperature of the entire system is kept at 300 K by scaling the atomic velocity
vectors and the normal pressure of 5.1 GPa is applied, as described in boundary condition
1.
To start the actual friction simulation, the sliding speed, vu, is added to the velocities
of all atoms in the upper block and vl to the velocities of all atoms in the lower block, re-
spectively. The resulting velocity discontinuity establishes the sliding interface between the
two material slabs that would otherwise be connected by cold welding. Once both material
blocks move with a speed of vr relative to each other, the MD simulation is performed for
270 ps with a time step δt = 0.0027 ps. The time is long enough for the friction simulation
to reach a quasi steady state, which is recognised by monitoring the tangential frictional
force, ftang. Beside the frictional force, the profiles of velocity, temperature and concentra-
tion are recorded. The measurements are taken every 100 timesteps and averaged over 100
values.
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4.1.1 Selection of interatomic potentials for sliding friction
There is a variety of potentials commonly applied in MD simulations, which are derived
from a range of models with different degrees of accuracy. First principles (ab initio) MD
is the most accurate approach, because the calculation of the interatomic forces is obtained
directly from electronic structures. However, this method involves extreme computational
costs. Semi-empirical pair potentials such as Morse and Lennard-Jones potential as shown
by Allen and Tildesley [2] are computationally much more efficient, but they fail to capture
the physics of metallic bonding. To model interatomic interaction in metals efficiently and
accurately, potentials based on the embedded atom method (EAM) have been developed by
Daw et al. [45]. The EAM potential is defined as:
VEAM =
N∑
i=1
Fi (ρ¯i) + 12
N∑
j=1, j,i
Ui j
(
ri j
) (4.1.1)
where
ρ¯i =
N∑
j=1, j,i
ρ
(
ri j
)
. (4.1.2)
The term Fi (ρ¯i) is the required energy to embed an atom i at site ri with the electron
density ρi contributed by atom i, and N is the number of atoms. The parameter Ui j
(
ri j
)
is the core-core pair interaction potential between the two atoms i and j separated by a
distance ri j. There are several parameters required by EAM potentials. These parameters
are usually determined by fitting experimental data at a temperature of 0 K with data taken
from perfect crystals, i.e. lattice constants, cohesive energy, elastic constants and vacancy
formation energy, as described in [45, 66]. Most EAM potentials produce forces that are
almost radially symmetric on the atoms. This is satisfactory when modelling materials
with closed shell configuration (Cu and Ag) like most of the transition and noble metals
that crystallise in an FCC lattice. These types have spherically symmetric bonding. The
EAM potentials parameters for Cu and Ag used in the present study are the ones that are
distributed along with LAMMPS. These have been developed and validated by Foiles et al.
[66] and Daw et al. [45] using a range of thermodynamic quantities. They produce accurate
properties and phase diagrams for pure Cu and Ag metals as well as for the Cu-Ag alloy.
Prior to performing friction simulations, the employed EAM potentials have been veri-
fied by calculating the melting points of Cu and Ag using the method proposed by [64]. At
atmospheric pressure, the melting point of Cu was determined to be between 1250 K and
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1290 K and that of Ag to be between 1100 K and 1200 K, which are in good agreement with
Foiles and Adams [64]. For the pressure of 5.1GPa, which is used in the simulation, the
simulated melting point was between 1500 K and 1600 K for Cu and 1550 K and 1650 K for
Ag, which is in reasonable agreement with the experimental values of 1547 K and 1523 K
for Cu and Ag respectively. It should be noted that these simulations were carried out under
isotropic pressure and that for the friction simulations where stresses are highly anisotropic
the material is expected to melt at lower temperatures.
4.2 Boundary conditions for compression
Molecular dynamics simulations, as opposed to experiments, are not limited by difficulties
associated with obtaining high-velocity high-pressure regimes. Hence, modelling of the
metal to metal deformation at high sliding and compression can be achieved as previously
reported by the review of George [74]. Nevertheless, the difficulties lie more in the nature of
having large system sizes and simulation times in order to obtain physically relevant results.
Hammerberg et al. [86] showed that for a 2-D Cu/Cu system of lennard-jones particles
with incommensurate interfaces a power law velocity dependence of the frictional force is
present for three different uniaxial compressions, as shown in Figure 4.2. MD simulations
show that as the uniaxial compression increases the frictional force also increases, which
is generally true at both low and high speeds. As the velocity increases beyond the critical
point approximately at 0.75 (Figure 4.2), the frictional force decreases as compression rises.
This section discusses and compares the implementation of the reflective plane and the
pressure imposed via momentum flux for compressing metal slabs together.
4.2.1 Pressure application through reflective plane
The first attempt of applying the desired pressure was obtained by means of an artificially
defined plane that holds as an obstacle to atoms passing across its surface. When atoms
are approaching the plane their velocity vectors get reflected to the desired direction by
vi = −vi. This is named the reflective plane and was given a mass, mrp, velocity, vrp, and
external plane force, frp. Applying an external normal force onto the outermost atoms of
the simulation domain as shown in Figure 4.1, introduces momentum and energy fluxes
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Figure 4.2: Scaled tangential force against scaled velocity of a 2-D LJ solid with an incommensu-
rate interface. 3%, 7% and 11% uniaxial compressions are shown.
into the system. This is because the outermost atoms get accelerated by the plane to the
desired direction. The implementation of this scheme leads to an uncontrollable energy
transfer. The fluctuation of velocity leads to energy constantly fed to the system causing
the oscillations shown in Figure 4.4. Figure 4.3 also shows the variation in system pressure
over time indicating large fluctuations. Similar behaviour is observed if force is directly
applied to the reservoir atoms by imposing a value of fi = (PnA)/NR, where NR is the
number of atoms belong to the reservoir. The reflective plane scheme evaluates the overall
plane force, Frp, accelaration, a, friction factor, f , and updated reflective plane velocity,
v∗rp, by calculating every timestep these equations:
Frp = frp +
∑
i∈R
2mivi − vrpf (4.2.1)
a = Frp
1
mrp
(4.2.2)
v∗rp = vrp + a∆t (4.2.3)
The first examination should be to verify that this plane imposes the correct pressure
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of 5.1 GPa. In order to get quick results a small system had to be considered, in this case
the domain was taken to be (x, y, z) = (25, 100, 8) Å. Results show that the summation of
the average force acting on each atom on the reservoir corresponds to the desired pressure.
In other words, the actual pressure applied on the upper (Cu) and lower (Ag) reservoirs
was indeed 5.1 and 5.0 GPa respectively. Consequently, the design of a new algorithm
implemented into the molecular dynamics code is required to overcome the issue of impos-
ing momentum by force, which was achieved by applying pressure via momentum flux as
shown in Section 4.2.2.
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Figure 4.3: Pressure variation at 5.1 GPa: Simulation box containing 1.3 million atoms.
4.2.2 Pressure application through momentum flux
Identifying the issues associated with the reflective plane scheme the need to overcome the
uncontrolled energy induced by atoms is required. The idea was taken by [132], which
states that by separating the momentum transfer by stress from the transfer of energy flux
by stress could give a solution to the uncontrollable oscillations within the system. To that
mean a velocity reverse scheme was implemented in LAMMPS by the author. The idea
implies that by reversing one component of the velocity vector vi of an atom i introduces a
momentum on the atom which is equal to 2mivi, however, its energy remains unchanged.
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Figure 4.4: Potential energy variation: Simulation box containing 1.3 million atoms.
This idea implies that pressure should be applied in the form of momentum flux, hence
starting from Newton’s second law:
Fi = miαi ⇒ pi · A = mi · dvidt ⇒ pi =
mi
A
· dvidt (4.2.4)
By rearranging Equation 4.2.4 the momentum flux, pi, applied on each atom is obtained:
mi · dvi = pi · A · dt (4.2.5)
where mi · dvi is the momentum pi on each atom, thus Equation 4.2.5 becomes:
pi = pi · A · dt (4.2.6)
Figure 4.5 illustrates the idea behind the algorithm. The scheme implemented by the
author uses the idea of searching for the atom with the highest position so when this atom is
located momentum is applied corresponding to the desired pressure as shown in Equation
4.2.6. Additionally if the velocity sign was not the expected (for instance travelling toward
the lower block in the positive direction), then this sign had to be reversed. By reversing
the velocity an extra momentum is introduced to the system, and this had to be subtracted
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from the overall momentum in each timestep. The amount of momentum to be subtracted is
∆~p = 2mi~vi. As the simulation progresses the overall pressure applied was observed to be
that desired with less oscillations of the total and potential energies of the overall system.
Figure 4.5: Schematic representation of pressure applied on reservoirs.
4.2.3 Results of small scale system
Compressing Cu/Ag materials at desired pressure of 5.1 GPa was obtained for domain size
of (x, y, z) = (25, 100, 8) Å containing 1278 atoms in total. The reason for choosing this
small domain was to obtain results relatively quickly. As can be seen from Figures 4.6
and 4.7, the scheme shown in Section 4.2.2 achieves better thermodynamic equilibrium
compared to the reflective plane method. Temperature variation also looks better compared
to reflective plane in Figure 4.8. Nevertheless, in both cases the average force acting on the
reservoir atoms corresponds to the desired pressure which is 5.1GPa. Table 4.2 illustrates
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the results of each method.
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Figure 4.6: Pressure applied through momentum flux and reflective plane tool.
Cu Reservoir (GPa) Ag Reservoir (GPa) Scheme
5.1 -5.0 Reflective plane
5.0 -5.1 Momentum flux
Table 4.2: Pressure acting on the reservoirs using the two schemes.
Finally, an additional command was implemented into the MD code and this is to apply
a tangential force acting on the reservoirs. The idea was to apply a force in the x direction
so that the velocity of each atom is kept constant. In general the frictional force is defined
as the force required keeping the relative motion between two blocks. The sliding direction
took place in the 〈100〉 of Cu(010) on Ag(010) crystallographic planes.
4.3 Method of applying high sliding speeds
This section presents the method used to impose a constant velocity on all atoms on the
reservoir region of the simulation box. The purpose of making this was to keep a constant
sliding speed. The velocities vu of the upper and vl of the lower reservoir, are kept constant
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Figure 4.7: Comparison of potential energy between different tools.
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Figure 4.8: System’s temperature variation. Momentum flux and reflective plane comparison.
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so that the relative sliding speed vr is given by vr = 2vu = 2vl, the upper and lower velocities
are equal in magnitude but different in direction (vu = −vl). This is achieved by correcting
the velocities of each atom at each time step. The velocity vector vix of each atom i of the
upper reservoir is corrected by:
vix → vix +
(
vr
2
− v∗u
)
with v∗u =
NRCu∑
i=1
vix , (4.3.1)
where NRCu is the number of atoms in the copper reservoir and v∗u is the corrected velocity
for the upper block. The tangential force Ft that is required to keep the constant speed can
then be calculated by
Ft =
mCuNRCu
δt
(
1
2
vr − v∗u
)
(4.3.2)
where mCu is the atomic weight of copper and δt the time step of the MD simulation.
The algorithm was created such that the desired constant velocity could be applied in any
direction, however in this simulations constant velocity was applied only in the x-direction.
The atoms in the Ag block were handled in the same way.
4.4 Evaluating sliding friction and interfacial thickness at
several domain sizes
The algorithms described in the previous sections of this chapter for applying pressure
in the reservoir regions as well as to keep the velocity constant, have been successfully
implemented in the MD code and validated to ensure the desired conditions. The aim of
this section is to analyse and validate the frictional model at conditions of high relative
speed. This work was conducted for a Cu/Ag tribopair at relative sliding speeds of 200 m/s
at different simulation domain sizes to evaluate the coefficient of friction (CoF), µ.
Table 4.3 presents the results obtained from six different domain sizes, starting from
an initial domain of (x,y,z)=(70,380,60) Å and varying the x, y and z dimension appropri-
ately. Initially, both materials were compressed to each other at pressure of 5.1 GPa with
controlled temperature of the entire domain at 300 K. After equilibration, relative sliding
speed of vs=200 m/s was imposed for simulation time of 270 ps. The limited number of
tests performed show the friction coefficient is independent of the simulation domain sizes.
Nevertheless, to confirm the trend shown in this study, additional simulations are required
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at different velocities and domain sizes. The frictional force per unit area (F/A) indicates
an increase as the x and z dimensions increase. Nevertheless, the F/A remains constant
when the y-dimension is doubled, which is also shown in results obtained by Hammerberg
et al. [90].
Interfacial thickness (IT) is the region in which Cu and Ag atoms coexist during the
above sliding conditions. It was shown that a small change in the x, z dimensions does not
affect the interfacial thickness. However an increase in IT is observed if the x, z dimen-
sions are tripled in size, which shows that the interfacial thickness changes by varying the
simulation size.
Atoms (x y z) Å CoF (µ) F/A (GPa) IT (Å)
120·103 70 380 60 0.263 1.335 19.8
197·103 70 380 100 0.296 1.520 19.8
589·103 70 380 300 0.270 1.367 27.0
169·103 100 380 60 0.273 1.393 19.8
512·103 300 380 60 0.294 1.521 25.2
129·103 70 700 60 0.260 1.337 23.8
Table 4.3: X, Y and Z dependencies at relative sliding speeds of 200 m/s.
4.5 Atomistic visualisation
Atomistic visualisation plays a vital role in materials modeling when systems with an in-
creasing number of atoms are involved. Important materials intrinsic and other properties
such as Young’s modulus, fracture, yield stress, shear stresses are associated with me-
chanical deformations, defects, dislocations and friction in solids and thin films. Materials
become deformed or distorted upon the application of external forces, displaying a small
region in which the deformation is reversible, the so-called elastic regime. If this external
force is increasing the deformation then becomes irreversible and this deformation remains
after the force or stress is removed, the so-called plastic regime. This area of research
poses an interesting computational challenge for atomistic calculations and therefore the
visualisation of large-scale models is necessary to observe related phenomena. As dis-
cussed by Li [152] visualisation is not a software engineering problem but also a physics
and mechanics issue. The main function is to discover new structures, kinetic pathways
and micro-mechanism with atomic resolution.
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One of the main drawbacks of atomistic simulations are the large computational re-
sources necessary to perform the simulations and the difficulty of analyzing the outcomes
of these simulations. In other words post-processing the results, by accessing enormous
files typically 1 to 3Gb size in simulation cases ranging from 1 to 3 million atoms, could
be a relatively slow process depending on the computer specifications. There are several
visualisation softwares for scientific research available by purchasing license such as Mate-
rials Studio, HyperChem, CAChe, ChemOffice, etc. and several others which are free and
accessible to everyone such as VMD developed by Humphrey et al. [116], Rasmol by Sayle
and Milner-White [212], Raster3D by Merritt and Bacon [178], AtomsViewer by Sharma
et al. [219], and AtomEye by Li [153].
The purpose of this section is to show the results taken using VMD and AtomEye
applications. These are the two applications primaraly used in this work. Visual molecular
dynamics (VMD) was widely used for day-to-day research (a snapshot is given in Figure
4.9), however its capabilities were not enough to show how the microstructure changes
under conditions of high pressure and sliding forces. As mentioned previously, the present
work attempts to gain further insight into the atomic displacement processes taking place at
sliding interfaces by employing molecular dynamics simulations along with the appropriate
software for visualisation. There are several parameters for analysing defects, amongst
which are the coordination number as shown by Callister [28] and the central symmetry
parameter or centro-symmetric parameter.
To analyse how the microstructure evolves due to the high pressure and sliding speed
conditions the centro-symmetric parameter was used. As a measure of the local lattice
disorder, the centro-symmetric parameter as described by Kelchner et al. [140] is calculated
for individual atoms and its value characterises whether the atom is part of a perfect lattice,
a surface or a local defect, such as a stacking fault or a dislocation. For FCC materials,
e.g. Cu and Ag, each atom is surrounded by 12 neighbour atoms which can be sorted
into 6 pairs of opposite atoms. To calculate the centro-symmetric parameter for an atom
i, the positions, r j, of its 12 nearest neighbour atoms (1 ≤ j ≤ 12) are sorted in such a
way that r j and r j+6 are opposite in respect to the position, ri, of the central atom. The
centro-symmetric parameter is then given by:
ci =
6∑
j=1
∣∣∣R j +R j+6∣∣∣2 , (4.5.1)
where R j = r j − ri and R j+6 = r j+6 − ri are the vectors from the central atom i to a pair
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of opposing neighbour atoms j and j + 6. If atom i is embedded within a perfect lattice,
each of the 6 summands is equal to zero (R j = −R j+6) and, hence, the centro-symmetric
parameter is also zero (ci = 0). For imperfect lattices, the vectors R j and R j+6 are not
exactly opposite resulting in positive values of the centro-symmetric parameter that reflect
the degree of material distortion.
Figure 4.9: Snapshot of VMD at 400 m/s.
Therefore, it was necessary to find an application that has the capability of colouring
the atoms according to a scalar value, i.e. centro-symmetry, coordination number. Figure
4.10 illustrates the final state under the application of 5.1 GPa pressure upon a domain
size of (x,y,z)=(30,60,10) nm, which contains total 1.3 million atoms as shown in Table
4.1 (Domain (2)). Atoms were coloured according to the centro-symmetric parameter, ci,
and as can be seen no defects were recorded. The upper part is the Cu and the lower is
the Ag, the interface is clearly shown were the colours of the atoms are slightly different.
Additionally the results of the particular domain size are discribed in chapter 5. Figure 4.11
is a snapshot of the same system (Domain (2) of Table 4.1) taken as both slabs slide with
relative velocity of 100m/s.
AtomEye developed by Li [153] was choosen to be the better option and this is because
of the great functionalities offered. Amongst those are parallel and perspective projec-
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Figure 4.10: Visualisation of 1.3 million atoms with AtomEye software.
Figure 4.11: Sliding of Cu/Ag at 100m/s.
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tions with full three-dimensional navigation; customizing bonds and coordination number
calculation; colour-encoding of arbitrary user-defined quantities; calculation of the local
atomic strain invariant; periodic boundary condition translations capability, high-quality
JPEG, PNG and EPS screenshots; and animation scripting. The format of the files used by
AtomEye was CFG (with file extension *.cfg), thus a file conversion tool was necessary to
convert LAMMPS dump files with atomic trajectories appropriate CFG format.
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C H A P T E R 5
Molecular dynamics simulations of dynamic
friction
”We build too many walls but not enough bridges.”
Isaac Newton
Nanotribology studies are required to develop fundamental understanding of the interfacial
phenomena taking place on a small scale. Frictional studies have applications on high-
speed machining, ballistic penetration modelling, micro/nanomechanical systems (MEM-
S/NEMS) and many more due to the need for investigating the behaviour of rapidly mov-
ing interfaces. This chapter discusses the investigation of the velocity weakening of the
frictional force and the structural transformation of nanocrystalline tribopairs. The heat
dissipation in the proximity of the interface and its relation with the atomic diffusion and
hence material mixing is also discussed.
5.1 Introduction
The phenomenon of friction at high speeds has been studied by various researchers [84,
85, 141]. Generally, modelling of sliding at material interfaces requires a thorough under-
standing of friction phenomena occurring at the atomistic level and at a nanoscale. Rigney
et al. [206] showed that these include phase changes and various structural transformations
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which are accompanied by composition changes due to material mixing that develops at
the interface of these systems. Friction is a dissipative process that converts the kinetic
energy of the sliding materials into heat, increasing the temperature in the proximity of the
interface. For high sliding speeds, the temperature exceeds the melting point and a film of
liquid material forms at the interface. Since the liquid film poses less restriction to slid-
ing, the frictional force is significantly reduced. This is known as velocity weakening of
the frictional force and has been demonstrated by the early experimental work of Bowden
and Freitag [21] on friction of metal on metal at high sliding speeds. The earlier work by
Bowden and Thomas [25] and [23] on various tribopairs showed that the frictional heating
on the interface raised the local temperature to very high levels, although the temperature
of the metal away from the sliding surfaces was quite low. Experimental studies of Bow-
den and Persson [22] and MD simulations by Hammerberg and Rigney [85] confirmed
that for metals substantial velocity weakening occurs, which must be attributed to melting.
Furthermore, experiments of Rigney et al. [205] have shown characteristic microstructural
changes during ductile metal sliding, which indicate a highly strained plastic region near
the interface.
Understanding of the mechanism of velocity weakening, structural changes, and dif-
fusion at the interfaces is important in order to have a complete picture of the physics
that control the forces acting across materials interfaces. There have been few attempts to
model these phenomena. Continuum models are largely inadequate, since they are unable
to model important complex physical phenomena at the interface and, thus, a microscopic
analysis is required.
The following section present the results of large scale MD simulations of dynamic
friction at Cu/Ag interface under high compression forces and high sliding speeds. The
atomic information of the MD simulation allows a detailed analysis of the frictional force
versus sliding speed, structural changes at the interface, diffusion in the proximity of the
interface, the development of the heat dissipation and temperature profiles.
5.2 Results and discussion
This section analyses the results obtained by the MD dynamic friction simulations. If not
stated otherwise the presented results refer to simulation domain (1) with the dimensions
given in Table 4.1. As described in the previous section, the frictional force, Ft, approaches
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a plateau value during the simulation around which it fluctuates. The level of the plateau
can be obtained by averaging Ft in time, once the simulation has reached a steady state.
This is shown in Figure 5.1 for the case of vr = 200 m/s.
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Figure 5.1: Frictional force per unit area at 200m/s relative speed.
In Figure 5.2, the averaged values of Ft (normalised to the surface area LxLz) are plotted
against the relative sliding velocity vr for both domain sizes. The graphs show that at low
speeds (vr < 100m/s), the frictional force is low and increases linearly. As the sliding speed
increases further, the increase of the frictional force slows down and peaks at 200 m/s
(critical speed). Increasing the sliding speed further leads to a decrease in the frictional
force, approaching a plateau.
The curves are compared with the results obtained by Hammerberg et al. [89] for sliding
friction of Cu/Ag, for the same geometrical dimensions as case (1) (Table 4.1). A smaller
domain size is also presented in case (2) (Table 4.1) consisting of approximately 1.3 mil-
lion atoms to confirm that in these simulations the domain size does not play an important
role with regards to the critical speed. The trend in all three cases presented is consis-
tent, although the point of maximum frictional force per unit area is higher in the results
from Hammerberg. The difference can be accounted to contributions of the different inter-
atomic potentials used 1 for the simulations. The interatomic potentials used in this study
1Email communication with James Hammerberg
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were developed by Daw et al. [45] and Foiles et al. [66], whereas the potentials used by
Hammerberg were developed by Johnson [129] and are described by Sprague et al. [221].
Another reason could be that Hammerberg used a simulation time of only 135 ps. This
time was too short in some cases to reach a steady state and, therefore, the simulation time
was doubled to 270 ps as seen in Figure 5.1. For the simulations with speeds greater that
400 m/s, Hammerberg used rough surfaces and reported that there is no difference to the
results of simulations with smooth surfaces. This is logical if one considers that at higher
speeds the interface liquifies so that surface features are destroyed almost instantly after
commencing the sliding motion. All simulations in this study were conducted on smooth
surfaces and the results proved to be consistent. It can be concluded that the original surface
structure plays an unimportant role for the sliding process at speeds greater than 400 m/s.
Figure 5.2: Velocity weakening phenomenon of the frictional force.
Figures 5.3 and 5.4 show the visualisation of the Cu/Ag system for relative sliding speed
vr of 200 m/s at initial (27 ps) and final stage (270 ps); the atoms are coloured according to
the central symmetry parameter, c, using the AtomEye visualisation software developed by
Li [153]. In these pictures only atoms with 0.03 ≤ c ≤ 0.05 are visualised. This excludes
atoms which are embedded in a perfect FCC crystal and visualises atoms that are part of
stacking faults (intrinsic stacking faults are visible at centro-symmetry value of 0.042 in
FCC crystals). Some of the isolated atoms visible do not belong to planar stacking faults,
but represent local faults in the crystal structure. For low relative sliding velocities (25 m/s),
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no indication of significant defects in either the Cu or the Ag slab could be found. For vr
above 50 m/s, a highly localised region of dislocations on both materials appear near the
interface. Figure 5.3 shows dislocations for the case of vr = 200 m/s shortly after sliding
commences. Within the softer material (the lower block of Ag), dislocations that originate
from the interface have progressed outwards. At the time shown, one stacking fault has
already reached the reservoirs. The harder material (the upper block of Cu), shows no
indication of deformation. At later times (Figure 5.4), both blocks are plastically deformed,
and atoms near the interface show amorphous characteristics due to the high temperature,
which is near the melting point of Ag.
Figure 5.3: Visualisation of the central symmetry parameter for ∆V = 200 m/s speed at 27 ps. The
upper block is Cu and lower Ag.
5.2.1 Pressure equilibration and atomic diffusion
This section addresses the physical properties of solid interfaces. Interfacial issues in mate-
rials have been investigated by several researchers over the years. Wolf [256] distinguishes
the difference between geometry and structure of an interface. This categorisation is due
to the fact that lattice-parameter changes in the interfacial region (Cu/Ag) cause interfacial
stresses that have an effect on the physical properties and chemical composition near the
interface.
The understanding of the atomic diffusion across the interfaces of solid materials is
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Figure 5.4: Visualisation of the central symmetry parameter for ∆V = 200 m/s speed at 270 ps.
The upper block is Cu and lower Ag.
crucial for explaining the transformations of the material structure of metal surfaces that
have been subject to high speed friction. Also, controlling the diffusion process is the key to
several technologies such as welding [35, 34] and areas where dynamic friction dominates,
i.e. friction stir welding [217, 27]. Welding using the friction stir technique influences
both the material flow and the heat generation caused by the frictional force and the applied
normal load. [171] showed that an interesting characteristic of the Cu-Ag system is the
immiscibility at temperatures below 650 K due to the peculiarities of the eutectic point
of the alloy. Indeed the mixing of Cu-Ag is only obtained at higher temperatures and
formation of amorphous Cu-Ag is observed in this study. Molecular dynamic simulations
provide the opportunity to calculate the atomic diffusion coefficient, D, directly from the
mean square displacement (MSD), which is a measure of the average distance a molecule
travels. The definition of the one dimensional MSD is:
MSD = 1
N
N∑
i=1
|ri(t) − ri(0)|2 (5.2.1)
where ri(t) is the position component of atom i in the respective dimension x, y or z at time
t. Using the Einstein expression [175] the diffusion coefficient, D, is obtained from the one
dimensional MSD by:
D = lim
t→∞
(
1
2t
MSD
)
(5.2.2)
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Prior to the investigation of the MSD under sliding condition, the diffusion across the
interface was measured at rest while applying the normal pressure. Previous studies con-
cerning atomic diffusion at certain pressures have been reported by Chen et al. [35]. This
work studies the diffusion bonding of Cu-Ag slabs at pressures of 50, 100 and 150 MPa
at three different cooling rates. The system is heated at a temperature of 1150 K and then
cooled down, transforming the interface from amorphous to a crystalline structure. The
stress applied plays an important role in diffusion showing that at lower pressure values,
i.e. less than 100 MPa, there is no significant diffusion observed. The thickness of the
interface is associated with pressure; higher normal pressure results in a higher thickness
of the interface. In this study the interfacial thickness is considered as the region in which
both materials (Cu/Ag) coexist. This work shows that there is little atomic diffusion be-
tween Cu and Ag blocks during pressure equilibration. The graph of percentage material
concentration versus the y dimension indicates an interfacial region value of 4.5 Å, which
is insignificant.
5.2.2 Mean square displacement (MSD) at various speeds
An example of the MSD results obtained at various speeds is discussed in this section.
The MSD was calculated in the z-dimension, as x and y-dimensions are biased due to the
simulation setup. As can be seen in Figure 5.5, the diffusion of Cu atoms increases for
higher relative speeds. The same is observed for Ag (Figure 5.6), though the MSD values
are slightly higher than those of the Cu atoms. This is expected since silver has a lower
melting point Tm than copper and the transition of Ag from solid to liquid phase happens
faster than that for Cu, especially near the interface.
Furthermore, three different groups of atoms were defined within the Cu block accord-
ing to the geometrical regions in Table 5.1 to investigate the MSD at different distances
from the interface and, in particularly, the state of the interfacial atoms. The lower region
starts directly at the interface, which is located at y=210 Å and the upper region extends to
the beginning of the reservoir at y=360 Å. Figure 5.7 shows that near the interface (lower
group) the diffusion is much higher than in the middle or the upper groups. This is an
indication of transition from solid to liquid phase in the interfacial region; the y-direction
MSD results of the lower group also confirm this.
Although the calculation of the MSD is a good tool to analyse phase transition, it is not
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Region xlo,xhi (Å) ylo,yhi (Å) zlo,zhi (Å)
Lower 150, 180 210, 240 0, 330
Middle 150, 180 280, 320 0, 330
Upper 150, 180 330, 360 0, 330
Table 5.1: Regions of the Cu groups for calculating MSD.
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Figure 5.5: Z-direction MSD of Cu atoms at relative speeds of 25, 200, 800 and 1000m/s.
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Figure 5.6: Z-direction MSD of Ag atoms at relative speeds of 25, 200, 800 and 1000m/s.
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Figure 5.7: Z-direction MSD of Cu lower middle and upper groups; Obtained at relative speed of
200m/s.
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accurate for measuring the mixing across the interface due to the varying rate of diffusion in
time and space along the y-axis. The effects in the y-direction are more efficiently captured
by evaluating material’s concentration percentage. The study of the material’s concentra-
tion percentage across the y-directions reveals the mixing of the interfacial region. The
simulation box is initially set up so that the interface between Cu and Ag block is at the po-
sition of y= 210 Å. Nevertheless, the position is slightly shifted when applying the normal
pressure because of the different compressibility of the two materials. The concentration
of Cu and Ag atoms along the y-direction for different sliding speeds at 270ps simulation
time are shown in Figures 5.8, 5.9 and 5.10. To measure the interfacial thickness, the same
criteria as Chen et al. [35] were applied, who considered the interface (mixing region) to be
limited by a concentration threshold of 5 %. Using this criteria, the interface thickness can
be determined from the concentration plots. Figures 5.10 and 5.11 also show that the inter-
facial region consists of both Cu and Ag atoms. As can be seen, from 25 to 1000 m/s the
interfacial thickness increases dramatically giving values of 19.32 Å, 27.37 Å and 83.72 Å.
Carefully examining these figures one can observe that the interface stretches further into
the Ag side than into the Cu side, which indicates that more Cu atoms diffuse into the Ag
block than Ag atoms into the Cu block. That is consistent with Chen’s study [35] and can
be attributed to three causes: (1) the temperature in the Ag block is higher than in the Cu
block; (2) together with the lower melting temperature of Ag this enables a faster diffusion
within the Ag block (compare MSD for Cu and Ag in Figures 5.5 and 5.6); (3) the smaller
size of Cu atoms may allow them to diffuse faster through Ag.
Finally, in Figure 5.12 the interfacial thickness is plotted against time (both axis are in
logarithmic scale) for sliding speeds of 25, 400 and 1000 m/s. As expected, the interfacial
thickness increases in time for all sliding speeds and it increases faster for higher sliding
speeds. Hence, the diffusion is significantly higher for higher sliding speeds, resulting in
thicker interfaces after the same simulation time. At a sliding speed of 25 m/s, the interfa-
cial thickness reaches a maximum value. However, that does not happen for speeds greater
than 25 m/s within the simulated time of 270 ps (compare the 400 m/s curve). Thus, the
simulation time was doubled to 540 ps for the highest sliding speed of 1000 m/s to inves-
tigate the further development of the interface. One can see that the interfacial thickness
flattens, but still does not reach a plateau within this time.
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Figure 5.8: Material’s concentration at 25m/s.
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Figure 5.9: Material’s concentration at 200m/s.
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Figure 5.10: Material’s concentration at 1000m/s.
Figure 5.11: Snapshot close to the interfacial region at time 270ps. Sliding speed of 1000m/s, upper
block is Cu and lower is Ag.
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Figure 5.12: Variation of interfacial thickness over time at 25, 400 and 1000m/s.
5.2.3 Heat dissipation across material interface
When solid materials are in contact and slide at specific conditions, the frictional force
dominates. This provides resistance to motion and heat is produced at the interface, rais-
ing the temperature of the system to very high values as shown in early experiments by
Bowden and Thomas [25] and Bowden and Ridler [23] on Cu-steel, Ga-steel, Pb-steel and
Constantan(Cu-Ni alloy)-steel tribopairs. This work proved that the local surface tempera-
ture was very high, exceeding values of 1273 K at sliding speeds of up to 50 m/s, although
the mass of the metal was quite cool. The temperature distribution near the surface depends
on several parameters such as normal load, sliding speed, coefficient of friction and ther-
mal conductivity of the material, as shown by various macroscopic and atomistic studies
[204, 15, 151, 96]. Plastic deformation during sliding also plays a key role in the tem-
perature evolution of the material near the interface; it generally contributes most of the
frictional heating, as observed by Li et al. [151] for Ni-Ni, Al-Al and Ni-Al tribopairs.
In these simulations plastic deformation is not recorded at vr of less than 50 m/s, and the
temperature near the interfacial region remains low, below the materials’ melting points.
To determine the temperature distribution across the material interface, the local instan-
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taneous temperature T is calculated by:
T =
2Ek
3NkB
with Ek =
1
2
·
N∑
i=1
(vi − v)2 (5.2.3)
where Ek is the internal kinetic energy of N number of atoms, kB is the Boltzman constant
and v is the local instantaneous velocity of the N atoms. The simulation domain was divided
along the y-axis into layers consisting of approximately 13, 000 and 18, 000 atoms for Ag
and Cu respectively. The velocity and temperature profiles were computed every 100 time
steps and averaged over 100 samples.
As previously discussed, the transition point of the frictional forces is at a speed of
200 m/s in this model. By investigating how the temperature evolves across the interface an
interpretation is given on why the transition occurs earlier than that observed by Hammer-
berg et al. [89]. In Figure 5.13 the development of the temperature profile is plotted for a
speed of 200 m/s. At 220 ps the temperature at the interface reaches approximately 950 K,
which is close to the melting temperature of Ag. One can therefore expect the onset of
melting and the formation of a liquid film at the interface due to thermal softening. Figure
5.13 also presents the (%) concentration of each material to show that the temperature rises
first at the interface and not within the plastically deformed materials. Figure 5.14 shows
the temperature profile for the sliding speed of 300 m/s. Here, the temperature at the inter-
face reaches approximately 1250 K, which is already close to the melting temperature of
Cu. Thus, a liquid film at the interface will be present, reducing the frictional force through
lubrication.
At higher sliding speeds the temperature near the interface increases further; in the
simulations obtained in this study at a sliding speed of 1000 m/s the interface temperature
reaches values of approximately 2000 K. Undoubtedly, the influence of temperature on the
mechanical behaviour (i.e. plastic deformation in close proximity of the interfacial region at
times ranging from 2.7−5.4 ps) changes the friction force per unit area, this only applies to
higher speeds usually greater than 400 m/s because of the severe high strain rates imposed
on the interfacial region.
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Figure 5.13: Relative speed of 200m/s.
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Figure 5.14: Relative speed of 300m/s.
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5.3 Molecular dynamics limitations
The MD methodology used in this chapter provides physical insight into the mechanisms
of dynamic friction at the scale of the atomic lattice. However, the quantitative behaviour
of integral properties, such as the friction force per unit area, is subject to two sources
of systematic error: under-prediction of thermal conductivity and artefacts arising from
the reservoir boundary conditions. The nature of these errors and their impact on these
simulations are discussed in this section.
An important approximation of classical MD is that only the motion of the atomic
cores are simulated directly. The average contributions of the electrons are included in the
empirical potential functions, such as the EAM potential. This simplification reduces the
computational cost and allow one to perform MD simulations with several million atoms.
However, it introduces a significant limitation when MD is used to simulate physical pro-
cesses in which thermal conduction is important, such as dynamic friction at extreme con-
ditions. In metals, the internal kinetic energy (heat) is conducted by two mechanisms,
through phonons and through electrons. MD only accounts for the contribution of phonons
(atomic vibration) to thermal conductivity, but does not account for the free electrons or
elecron-phonon interactions, which provide the dominant mechanism for thermal conduc-
tion in metals (see for example the work by Heino and Ristolainen [100]). Therefore, in
friction simulations, MD will tend to under-predict the rate of heat loss by conduction to the
bulk metal, and hence over-predict the rate of temperature rise at the interface. However,
other thermodynamic properties and mechanical properties are well represented by MD.
MD simulations have been conducted in Chapter 3.1 to evaluate bulk modulus, thermal
expansion α, melting points Tm, and heat capacities Cp, for Cu and Ag metals and results
are in agreement with experiments. Nevertheless, the thermal conductivity k prediction of
these metals using MD is very poor as explained in Chapter 3.2.1.
The imposition of time-invariant reservoir boundary conditions for temperature and
velocity also presents sources of systematic error. It is necessary to provide a heat sink
at the reservoir in order to mimic heat conduction into the bulk metal and hence limit
the temperature rise in the domain. However, one-dimensional continuum calculations
following the method of Winter et al. [255] show that the temperature at the reservoir
location is not constant on the time scale of the MD simulations, but rises significantly with
time, further details are discussed in the section 5.4. Neglecting this effect will tend to
steepen the temperature gradients in the domain, leading to an increase in conductive heat
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losses. The constant velocity boundary condition has the effect of trapping shear waves
within the domain. When the relative sliding motion is initialized, elastic shear waves are
produced at the interface that propagate into both materials. In reality, these will proceed
unhindered into the bulk material, but in the MD simulations they are reflected back towards
the interface, modifying the velocity distribution. Such reflections are the likely source
of the oscillations observed in the calculated friction time-histories (see Figure 5.1). In
order to address these issues, a new methodology is under development by Barton et al. [6]
in which the MD domain is coupled to a continuum code developed by Barton et al. [7]
in order to provide time dependent boundary conditions for the MD domain. The initial
results shown by Barton et al. [6] are very promising because shear waves can travel away
from the sliding interface and do not influence the sliding dynamics.
5.4 Continuum simulations of Cu/Ag interfaces
In order to verify the molecular dynamics limitations of the under prediction of the thermal
conductivity and shear wave reverberation due to the boundary conditions, as described in
Section 5.3, the author conducts a comparison of the MD simulations of Cu/Ag tribopair
against continuum simulations of the dynamic friction. The continuum simulations were
conducted at AWE’s facilities using the algorithm developed by Winter et al. [255]. In
this section, a description of the 1-dimensional hydrocode is given, which was used to
simulate the Cu/Ag sliding as specified in Section 4.1 for a relative sliding velocity of
Cu/Ag tribopair at 200 m/s.
The time dependent behaviour of sliding interfaces subject to dynamic friction was ex-
plored. The algorithm gives an insight into shear deformation processes work hardening,
thermal softening, melting, and heat conduction when dynamic friction is initiated. Calcu-
lation of the shear strain is obtained as a function of position and time, which is used by
the Steinberg-Guinan constitutive model developed by Steinberg et al. [222]. In this model
the yield strength, σyt is given by Equation 5.4.1. The first term on the right hand side of
Equation 5.4.1 represents the work hardening, the second term is the pressure hardening
and thermal softening and the final term which is an exponential term gives the rapid decay
in flow stress as the temperature approaches the melting point.
σyt = min
[
σyto
(
1 + βp
)n
, σyt(max)
]
· [1 + gP − h (T − 300)] · exp (−0.001 T
Tm − T
)
(5.4.1)
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where σyto is the yield strength in the reference state, p is the plastic strain, β, n, g, h
are material dependent parameters, P is the pressure, and T , Tm are the temperature and
melting temperature respectively.
The rest of the components of deviatoric shear stress are neglected and the pressure is
kept constant throughout the simulation P=5.1 GPa. A staggered mesh is used, in which
velocity and mass are node-centred, while the other variables are cell-centred. Two coinci-
dent nodes are placed at the material interface, one for each material, to capture the sliding
velocity discontinuity, ∆u. The code is using the predictor-corrector scheme to integrate the
governing equations. The friction shear stress is assumed to be limited by the flow stress
of the weaker material (which is Ag) as determined by the von Mises yield criterion in
pure shear (τmax = σyt/
√
3). The heat flux supplied at the interface due to frictional heat-
ing is estimated from equation 5.4.2, and is partitioned between the materials to maintain
temperature continuity at the interface.
˙Q = τ∆u (5.4.2)
The mesh spacing at the interface was 0.625 nm increasing away from the interface at
3.65% per cell. A total of 750 cells were used, giving a total domain extent of ±1.16cm;
this domain is much larger than the MD domain used in section 4.1, so that the hydrocode
domain boundaries cannot influence the region corresponding to the MD domain. The
simulations were initiated by applying uniform velocities of ±v/2 to the bulk materials.
As in the MD simulations the reservoir defined in the continuum domain was imposed in
the same manner. The block of Cu and Ag metals have value of y dimension equal to
16 nm excluding the reservoir regions. Initial calculations produced a frictional stress that
was much lower than the corresponding MD value. This was not unexpected, since this
stress was assumed to be governed by the yield strength of the weaker material; the yield
strength used in a continuum constitutive model is generally much lower than observed in
MD simulations, which typically address small regions of perfect single crystals. Thus the
values of the yield strengths used for the continuum simulations of Cu and Ag were scaled
up by a factor of 17.5 so that similarity is achieved with the friction stress.
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5.4.1 Thermal conductivity errors
Molecular dynamics has some limitations when applied to physical problems, such as fric-
tion where thermal conductivity plays an important role. As discussed in Chapter 3.2.1
thermal conduction in metals occurs via the free electrons, which are not explicitly mod-
elled via MD. Therefore, the thermal conductivity values predicted via MD simulations
are underestimated as shown in Chapter 3.2.1 as in MD studies by Heino and Ristolainen
[100]. In order to demonstrate the effect of this error in the Cu/Ag friction problem, two
comparative hydrocode simulations test cases were performed. The first one was conducted
using the phonon-only thermal conductivities and the second one was performed using the
experimental values.
Although there is a good agreement in the thermal conductivity between Heino’s work
and this study, his values were used because the continuum simulations were conducted
prior to the study in Chapter 3.2.1. Heino and Ristolainen proved that the thermal con-
ductivity is dependent on the domain size, therefore using their fits for Cu and Ag MD
domains of 16 nm in the y direction, yield values of 4.6 and 2.3 W/mK respectively. For
comparison, typical experimentally determined values are 397 and 420 W/mK for Ag and
Cu respectively, suggesting that the MD values are unrealistically small by more than two
orders of magnitude.
In both cases, simulated reservoir boundary conditions for temperature and velocity
were applied. The resulting temperature distributions are plotted in 5.15, which is com-
parable with the MD results in Figure 5.13. Therefore, when the phonon conductivities
are used, the hydrocode predicts reasonable agreeement with MD showing temperatures of
885 K compared to temperature of 960 K of the MD simulations. Finally, when the exper-
imental values for thermal conductivity are used, the hydrocode temperature profiles are
showing a temperature rise of 6.5 K after 220 ps, which indicates that at these conditions
and timescales there is no significant change in the interfacial temperature.
5.4.2 Artefacts of the reservoir boundary conditions
The boundary conditions applied in the MD simulations impose a constant temperature and
constant velocity in the lower and upper reservoirs equal to vu = −vl = (1/2)vr as discussed
in section 4.1. The temperature was kept constant at 300 K at a distance of approximately
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Figure 5.15: Comparison of the temperature distribution across continuum (CM) and MD domain
at sliding speed of 200m/s and simulation time equal to 220ps.
±16 nm from the interfacial region. The boundary conditions effects were simulated for
220 ps via the hydrocode by applying the predicted thermal conductivity values taken of
molecular dynamics simulations.
Due to the application of frictional stress elastic waves at the interface propagate at
time t=0 into both materials at shear wave velocity of UE =
√
G/ρ, where G is the shear
modulus and ρ the density. The propagation time of the shear wave from the interface to
the reservoirs should be smaller than the actual duration of the simulation; therefore, values
of UE for Cu and Ag were chosen to be 2300 and 1700 m/s respectively. The correlation
of these waves and the tangential velocity as given by δv = ±τ/ρUE, causes a reduction
of the interfacial velocity of around 120 m/s, which occurs initially. In the presence of
the reservoirs and the boundary conditions of temperature and velocity applied within,
the waves confined on this small domain are reflected and effectively undergo a multiple
reverberations. The slip velocity at the interface is evaluated with and without the restriction
of the boundary condition and is shown in the upper slab of Figure 5.16.
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Figure 5.16: Hydrocode predictions of the evolution of the slip velocity at the interface. With
(black line) and without (red line) the application of the reservoir velocity boundary condition.
Result provided by Dr. Graham Ball.
The reflected shear waves considered in these simulations play an important role af-
fecting the slip velocity, producing a late time slip velocity that is evaluated to be higher
by about 40% in these simulations. When a boundary condition is not imposed as seen in
Figure 5.16 the thermal softening and work hardening of the weaker material, in this case
Ag, are in balance; hence, the friction shear stress is almost constant. When boundary con-
ditions are applied (Figure 5.16) the shear stress reflected causes severe plastic deformation
in the Ag which leads to an increase in work hardening and as a result an increase (almost
double) of the shear stress. This increase in shear stress relaxes over time because of the
thermal softening. The hydrocode predictions also show that these oscillations resemble
those appearing in the hydrocode velocity history. As shown in equation 4.3.2, the MD
predicts the frictional stress indirectly using velocity contributions and therefore part of
that is the contribution of the shear wave reflections. A different approach used to calculate
the frictional stresses on the Cu block is by using the the stress-volume relation formula
used in Chapter 3.3.1. The work described in later Chapter (6.2) for one of the test cases
of sliding friction at relative velocity of 200 m/s, the stress was obtained by excluding the
kinetic energy contibution and the pairwise energy was taken into account. It is shown that
the interatomic force term (pairwise contribution) is actually a valid way of measuring the
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stress and can be identified with the Cauchy stress. The outcome of this investigation shows
that results with and without the kinetic energy part have small variations in the stress-strain
response.
As shown in Figure 5.1 the steady state comes after about 150 to 200 ps, however,
the hydrocode’s prediction shows that this could be simply a further artefact of the reser-
voir boundary conditions. Repeating the simulation time for 54 ns, disabling the reservoir
boundary conditions and still keeping the thermal conductivities as predicted by MD sim-
ulations, the material’s behaviour follows two phases as shown by Winter et al. [255].
During the first phase interfacial heating causes the stress to decrease due to thermal soft-
ening, which is also partly balanced by work hardening. The second phase is the so-called
”asymptotic melting”, in which the temperature approaches the melting point of the mate-
rial. The frictional heating and conduction losses reach equilibrium. The one dimensional
continuum study shows that the frictional stress should not attain steady state at the given
time-scale defined by MD simulations. As previously mentioned in the case where the ex-
perimental conductivities are used, the stress evolution takes much longer to achieve steady
state approximately by 2 to 3 orders of magnitude.
Summing up the work reported in this chapter, it has investigated the dynamic friction of
Cu and Ag at a normal pressure of 5.1 GPa for sliding speeds ranging from 0.025 to 1 km/s.
It confirms the velocity dependence of the frictional force as obtained by previous studies.
Results indicate a direct connection between velocity weakening of the frictional force and
structural transformation of nano-crystalline materials. In particular, plastic deformation
occurs at sliding speeds greater than 50 m/s, firstly in the silver block. The measurements of
temperature profiles across the interface shows that the melting point of silver is exceeded
for sliding speeds above 200 m/s. The molten material forms a liquid layer that lowers the
frictional force. Mixing of the interface is observed and the interface width (layer with
mixed material) increases during the sliding process until it reaches a maximum. Higher
sliding speeds result in thicker interfaces. It was observed that the copper atoms diffuse
further into the sliver block than silver atoms into the copper block.
The following chapter focuses on how the yield point of these materials varies under
conditions prevalent at high speed sliding. Knowledge of the yield point under these con-
ditions is important to obtain accurate constitutive models for the shear stresses. Although
MD provides insight into the structural transformation of material interfaces subjected to
dynamic friction, modelling issues regarding thermal conductivity values obtained by MD
and the effects of reservoir boundary conditions on the results were identified and drastic
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measures to overcome these will be discussed.
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C H A P T E R 6
Yielding, deformation and failure of solid
materials through sliding friction
”Measure what is measurable, and make measurable what is not so.”
Galileo Galilei
The physical mechanisms that contribute to the frictional resistance to sliding were
establish by Bowden and Tabor [24], as discussed in chapter 1.2.1. In reality material
surfaces are inevitably rough and the real area of contact is actually a small fraction of the
apparent area of contact. The areas of contact could effectively adhere and the sliding is
divided into the adhesion term and the so called ”ploughing” term, which is generated from
the plastic deformation of the interfacial asperities. Frictional sliding is a very complex
process involving large plastic strains, which give rise to complex dislocation generation
within the material’s microstructure. The purpose of this chapter is to investigate and focus
on the aspects of this complex process with the aid of molecular dynamic simulations.
Investigating the change of the yield point of the material under sliding friction and the
accurate evaluation of the stresses involved has proved difficult and time consuming. This
is primarily attributed to the fact that experiments are difficult to conduct and expensive
facilities are required. Thus, Yu et al. [265] showed that exploring the fundamental rules
prevailing the variation of materials strength is very complex process.
Understanding the mechanism underlining the nanoscale dynamic friction requires in-
vestigation of contact nanoidentation, experimental and analytical techniques. A novel
sliding friction simulation set-up was constructed for nano-structured materials. Materials
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in reality are not perfect containing numerous defects within the microstructure. The work
in this chapter aims to shed light on to the complex frictional behaviour by comparing the
stress strain response of nanostructured Cu/Ag tribopair against the simulation of perfect
crystals, as well as investigation of the velocity weakening and structural transformation as
described in chapter 5.
6.1 Evaluation of strain rate during sliding
Chapter 4 discusses the simulation set up and methodology for sliding friction, applied in
the large scale MD simulations outlined in chapter 5. The deformation of the simulation
box in this study cannot be easily obtained, because of the simulation set-up. The volume
of the simulation box remains constant in the sliding direction due to NVE thermodynamic
ensemble restriction. The x dimension will not change making it impossible to investigate
deformation of the simulation box. Additionally, the strain will be local and thus different
along the different dimensions. To overcome this issue and to be able to measure defor-
mation a different approach was used by evaluating the strain rate from frictional velocity
plots.
A typical frictional velocity plot against the y-direction of the simulation box is shown
in the Figure 6.1, which is obtained at relative speeds of 200 m/s. There are three regions
identified: the reservoir region in which all the forces, pressure and temperature rescaling
are applied. The plastic deformation region in which the material is left to deform without
any constraints and dislocations are present and finally the interfacial region, that melting
and mixing at higher sliding speeds was also observed. A great interest lies on the plastic
deformation region and the aim of this study is to evaluate the actual strain rate at each
velocity. By definition strain rate is defined as the first derivative of the velocity in the
x-direction over the y-dimension,
γ˙ =
dvx
dy (6.1.1)
Equation 6.1.1 is calculated over the plastic deformation region, which is away from the
reservoir and the interfacial region as shown in Figure 6.2.
The strain rate is evaluated using Equation 6.1.1 at each individual timestep shown in
the isolated plastic deformation region for Cu, Equation 6.2, and averaged for the entire du-
ration of the simulation. Another formulation of the strain rate γ˙ is also given by Equation
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Figure 6.1: Frictional velocity against y direction of the simulation box at relative speed of 200 m/s.
6.1.2:
γ˙ =
γ
t
=
γ
Nt · dt
(6.1.2)
where γ is the strain, Nt is the MD timestep, and dt is the integration timestep of the simu-
lation. Using the Equation 6.1.2 the strain rates were calculated for two systems containing
7 and 20 lattice planes in the reservoir region. Table 6.1 tabulates the data and compares
them against the theoretical strain rate.
The theoretical strain rate is effectively an engineering strain rate given by ˙ = v/lo,
where v is the velocity and lo is the length of the simulation box. Since the reservoir’s
atoms have constant velocity the theoretical strain rate is evaluated by this equation, which
is only valid on the reservoir and not on the entire block. Thus the need for calculating
the strain rates from the plastic deformation region in Equation 6.2 is required to obtain a
realistic deformation of the simulation box.
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Figure 6.2: Plastic deformation region of Cu block extracted from Figure 6.1.
Velocity Strain Rate Calculated Strain Rate Calculated Strain Rate
(m/s) (/s) (/s) (7 lattice Planes) (/s) (20 lattice Planes)
25 7.81E+08 3.49E+07 1.83E+07
100 3.13E+09 1.72E+08 1.18E+08
200 6.25E+09 4.22E+08 1.14E+09
300 9.38E+09 3.07E+08 1.97E+08
400 1.25E+10 2.63E+08 1.28E+08
500 1.56E+10 9.67E+07 9.11E+07
600 1.88E+10 2.71E+08 -
800 2.50E+10 2.00E+08 8.50E+07
1000 3.13E+10 5.18E+07 1.01E+08
Table 6.1: Tabulated data for strain rates at different reservoir thicknesses of 7 and 20 lattice planes.
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6.2 Evaluation of the stress during sliding
Although atomistic simulations have been a powerful tool for predicting the mechanical
response as shown in chapter 3.3, computing the atomic stresses equivalent to Cauchy stress
(true stress) is a controversial issue, because of the velocity related term in the virial stress
Equation 3.3.2. Clausius [40], Maxwell [172] and Maxwell [173] were first to introduce
the virial theorem to determine the stress field to a surface in which particles of constant
volume were interacting. The calculation is based on time and spatial averaging to obtain
a point-wise local virial stress, which results in an incorrect evaluation of stress. Cheung
and Yip [37] used the formulation for a free surface and showed that the outer layer atoms
possess non-zero values for the components of stress tensor normal to the surface.
The earliest formulation of virial theorem expressing mass, momentum and energy was
reported by Irving and Kirkwood [119]. The proposed formula for virial stress contains
several expressions which are not unique because of the ensemble averaging considered
in region where inhomogeneity takes place. It is effectively a non local volume-average
version of stress and similar expressions have been also adopted by Cormier et al. [41], and
Lutsko [164]. According to Zhou [269] the virial stress violates the momentum balance,
therefore giving a non-physical interpretation of the mechanical interactions at the atomic
level. Zhou argues that the virial stress geometrically is a measure of momentum change
in a fixed spatial region, and that the interatomic force calculation part of the equation is a
sufficient measure of the Cauchy stress, thus the kinetic contributions should be excluded.
Zimmerman et al. [271] uses an alternative equation developed by Hardy et al. [94]
to evaluate continuum stress in atomistic simulations, which is similar in discipline with
virial theorem. The equation developed by Hardy et al. [94] relies in spatial averaging
of the stress at fixed localized points. A normalisation function is used to feed informa-
tion from neighboring atoms and their contribution to the stress field at the fixed point.
When materials are deformed, at elevated temperatures, Hardy’s stress which is expressed
as a function of volume gives faster convergence to stress values expected from continuum
methods as discussed by Zimmerman et al. [271]. The velocity and stress are defined so
that they are consistent with the continuum balance of linear momentum. The stress in this
equation is driven effectively by the interatomic potentials and the atomic velocity trajec-
tories, therefore momentum is taken into account as opposed to the virial stress relation by
Zhou [269]. These results proved better than the virial stress obtained by volume averaging
at a fixed localised point.
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Although, there is a controversy about the kinetic energy of the virial term, the sim-
ulations studied in chapter 3.3 showed that the stress corresponds to the Cauchy stress in
continuum mechanics. The complete formula for stress (Equation 3.3.1) in chapter 3.3 was
used meaning that the kinetic energy contribution was included in the calculations. Addi-
tionally, friction simulations obtained in this study show that a negligible variation of stress
response occurs by enabling and disabling the kinetic part of the Equation 3.3.1. Figure 6.3
shows the stress strain response at relative sliding velocity remains almost unchanged. The
green line data were calculated via Equation 6.2.1.
(S ab)global = −
N
V
·
12
Np∑
j=1
(ri − r j)Fpi j +
1
2
Nb∑
j=1
(ri − r j)Fbi j
 (6.2.1)
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Figure 6.3: Stress strain relation at relative speed of 200 m/s. Solid line corresponds to the stress
evaluated by using all the terms of the Equation 3.3.1. Dashed line is when the kinetic energy has
been excluded.
Plots of the stress-strain curves also reveal the yield stress σy of the material during
extreme sliding conditions. Taking this into account the simulation domain was separated
into regions as shown in Figure 6.4.
Each region had box dimensions of (x,y,z)=(410,10,320) Å containing approximately
110,000 atoms. The stress-strain curves were plotted, and showed no significant change
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Figure 6.4: Schematic representation of plastic deformation region.
amongst the regions, thus values were averaged over the entire set of these regions. The
results on relative speeds of 200 m/s is shown in Figure 6.5. Since little change is observed
between the layers an average of all the layers is plotted as shown in Figure 6.6. Fitting
a polynomial of 10th degree as shown in Figure 6.6, a trendline is drawn which is simi-
lar with a typical stress strain curve observed in experiments. Recalling the stress-strain
curves from chapter 3.3.4 and the work done by Horstemeyer et al. [110] on nickel block
shear simulations, regions of ”micro-yield 1”, ”micro-yield 2” and ”macro-yield” can be
identified. In this study with the aid of Figure 6.6 for sliding at relative speeds of 200 m/s,
these regions are shown giving a value of yield stress of σy = 1.5GPa and the point of
maximum stress is σmax = 2.1GPa. As the stronger material slides on the weaker surface,
the yield point of the material and subsequently the point of which maximum stress occurs
increases up to relative speeds of 500 m/s according to Figure 6.7. It can be observed that at
speeds higher than 500 m/s although the yield point continues to increase the adverse effect
is observed at the point of which maximum stress occurs. Thus, for speeds of 800 m/s and
1000 m/s the yield point reaches the maximum value, σy ≈ 4 GPa, indicating that beyond
the speed of 800 m/s the σy remains constant.
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Figure 6.5: Stress-strain response of Cu at sliding of 200 m/s.
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6.3 Evaluation of temperature and heat correction under
dynamic friction
The results of the temperature profiles shown in chapter 5.2.3 show an increasing interfacial
temperature, caused by the MD underestimation of the correct thermal conductivities for
Cu and Ag metals. There is a continuous heat generation in the interfacial region due
to friction, which raises the temperature to high values approaching and in some speeds
exceeding the melting point of the materials. This section presents a way of correcting
the MD underestimation by subtracting heat from a group of interfacial atoms so that their
momentum is conserved.
Constant heat flux algorithm was implemented into LAMMPS; the description is re-
ported by Aubry et al. [4]. The aim of this scheme is to scale the velocity per timestep by
imposing constant kinetic energy (negative or positive) to a region of atoms without altering
the total linear momentum of these set of atoms. Once a region of atoms is defined, N , the
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atomic velocity is scaled, v∗i , per timestep by R and a constant velocity is then subtracted,
vi → v∗i = Rvi − vsub (6.3.1)
where i ∈ N . Since the total linear momentum, pl =
∑
i∈N mivi, should remain unchanged
this means so that pl = p∗l =
∑
i∈N miv
∗
i . Considering the momentum condition the vsub is
evaluated by Equation 6.3.2, the full derivation is shown by Aubry et al. [4]:
vsub =
(R − 1)∑i∈N mivi∑
i∈N mi
(6.3.2)
The total kinetic energy Ek, changes by ∆Ek, hence, E∗k = Ek + ∆Ek. Starting from the
definition of the scaled kinetic energy, E∗k = 1/2 ·
∑
i∈N mi(v∗i )2, and substituting for v∗i in
Equation 6.3.1 the value for R can be quantified by Equation 6.3.3:
R =
√√√Ek + Q − 12 (∑i∈N mivi)2∑i∈N mi
Ek − 12
(∑i∈N mivi)2∑
i∈N mi
(6.3.3)
where Q is the added or subtracted value of the heat flux which is effectively the non-
translational kinetic energy of a group of atoms. This implementation was first used by
Lukes et al. [160] for a 3-D simulation domain in which thermal conductivity is evaluated
by defining two different reservoirs hot and cold. Kinetic energy is added in the hot (∆Ek >
0) region and subtracted in the cold (∆Ek < 0) for long time until steady state is achieved
then the 1-D heat flux Jy is determined as shown in Equation 3.2.1.
An analysis of the temperature variation was obtained by subtracting heat with the de-
scribed methodology for a 3-D simulation domain of Cu sliding on Ag. The constant heat
flux algorithm was imposed on the interfacial region containing approximately 5 lattice
planes in each substrate. The two blocks containing approximately 1500 atoms which
are compressed against each other prior to sliding. The boundary conditions used for this
simulation are the same as in chapter 4.1, in which they are applied on reservoirs atoms
occupying 7 lattice planes. Figure 6.8 presents the results at relative sliding speeds of
200 m/s. The red line in Figure 6.8 shows the temperature variation along the y-direction
without the implementation of the heat flux alteration after 27 ps. The temperature gener-
ated in the interfacial region reaches approximately 630 K. Finally, the heat flux that should
be subtracted, Q, was evaluated by using heat conduction Equation 3.2.1 (in section 3.2.1).
This is shown in the blue line of Figure 6.8 by taking into account the experimental thermal
conductivity values of both Cu and Ag. The interfacial temperature is sustained at 300 K
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over the duration of the sliding simulation.
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Figure 6.8: Small frictional domain to fix the temperature variation across the interface.
6.4 Mechanical behaviour and sliding of nanostructured
materials
Investigation of the mechanical properties of materials at the nanoscale is receiving increas-
ing attention in the field of nanotechnology. Pioneers in the field of materials science such
as Gleiter [77], [78] identify the outstanding possibilities of nanoscrystalline materials and
set the foundation of a global research work [18, 78, 159, 242, 79, 143, 248, 179]. Funda-
mental understanding of the nanoscale dynamic friction requires the knowledge of contact
nanoidentation along with experimental and analytical techniques.
In polycrystalline metals the deformation involves two mechanisms the intragranular
and the intergranular deformation as shown in Figure 6.9. Intragranular deformation is
caused by the dislocation movement, while intergranular deformation by grain boundary
sliding, migration, rotation and diffusion processes. The deformation mechanisms in nanos-
tructured metals using experimental techniques proved to be highly difficult and challeng-
ing according to Weertman [252]. This is due to the complicated methods of obtaining
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nanostructured materials free from defects. Nanostructure deformation is reported by var-
ious researchers, for example Milligan et al. [182] and Ke et al. [139]. They conducted
in situ deformation studies on gold and films with grain sizes ranging from 8 to 25 nm.
[182] showed deposition methods are applied to position nanostructured metals on top of
electron-transparent aluminum films. The deformation was examined in situ, using trans-
mission electron microscope (TEM) on material strained by typical bending mechanism.
It was shown that the ultra-fine materials deform by grain boundary sliding and not by a
dislocation mechanism nucleated within the grains. The mechanism of fracture was ob-
served to be intergranular and deformation indicates that diffusion played an important role
in these experiments.
Figure 6.9: Illustration of inter- and intragranular deformation mechanisms.
Evidence of deformation due to dislocation was also observed on the experimental work
obtained by Ke et al. [139] on silver blocks with grain sizes of 110 nm, but not on sizes
ranging from 10 to 20 nm. The results indicate that grain rotation and boundary sliding are
the main contributors to deformation. This was supported by Legros et al. [149] with grain
sizes below 30 nm. Ichikawa et al. [117] conducted experiments on Ag and Ag/Fe alloy
and identified that no dislocations were observed on fine grain sizes smaller than 100 nm
under heavy cold rolling conditions. Dislocations have been observed in grains sizes larger
than 200 nm.
Experimental studies on deformation of nanostructured metals have proved to be con-
sistent according to the literature review undertaken by Cheng et al. [36]. The intragranular
deformation is observed at metals with grain sizes above 30 nm, for FCC metals, however
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this depends on the type of metal and its microstructure. Additionally, Cheng et al. [36]
developed a model for strength on the grain size regime of 10 and 500-1000 nm, which
predicts the strength as a function of grain size and the asymmetry of the yield strength
under tension or compression conditions.
6.4.1 Molecular dynamics studies of ultra-fine metals under high de-
formation mechanisms
Fundamental understanding of deformation processes and mechanical response was gained
by molecular dynamics simulations of nanocrystalline materials over the last decade [48,
267, 257, 179, 223, 195, 181, 169, 42, 19]. Swygenhoven and Caro [229], [231] conducted
molecular dynamics simulation of nanostructured materials, which showed that metals with
grain sizes below 10 nm proved that deformation occurs due to grain boundary sliding. The
subsequent work by Schiotz et al. [215] for nanocrystalline Cu with grain sizes of up to
13 nm shows that both intergranular and intragranular mechanisms are active; however, one
of them dominates and this is the intergranular. Schiotz also showed that from the stress-
strain curves the materials softens as the grain size is increased which is actual a reverse
Hall-Petch effect, also verified by Yip [262]. Additionally, MD simulation by Schiotz [216]
verified the deformation mechanism at grain sizes of around 10-15 nm and proved that the
flow stress varies with grain size and is consistent with the Hall-Petch relation given by
σy = σo +
k√
d
(6.4.1)
where σy is the yield strength, σo and k are the material’s dependent constants and finally d
is the grain diameter. According to the Equation 6.4.1 the yield strength of polycrystalline
metals shows an increase as the grain size decreases, hence metals with nanoscale grains
are typically stronger than course grain metals. Thus, when the grain size is very small
grain boundary processes increasingly dominate the plastic deformation.
The early studies of Swygenhoven et al. [231], [232, 229, 245] also show the grain
size influences the deformation mechanism for FCC Ni. The simulations obtained on low
and high angle of grain boundaries on grain sizes varying from 3 to 12 nm. He showed
that partial dislocations appear within the grain boundaries in which the angle of boundary
plays important role. Specifically, Swygenhoven et al. [231] showed that at low angle grain
boundaries partial dislocations are efficiently nucleated. On the other hand, partial disloca-
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tions do not produce dislocation movement even at grain size of 12 nm. More recent work
from Van Swygenhoven and Derlet [244], [246] and Derlet and Swygenhoven [46] gives
significant insights into grain boundary dislocation emissions. The work of Swygenhoven
et al. [230] for nanostrucured Cu and Ni compares the two metal responses by showing
that the stacking faults are observed at smaller grain sizes 8 nm in case of Cu and not in Ni
with 12 nm grain sizes. This is observed due to the fact that Cu hold lower stacking fault
energies compared to Ni. Additionally, the work done by Zheng and Zhang [268] on the
mechanical response of nanostructured Cu at low and high angle grain boundary of aver-
age sizes ranging from 3.7 to 6.7 nm also proves that the grain boundary sliding dominates
the deformation. In particular for low angle both dislocation motion and grain boundary
sliding contribute during plastic deformation.
Chapter 5 discusses the various MD limitations, the domain size, the simulation times
and the large number of calculations involved in sliding friction simulations, thus results
should be interpreted carefully. Mechanisms such as creep, ordinary diffusion based defor-
mation and microstructural changes due to grain nucleation and growth are difficult to study
via these methods as shown by Weertman [252]. Since computer simulations produce sam-
ples free of impurities and defects is unlike the real experiments, caution should be taken
on the interpretation of the results so that they used as guidelines for the experiments. One
of the most important discovery of MD simulations is that dislocations are generated in the
grain boundary, as will be seen in the sliding friction simulations of nanostructured Cu/Ag
tribopair. Partial dislocations travel across grain boundaries.
Derlet and Swygenhoven [46] work on 2-D and 3-D nanostructured Ni and Al showed
that there is a dependence of the strain rate with 1/d. When dislocations nucleate, a slip
plane will travel across the length of the grain. This will define the limiting scale of how
far dislocation can travel, which is a distance comparable to grain size. The positional
disorder of FCC nanocrystalline Ni as a function of grain size was also observed by Derlet
and Swygenhoven [47]. They identified two different types of grain boundary (GB) atoms,
the ones in which nearest neighbours are FCC so that GB atoms are in the lattice site of
an FCC grain. If the nearest-neighbour atoms are non FCC then the GB atoms will be
considered positionally disordered. This is also shown by analysing the pair distribution
function (PDF). Positionally disordered GB atoms show an amorphous like behaviour of
the PDF, whereas the GB atoms with FCC nearest-neighbours exhibit a second peak of
the PDF plots. This effect is also shown in the simulations of the dynamic friction of
Cu/Ag tribopair as shown in Figure 6.10. Atoms in this figure are coloured according to
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the coordination number, which is a measure of the number of nearest neighbours available
for a particular atom.
Figure 6.10: Relaxed grain boundaries of Cu/Ag tribopair showing the positionally disorder GB
of the Ag slab (lower block). Grain boundary atoms are shown in purple dots whereas the atoms
belonging to a grain are shown in gold for both upper and lower slabs. The positional disordered
atoms are coloured in light blue.
The time scales involved with MD simulations are relevant to the simulations of plas-
tic deformation. MD simulations of metals to observe the mechanical behaviour evolve at
high strain rates typically greater than 107 /s as shown in chapter 3.3. This corresponds
to 1% strain in 1 ns, which is many orders higher than experimental studies. The studies
illustrated above reveal the technological importance of nanostructured materials by inves-
tigating in detail the dislocation activities and the grain boundary behaviour during defor-
mation. Both experimental and MD simulation show that several deformation mechanisms
maybe present depending on the grain size. In particular the grain size is divided into three
categories. Firstly, from 1 µm > d > 100 nm the grains at this regime considered as ultra-
fine. The region of 100 nm > d > 20 nm in which the Hall-Petch slope is decreasing with
decreasing grain size diameter, d. The dislocation generated in the grain boundaries can
travel through the grains without significantly work hardening causing shear localization.
Thirdly, Meyers et al. [179] showed that the region 20 nm > d > 1 nm in which most of the
studies show that GB sliding dominate the deformation. These mechanism are dislocation
slip, diffusion through dislocations, grain boundary sliding, void and growth nucleation.
The complexities involved with the above mechanisms make the mechanical behaviour of
bulk nanocrystalline materials a dark area still, which is not yet fully understood.
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6.4.2 Voronoi construction for Cu/Ag tribopair sliding
Dynamic friction simulations of nanocrystaline materials were constructed for Cu and Ag
to produce realistic systems with high-angle grain boundaries (HAGBs) with an average
grain thickness of approximately 15 nm. The nanocrystalline atomic configurations were
produced using the Voronoi construction as shown by Rapaport [200], in which a set of
grains are chosen randomly rotated and filled with FCC lattice. Voronoi diagrams are
constructed around a set of predefined sites and partition these sites into cells, in this case
the desired grain boundaries (GB).
This procedure generates grain size that is very close to the log-normal distribution as
shown by Kumar et al. [144]. In this procedure it is possible that atoms overlap or become
very close to each other. As a result, unrealistically large forces between atoms and system
energies are generated that force the system to an unrealistic state of infinitely increasing
pressure, temperature and energy. An additional procedure was imposed to obtain more
relaxed grain boundaries. The system is annealed for 50 ps by raising the temperature from
0 to 300 K followed by equilibration at 300 K for another 140 ps; unlike Schiotz et al. [215]
energy minimisation was not required in this study, since the annealing and equilibration
was sufficient to relax the grains of both materials. The thermodynamic properties after
relaxation were closely monitored and are illustrated in Figures 6.11, 6.12, 6.13 and 6.14 for
temperature and total energy of the system of Cu and Ag blocks. The annealing procedure
is important to obtain a realistic system as shown by Schiotz et al. [215], in which the
mechanical properties of nanocrystalline Cu showed that unannealed systems were softer,
and the annealing conditions do not play an important role.
The procedure for generating grain boundaries on both Cu and Ag is as follows:
1. Two separate simulations were conducted on the materials of interests.
2. The LAMMPS dump files were unscaled using Python scripting to get the actual
coordinates and sort the atomic indices for further post-processing.
3. The following step was to convert the LAMMPS dump file into CFG using the tool
developed by the author. CFG is a configuration file formating appropriate for visu-
alisation software like AtomEye.
4. Once the atomic topology is converted into CFG format the Voronoi utility developed
by Li [153] was used to build the grains by the Voronoi construction method.
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Figure 6.11: Temperature equilibration of Cu block prior to sliding.
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Figure 6.12: Temperature equilibration of Ag block prior to sliding.
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Figure 6.13: Total energy during equilibration of Cu block prior to sliding.
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Figure 6.14: Total energy during equilibration of Ag block prior to sliding.
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5. The coordinates of the nanocrystals are then unscaled since the ”voronoise” utility
scales the coordinates of the atoms.
6. The newly created voronorised configurations of Cu and Ag elements are then placed
into separate CFG files and are converted into data files with appropriate format to
be invoked by LAMMPS input files.
7. These metals are not ready for simulation and a certain procedure needs to be applied
to relax at least the mis-coordinated GB atoms. Thus each material is simulated with
NVE thermodynamic ensemble with temperature rescaling from 0 to 298K for 50ps
to relax the boundary atoms.
8. The atomic coordinates after the MD simulation are collected and new data files of
the final state are produced. The two files with the coordinates are merged into one
that contains both Cu and Ag blocks making a simulation domain of (410,320,330) Å.
.
The average volume of each grain equates to the volume of a sphere, the ”voronoise”
utility generates a total of fifty two grains for the entire simulation domain with average
grain size of 14.9 and 15.1 nm for Cu and Ag respectively. The grain thickness was then
calculated using Equation 6.4.2. The volume of each grain was calculated and averaged
over the total number of grains contained in each material. Equation 6.4.2 is used with the
assumption that each grain has approximately the shape of a sphere, thus solving to evaluate
the radius and diameter which gives an indication of the approximate GB thickness.
Vg =
4
3 · pi · r
3
g ⇒ d = 2 ·
(
3
4 · pi · Vgrain
) 1
3
(6.4.2)
where Vg, rg, and d are the volume, radius and diameter of the grain. The relative orientation
of two grains was also evaluated by the rotation angle θ = cos−1[(α11 + α22 + α33 − 1)/2],
which gives the rotation angle θ. The α11, α11 and α11 are elements of the rotation matrix
Rm given by Equation 6.4.3, hence θ was calculated to be approximately 90 degrees. For
HAGBs the misorientation is approximately greater than 11 degrees. To identify the defects
within the materials the centro-symmetric parameters were calculated as shown in Equation
4.5.1.
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Rm =

α11 α12 α13
α21 α22 α23
α31 α32 α33

(6.4.3)
6.4.3 Equilibrium of the grain boundaries of Cu/Ag tribopair
Nanostructured block of Cu and Ag have been successfully generated using the method-
ology and techniques mentioned in previous section. Prior to sliding conditions pressure
equilibration forced the two materials to compress at a pressure of 5.1 GPa for simulation
time of 140 ps. Figures 6.15(a) and 6.15(b) show a visualisation snapshot of the com-
pressed Cu (upper slab) and Ag (lower slab). Upon the initiation of sliding friction, struc-
tural changes are dominating and a large number of stacking faults are produced as seen in
Figures 6.16(a) and 6.16(b) at simulation time of 52 and 135 ps respectively. These stack-
ing faults are primarily caused by partial dislocations (Shockley partials), which nucleate
at the grain boundaries and tend to move through the grains.
As sliding progresses the grains are plastically deformed almost instantly. In chapter
5 in the case of the perfect crystal sliding dislocations nucleate starting from the inter-
face growing up to the reservoirs. The sliding of nanostructured Cu/Ag tribopair showed
that although the interface is heavily deformed partial dislocations not only travel through
the grains, but dislocations are generated because of grain boundary sliding. It has been
observed that grain boundaries and atomic rotation within the grains contribute to plastic
deformation. At relative sliding speed of 200 m/s the Figures 6.17(a), 6.17(b), 6.18(a) and
6.18(b) illustrate how grains are deformed at times of 0 , 2.7 , 8.1 , 24.3 ps. The perpen-
dicular red line going through the lower and upper blocks are layers of atoms coloured to
observe the slip planes.
It was observed that at relative sliding speed of 25 m/s the Ag block being the weaker
shows no stacking faults nucleation at simulations times of 2.7 and 81 ps as shown in
Figures 6.19(a) and 6.19(b) respectively. As the sliding progresses at later times stacking
faults appear on the Ag block, as shown in Figures 6.20(a) and 6.20(b) for times of 162
and 270 ps respectively. At this speed Cu is the block that plastically deforms instantly.
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(a) Cu and Ag nanocrystalline block: figure after pressure equilibration
(b) Cu and Ag nanocrystalline block: Figure showing the centro-symmetric
parameter
Figure 6.15: Pressure of nanocrystalline Cu and Ag at the equilibration point.
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(a) Cu and Ag nanocrystalline sliding, snapshot at time of 52ps
(b) Cu and Ag nanocrystalline sliding, snapshot at time of 135ps
Figure 6.16: Nanocrystalline sliding of Cu/Ag slabs at relative velocity of 200m/s.
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(a) Cu and Ag nanocrystalline sliding, snap-
shot prior to sliding
(b) Cu and Ag nanocrystalline sliding, snap-
shot at time of 2.7ps
Figure 6.17: Nanocrystalline sliding of Cu/Ag slabs at relative velocity of 200m/s, vmd snapshots.
(a) Cu and Ag nanocrystalline sliding, snap-
shot at time 8.1ps
(b) Cu and Ag nanocrystalline sliding, snap-
shot at time of 24.3ps
Figure 6.18: Nanocrystalline sliding of Cu/Ag slabs at relative velocity of 200m/s, vmd snapshots.
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(a) Snapshot at 2.7ps
(b) Snapshot at 81ps
Figure 6.19: Sliding of Cu/Ag tribopair at relative speed of 25m/s.
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(a) Snapshot at 162ps
(b) Snapshot at 270ps
Figure 6.20: Sliding of Cu/Ag tribopair at relative speed of 25m/s.
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6.4.4 Mechanical response of nanocrystalline Cu/Ag tribopair under
sliding
The velocity dependence of the frictional force for single (perfect) crystal sliding of Cu/Ag
tribopair is discussed in chapter 5.2, the mechanical response under the conditions of sliding
was also highlighted in section 6.2. This section presents the novel stress-stain results ob-
tained from molecular dynamics simulations against nanostructured Cu/Ag tribopair. The
frictional force, Ft, over time is shown in Figure 6.21 in which a comparison between the
perfect crystals is attained. As described in the previous section, the frictional force, Ft,
approaches a plateau value during the simulation around which it fluctuates. The level of
the plateau can be obtained by averaging Ft over time, once the simulation has reached a
steady state. The perfect crystals of Cu and Ag sliding at 200 m/s showing by the in Fig-
ure 6.21 indicate large fluctuation due to the shear waves travelling through the medium.
However, smoother response is shown during sliding between the nanocrystalline tribopair
(Figure 6.21).
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Figure 6.21: Frictional force per unit area of perfect crystal and nanostructured sliding; comparison
at sliding speed of 200 m/s.
The velocity weakening of the frictional force is also shown for the nanocrystalline
sliding of Cu/Ag in Figure 6.22, which is also compared against the results from perfect
crystal sliding. The frictional force per unit area for nanocrystalline tribopairs follows
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the same trend in which at low speeds (us < 100); the frictional force is low increasing
linearly as velocity increases. In this case the frictional force per unit area at sliding speed
is between 100 and 200 m/s; however, beyond this point there is a dramatic reduction as
velocity increases approaching a plateau at speeds greater than 800 m/s.
Figure 6.22: Frictional force per unit area results on domain size containing approximately 3 mil-
lion atoms. The value within the parenthesis indicates the number of lattice planes within the reser-
voirs.
An interesting observation in these simulations is the fact that the interfacial tempera-
ture on the nanocrystalline test cases is lower due to the lower frictional force. As seen in
Figure 6.23 the temperature variation for total simulation time of 220 ps reaches 770 K, as
compared to 950 K for perfect crystal sliding at the same speed, as seen in Figure 5.13. As
the relative sliding speed increases the interfacial temperature builds up to us=1000 m/s,
reaching values of approximately 1920 K as opposed to perfect crystal sliding which ex-
ceeds values of 2000 K.
The procedure for evaluating the strain and stresses is illustrated in sections 6.1 and
6.2 in which values are derived only from the plastic deformation regions. Thus, Figure
6.25(b) at relative speed of 200 m/s presents the stress-strain in each region, and as can be
seen the variation between the layers is minor as observed in the perfect crystal sliding.
An average plot was generated to capture the stress transformations as shown in Figure
6.25(b). Imposing the same procedure the final state of the stress-strain response is obtained
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Figure 6.23: Temperature variation across the interface for time of 220 ps at various speeds.
in Figures 6.24(a) and 6.24(b) for relative speeds of 25 , 100 , ... 1000 m/s. At relative
speed of 200 m/s as shown in Figure 6.24(a) there is a dramatic reduction in the yield point
of the Cu block which has a value of σy = 400MPa compared to single crystal sliding of
value σy = 1.5GPa in section 6.6. Additionally, the maximum stress for nanocrystalline Cu
occurs at σmax = 1.2GPa as opposed to σy = 2.1GPa in perfect crystal sliding. As observed
in section 6.2 the yield point of the material and the maximum stress increases reaching a
plateau at sliding speeds of 800 m/s in which the values are approximately σy = 1.1GPa
and σmax = 1.6GPa. Materials with grains formed into the metal matrix are generally
weaker compared to perfect crystals therefore, reduction in the σmax and σy as mentioned
above is expected.
Considering the stress-strain Figures 6.7, 6.24(a) and 6.24(b), for single crystals and
nanocrystalline sliding, it is observed that the yield point of the Cu block consistently in-
creases with sliding speed. Additionally, results from Figure 6.23 and from Chapter 5.2.3
show that interfacial temperature also increases with sliding speed. In general the me-
chanical strength of metals decreases with increasing temperature, hence the properties are
becoming time dependent. The outcome of this study shows that at this size and timescale
the increasing interfacial temperature has no effect on the yield point, thus work hardening
is not affected by change in temperature.
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(a) Average stress-strain response at relative sliding speeds ranging from 100-400m/s.
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(b) Average stress-strain response at speeds of 500-1000m/s
Figure 6.24: Stress strain response of nanocrystalline Cu/Ag materials.
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(b) Average stress-strain response of Cu/Ag tribopair at 200m/s
Figure 6.25: Stress strain response of nanocrystalline Cu/Ag materials.
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Conclusion and future work
7.1 Conclusion
The structural transformation and changes in non-equilibrium systems were investigated
using a simple embedded atom model potential by means of molecular dynamics simula-
tions. This work has focused on the relationship between intermediate structural changes,
mechanical response of the system and material transfer at model metal interfaces under the
initiation of high speed sliding. The velocity dependence of the frictional force is associ-
ated with the plastic deformation of nanocrystalline materials. Additionally the temperature
profiles across the interface show that at sliding speeds greater than 200 m/s the softer ma-
terial is first reaching a temperature close to the melting point. Modelling issues regarding
the thermal conductivity are addressed and a way to overcome this was developed via con-
tinuum models coupled with MD. Finally, this thesis also sheds light on the yield point of
the materials and how they plastically deform during sliding friction, gaining knowledge
on how the constitutive models for shear stresses could be developed at high strain rates.
The following sections give the concluding remarks for this PhD thesis.
Interatomic potential validations
The EAM potentials used throughout this PhD thesis have been extensively tested to
validate and verify the MD code against experimental and computational studies. Ther-
modynamic macroscopic variables such as melting point heat capacity, thermal expansion
and thermal conductivities have been tested for Ag and Cu materials. Although most of
these variables show good agreement with experimental results, the thermal conductivity is
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greatly underestimated. The MD methods only account for the phonon contribution to the
thermal conductivity and not for the free electrons or electron-phonon interaction, which is
vital in friction related phenomena.
A thorough investigation was carried out to verify that the TTM method could resolve
the underestimation of the thermal conductivity as discussed in Chapter 3.2.2. In theory this
method is the state-of-the-art approach to take into account the electron contribution to the
thermal conductivity, however, the results are still not consistent with experimental values.
This will require further development of the TTM algorithm that will be part of the future
work. The need to correct the underestimation of the thermal conductivity leads to the
development of a new algorithm as discussed in Chapter 3.2.3, in which the heat conduction
equation is solved by taking into account the experimental conductivity of the metal of
interest. The algorithm was validated successfully resulting in values of k consistent with
experiments.
Finally, mechanical properties such Young’s modulus, shear modulus, and yield stress
of FCC copper were investigated and results show good agreement with experimental re-
sults. Verification of LAMMPS against other MD codes for the mechanical properties was
also proved successful.
Boundary conditions for sliding friction
The sliding friction simulations required the development of boundary conditions for
imposing desired velocity and external pressure on the system. Several test cases have been
successfully performed for the algorithm’s verification so that these schemes could be used
efficiently for large scale dynamic friction simulations. The first attempt of the boundary
conditions was used for test cases to calculate the coefficient of friction for a variety of
system sizes. Results show that friction coefficient is independent of the selection of the
domain sizes.
Sliding frictions on single crystals
Plastic deformation in metal structures is a complex phenomenon due to the non-
linearity of dynamical processes related to the macroscopic defects. The dislocations pat-
terns, which tend to be chaotic and self-organised at the nanoscale as shown in chapter
5, form heterogeneous field of deformation unlike the homogeneous field observed in the
macroscopic scale. The sliding friction of single crystals obtained in this PhD confirmed
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that the frictional force depends on the frictional velocity imposed. The results show a
direct link between the frictional force reduction at high strain rates and the plastic defor-
mation nucleated in the interfacial region. It was observed that deformation is initiated at
relative speeds greater than 50 m/s starting from the weaker material. Plastic deformation is
associated with temperature rise of the system and hence gradual melting of the interfacial
region that results in frictional force reduction. The liquid layer formed in the proximity of
the interfacial region constantly increases during sliding and the higher the sliding velocity
the thicker the mixed interface. As discussed in chapter 5 for relative velocities of 25 m/s
the interfacial region reaches a plateau unlike, at speeds of 400 and 1000 m/s in which the
interfacial thickness progressed linearly over time.
The material deformation depends on the rate at which deformation takes place, the
temperature and crystallographic structure of the material. This thesis deals with high
deformation loading rates, which are isothermal in nature meaning that the energy produced
in the system is flowing fast leading to an increase in temperature at the atomic scale. At
the macroscale the process is approximately adiabatic since the energy produced cannot
flow out of the system due to the short period of time; this ultimately leading to an increase
in temperature locally and resulting in a strong interaction between the temperature and
deformation rate.
The investigation presented in this thesis provides insight into the mechanisms of dy-
namic friction and the author identifies the sources of systematic error, which include the
under-prediction of the thermal conductivity and the artefacts arising from the reservoir
boundary conditions. This was obtained by the continuum simulations using a 1-D hy-
drocode. Conducting the continuum simulations using phonon-only thermal conductivities
derived from MD simulations generate temperature profiles comparable with MD at rela-
tive sliding speed of 200 m/s. Furthermore, the reservoir boundary conditions rescaling the
temperature used in MD simulations are also imposed in the hydrocode simulations and the
results showed that shear waves travelling across both materials are constantly reflected by
their presence. The shear wave reverberations are present when continuum simulations are
conducted without the reservoir boundary conditions but they are significantly smoother,
meaning that slip velocity fluctuates less. The shear stress is also reflected by the reservoir
boundary conditions causing plastic deformation and ultimately work hardening resulting
in an increase in the shear stress of both blocks. The stress predicted by MD predicts
the frictional stress indirectly using velocity contribution part of which is the shear wave
reflections. Calculating the stress during a simulation by excluding the kinetic contribu-
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tions results to a negligible variation in the stress-strain response as shown in Chapter 6.2.
Finally, this work shows how molecular dynamics can provide information about the me-
chanical behaviour of sliding materials. This is achieved by investigating the material’s
yield point and its variation with different strain rates. It was found that the yield point and
the maximum stress increases as the strain rate increases up to a critical strain rate; beyond
this point the yield point hits a plateau.
Sliding friction on nanocrystalline simulations
This PhD thesis also presents for the first time simulations of nanostructured sliding and
the results were compared against single crystal’s behaviour. The frictional force over time
at 200 m/s shows significantly less fluctuations compared with a single crystal plot; this
indicates that shear wave reverberation does not greatly affect the frictional force since this
occurs within each grain. The frictional force per unit area for nanostructured/nanocrys-
talline holds lower values for each speed but follows the same trend compared to single
crystal sliding. Interestingly at low speeds (25 m/s) the values of frictional force per unit
area approaches values close to speeds of 100 and 200 m/s. Producing temperature profiles
for these simulations showed that the interfacial temperature is lower than in single crystals
and this is because of the presence of the grain boundaries within the structure. Specifically,
a temperature reduction of around 20 % is observed at sliding speeds of 200 m/s.
Material with a number of grains formed within the metal matrix is weaker compare
to single crystals, thus the values of σy decreases. The stress-strain data on nanostructured
blocks show a significant reduction in the yield point and the maximum stress of around
73 % and 42 % compared to the single crystals for sliding speed of 200 m/s. As in the study
of single crystals the yield point of the stronger material was evaluated as the strain rate is
increasing and the plateau is reached at 800 m/s.
7.2 Future work
Following an extensive literature review there are several useful areas that could be consid-
ered for a future work as highlighted below:
1. Thermal conductivity correction:
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Modification/debugging of the TTM model to correct the thermal conductivity under-
estimation. Application of this scheme to frictional models to investigate temperature
profiles and mechanical response.
The thermal conductivity underestimation of the MD method was successfully cor-
rected by developing the TKC scheme; however, additional work is required to re-
solve issues for the sliding friction model of Cu/Ag tribopair.
The constant heat algorithm correction studied in Chapter 6.3 is artificially imposed
on the interfacial region to subtract heat. The scheme needs to be implemented in the
grid analysis module as done in Chapter 3.2.3 for the TKC scheme.
2. Incorporating nanomaterials on sliding metallic surfaces:
The limited understanding of nanotribology is a significant barrier to the design of
many products and processes where there are moving parts. New experimental meth-
ods have expanded measuring friction in systems to molecular level is gained, how-
ever the results are often specific to a set of experiments and therefore difficult to scale
up to macroscopic systems and risky if applied to a wider range of industrial appli-
cations. There are dark areas in understanding the molecular processes underpinning
marcoscopic tribology that limit the benefits of these emerging methods. This is par-
ticularly true regarding the anti-wear properties of nanoparticles, where the mecha-
nism of boundary additives as a main substance included into lubricants has not been
researched extensively. These additives aim is to bind lubricants strongly into the sur-
face of the metal, therefore higher stresses can be employed with reduction in wear.
Little is known regarding this; however, computer simulations can play an increas-
ingly important role in investigating this phenomenon and improve the knowledge
and therefore application of nanotribology (friction, lubrication and wear).
Simulations may be especially useful when determining how to ensure that nanopar-
ticles enter and remain in the contact area to understand their behaviour. The use
of solid/liquid lubricants is increasing in several fields of engineering involving var-
ious types of vehicles, heavy industrial equipment and machines, biological devices,
and metalworking processes and supercomputers. The European consumption of
lubricants reaches approximately 5 million tonnes per annum, and the worldwide
consumption is around 40 million. The automotive industry uses the largest lubri-
cant volumes for applications such as internal combustion engines, which uses the
most demanding combinations of physical and chemical conditions. The demand for
emission minimisation of harmful chemicals such as SO2 and CO2 requires highly
complex formulation and combination of crankcase and the lubricant interaction. The
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types of lubrication condition governing engines are varied, ranging from hydrody-
namic to elastohydrodynamic.
The frictional properties of inorganic fullerenes (IF), Tungsten sulfide (WS2) and
its structural analogue Molybdenum sulfide (MoS2) have been the centre of atten-
tion for the last decade. This great interest is due to their amazing mechanical and
frictional properties whilst used as additives to lubricants; they have undergone ex-
tensive tribological testing using experimental techniques by Tenne [234] and me-
chanical behaviour using molecular dynamics methods according to Kaplan-Ashiri
et al. [135]. Experiments have shown that these spherical nanoparticles demonstrate
rolling friction under mild loads typically less than 0.5GPa in the hydrodynamic lu-
brication regime. Studies show that there is no degradation of the spherical nanopar-
ticles at high-pressure loads ranging from 25 to 30 GPa. Extensive literature shows
these nanoparticles can reduce the coefficient of friction (µ) and provide good wear
properties. These nanoparticles are the strongest known today, and confined under
extreme conditions (high pressure and sliding velocities) between metallic surfaces
they could potentially plastically deform these surfaces affecting both µ and wear.
Molecular dynamics (MD) capabilities provide excellent opportunities for perform-
ing simulations to study the mechanical and frictional properties of WS2 and MoS2.
Molecular dynamics techniques can be used to obtain the dynamic friction of con-
fined lubricant (including the nanoparticles evenly dispersed) between metals, thus
the following points can be investigated in the future as a continuation of this work:
• Generation of the structure of nanoparticles (IF, WS2, MoS2, carbon nanotubes
and others) and mechanical testing to validate experimental and/or DFT data.
• Possibilities of simulating lubricants used in engines such as polyalfaolefine oil
(PAO) and measurements of viscocity and other thermodynamic properties to
compare against experimental data.
• Merge the MD models of the nanoparticles with the liquids and observe the
dispersion of the nanoparticles within the liquid. Develop a method of mixing
both materials to get a uniform liquid.
• The generated liquid will be confined between two metallic interfaces of known
metals and sliding friction simulations will be conducted. Molecular dynamics
can reveal the physics and structural transformations under dynamic friction
and high-pressure conditions of these nanoparticles.
• The evolution of the coefficient of friction µ and the efficiency of these nanopar-
ticles under high pressures ranging from 0.83 to 1.72 GPa will be validated
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using the MD friction model.
• Experimental evidence have shown that the IF under friction conditions are
subjected to structural changes resulting in their exfoliation in sheets directly
into the contact area. If this phenomenon happens within few picoseconds after
the initiation of high-speed sliding then the MD will reveal the mechanism of
this phenomenon.
• Study of materials mixing, diffusion, and heat dissipation across the interfacial
region will be studied.
3. Friction work on silicon and MEMS:
Silicon (Si) is important for MEMs, especially where there is contact between com-
ponents. Satyanarayana et al. [211] showed dramatic reduction of the coefficient of
friction by at least a factor of 6 and increase of the wear resistance of Si by at least
by a factor of 1000 times have been experimentally verified by a combination of dual
layer of high molecular weight Polyethylene (UHMWDE) and perfluoropolyether
(PFPE). Quantitative and qualitative validation of these simulations using molecular
dynamics could lead to a breakthrough in understanding and ultimately improving
wear on other applications.
4. Lubrication, MEMS and molecular dynamics:
The concept of mixed molecular films is when a fluid contains more than a single
component which might not be evenly distributed between the bulk and the wall re-
gion. In other words, when different molecules assembled together could potentially
give greater opportunities for more effective thin films. Therefore, what we have is a
combination of two molecular films of different structures, chain lengths, functional
groups. Molecular compatibility and solubility between molecules is an unexplored
area. This concept is considered a general case for many engineering fluids. MD
studies can shed light on how molecules of different structures bond together in or-
der to create a molecule which reduces the friction and wear which is important for
MEMs as claimed by Hsu [111].
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Figure A.1: Velocity variation of nanocrystalline Cu/Ag tribopair. Sliding speed of 25 m/s
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A-2 Voronorised Cu/Ag: Velocity variation
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Figure A.2: Velocity variation of nanocrystalline Cu/Ag tribopair. Sliding speed of 100 m/s
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Figure A.3: Velocity variation of nanocrystalline Cu/Ag tribopair. Sliding speed of 200 m/s
Voronorised Cu/Ag: Velocity variation A-3
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Figure A.4: Velocity variation of nanocrystalline Cu/Ag tribopair. Sliding speed of 300 m/s
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Figure A.5: Velocity variation of nanocrystalline Cu/Ag tribopair. Sliding speed of 400 m/s
A-4 Voronorised Cu/Ag: Velocity variation
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Figure A.6: Velocity variation of nanocrystalline Cu/Ag tribopair. Sliding speed of 500 m/s
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Figure A.7: Velocity variation of nanocrystalline Cu/Ag tribopair. Sliding speed of 600 m/s
Voronorised Cu/Ag: Velocity variation A-5
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Figure A.8: Velocity variation of nanocrystalline Cu/Ag tribopair. Sliding speed of 800 m/s
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Figure A.9: Velocity variation of nanocrystalline Cu/Ag tribopair. Sliding speed of 1000 m/s
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Figure B.1: Stress strain response of voronorised Cu sliding on Ag. Sliding speed of 100 m/s
B-1
B-2 Voronorised Cu/Ag: Stress-strain curves
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Figure B.2: Stress strain response of voronorised Cu sliding on Ag. Sliding speed of 200 m/s
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Figure B.3: Stress strain response of voronorised Cu sliding on Ag. Sliding speed of 300 m/s
Voronorised Cu/Ag: Stress-strain curves B-3
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Figure B.4: Stress strain response of voronorised Cu sliding on Ag. Sliding speed of 400 m/s
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Figure B.5: Stress strain response of voronorised Cu sliding on Ag. Sliding speed of 500 m/s
B-4 Voronorised Cu/Ag: Stress-strain curves
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Figure B.6: Stress strain response of voronorised Cu sliding on Ag. Sliding speed of 600 m/s
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Figure B.7: Stress strain response of voronorised Cu sliding on Ag. Sliding speed of 800 m/s
Voronorised Cu/Ag: Stress-strain curves B-5
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Figure B.8: Stress strain response of voronorised Cu sliding on Ag. Sliding speed of 1000 m/s
